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PROCEEDINGS OF THE NINTH ANNUAL CONFERENCE OF THE
BRITISH EDUCATIONAL MANAGEMENT AND ADMINISTRATION SOCIETY

INTRODUCTION

The theme pn'tte ninth Inntal conference of the British
Educational Management and Administration Society (BEMAS) was
"Quality Control in Education?". In its choice of this theme
and title the organising committee had hoped to provide an issue
for debate ofdirect professional relevadce and importance for
the many seciors of education from which the Society's members
come. The net result was an outstanding 'keynote' address and
some twenty papers twelve of which are included below,with brief
summaries of others. The conference itself Incorporatod'a plenary
session with local authority representatives and a sophisticated
system allowing members the choice of attending.four separate
seminars,or e'en two twice' The papers had ,been distributed in
advance and thus there were opportunities for all participants

yoto contribute!to the debate.

THE 'KEYNOTE' ADORKS

The conference made an auspicious start with Dr.Taylor's
seminal paper, "Quality Control in Educations ". Looking back on
previous BEMAS conference proceedings one can see that ,certain
contributions broke new ground and bedtime part of the conventional
wisdom of the subjects dealt with,and Dr.Taylor's authoritative
treatment of the topic at issue on this occasion'may come into
this category. While it can be said that, the conference as a
wholeilinswered the questi6n posed in the negative,the special
merit of Taylor's paper is that it sets out for us just where

-I, the concerns encapsulated in the technical term 'quality control'
impinge upon us in education,and at least three of his main points
deserve a mention fn this Introduction. Firstly,the production
mptaphor carried with it a precision of unattainable
for us,and the concept of quality control needs widening to be of,'
use in an.e0ucational setting. Secondly,Taylor's suggestion of
three mode wherein he ideas of quality and control coexist in

td

ucation provideea fruitful hypothesis,and the major conference
apers are easily accommodated to it. 'recognition' assessment'

and Intervention' are activities that managers in. education will
readily recognise. The third idea derives directly from .the
original concept of quality control, i.e. the, notion of 'assignable'
and residual' causes of variation from a 'specification'. As

translated by Taylor,in education there is a continuous process
by which understgo4ing emerges as tp what constitutes reasonable
and realistic expitctations,and in today's world the 'tolerances'
are becqming finer,thel'clients' less inclined tp accept
explanations of failure in terms of 'factors beyond our control'.
Where there are other claimants competing with education for a
dwindling input of resources this attitude has consequences for
us all. But Taylor concludes that our administrators would do
better to avoid comparisonewhidh have little to do with eduCation,
and to concentrate instead on those processes which offer prospects
of 'improvement', a notion which,even If it carries no very
impresssive scientific overtqtes,and involves elements .of chance

5



and opportunism,may be more promising for those engaged itithe
provision of a complex professional service to people.

THE CONFERENCE PAPERS ' . /

..../.
. 1

\ Taylor's address having cleared the ground,it became editorial
ipolicy to select for inclusion those papers whi'Ch might help to
advance thinking from his baseline. contributions iiere loosely
grouped under four major sub - themes',' namely .(A) improvement and
control through agencies, (ii) betterment through the develop-
ment of staff, (iii) 'political' aspects of progress,and, (iv)
efforts towards improvement on the coating ?root. 01 the
twelve papers thus chosen five fell into he first category,
'politics' and costing attracted two each, and the remaining ,

three broached staff develoqMent aspects of the main theme.
,

Those papers which concentrated on improvement agencies
were easily related to Taylor's filtme of reference, agents
whether Advisory Committee,Her Majesty's Inspectorate,School
Governing Body or Advisorate clearly, undertook tasks of

i

'tecdgnitionew
1

' ssessment' and 'intervention'. Young reported

ae
a recent ren of interventionist activity on the part of ,

Central Gover ent,and Welton probed some of the underlying
assumptions behind DES thinking. From the viewpoint of a

( Further Education Advisory Committee Martin opted that
\'recognition' decisions were being taken by administrative
rather than academic authorities, and Davies and Lyons propounded
a list of 'critical success factors' with which to appraise the
efforts.A LEA advisers. The assessment mode figured prominently
in Davies and'Lyons' second paper on School Governing Bodies as
Agents of Qualiyy Control. Adopting an open systems approach
they envisaged a clear role for School Governors in the areas
of policy planning and evaluat n.

In the staff 'development -or Stennin s caseistudy of
collective bargaining at 'plant' leve supported Taylor's point
that educational specificatiofiq are ubject to on-going negotiation,
and the same vitality of response educational institutions
came through strongly in Pratt's study of ',interaction strategies'.
Harding and Scott,again at the'micro level,offered guidelines
towards a staff development programme, Perhaps conspicuous by
its absence in this .section Was a paper addressing itself to
THE quality control problem in education,the professional
development of schoolteachers.

A

lenia discussion of the meaning of 'academic standards' under
sub-theme (iii) above,Cuthbert contended that the use of this
umbrella term conceals two separate ideologies,the one 'product'
the other 'process' oriented,and managers' adherence to one or
the other is bound to colour the activities they undertake with-
in, Taylor's three modes. Isaac's paper was addressed to the task
of maintaining quality in merger situations. In building the
new organisation managers had to attend to behavibural factors
like self esteem,anxiety And awareness of role and territory.

-

In the field of costing ThOmas' efforts tb(devise a

measuring device for a limited'sector of academic achievement
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was close to quality control in Its original sense,whereas
Hinds quoted comparative statistics of educational provision,
'leaving it toh4s audience to draw their own conclusions about
qUItlity implicatiqns. -In common with some other Local Authority
members Hinds seems to be prepared to entertain the possibility
of applying quality control procedures in education, what he
emphasised was the opportunity costs incurred in doing so.

THE
r
PLENARY SESSION

While both the local authority representatives were
suspicious of attempts to achieve quality control,Mr.Semple
was prepared to argue that certain sections Of an education
se ice might be amenable to sucb treatment. The real problem,
he thought,was in determining criteria for appraising the service
delivered byteachers. Mr Cunningham,on the other hand,drew
our attention to the differing perceptions of quality made by
people at different levels,and while he was sympathetic to a

re" more 'open: resolution of quality.dilemmas,he saw the 'political'
charaoter of the process militating against this. Lest members
might forget it,Mr Bird upheld theeclaim of central government
to bar indl,sputable part of the process,and the principal
gent, of 'recognition'

CONCLUSION
t.

In our view the Confbrence recognised that while quality and
control are as important for education as for other service
activities,the juxtaposition of the two to fprm a concept redolent
Of industry is ultimately of little help to us One may wonder
whether a better startang point might be to survey how the task
of marrying service delivery at a required standard to proper
oversight is carried through in one of the other personal social
services,inseead of looking to manufacturing parallels. The
pragmatic approach of hospital 61-vice,managers 1Iig Haywood
4,1974)*(firs,,look for peaks and hollows in performance,and then,
seek to encourage an ethos Of efficiency not adequacy) could
have more to,offer education than,the rigidities of any industriW1
application of quality control.

.A second caveat relates to a'widespread bel4f that quality
cbritrol in education has never been genuinely attempted in this
country Quite apart from the period of payment by results one
may point out.thattin the prevailing climate of corporate manage-
ment,edueation,rightly or wrong.ly,has been forced to compete as
an equal with other spending departments,'and management
consultants,have been busy trying to lick education into shape,
for the application of techniques which have a close affinity
with qualtty control One would have welcomed a more open
recognition of this state of affairs and comment upon it. '

In conclusion, in spite of Dr.Taylor's exposure of the dangers
of Quality Control in education, something like it could well be
attempted,so that the.BEMAS Conference should have been helpful
ijdlarifying our thinking,even if this account ofe'its prqceedings
is uni kely to provide the last word on the subject.
Ha ood S C. (1974) Managing the Healt T.R.Bone
S ice Allen and Unvin H.A.Ramsay
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FINAL PLENARY SESSION

For the conference's final session the organising
committee had invited two sgeakers who represented the
providing authorities of the education service in England,
Wales and Scotland, these being Mr.Gordon Cunn/ngham,

0 Education Officer of the Association of County Councils .in
England and Wales, and Mr.David Semple, Director of Education
for the Lothian RegionaloAuthority in SCotland. Each presented
short initial statements of their position and then, with
Dr.Tom Bone as their Chairmen, answered questions from the
floor

tt.Gordon Cunningham began by making it clear that
quality control implied for him more than simply evaluation;
it had.to include a readineSs and ability to influence quality
as well. Education, he said must always be concerned with
quality, and that concern carried with it a desire for improve-
Tient. Therefore. there was nothing new in quality control,
which should be seen as an integral part of the educat4on
process. .

1 ,

Although the toncepi was not,new the term might be,and,
its connotations were such that it was not surprising if
educationists were nervous of it. Yet what it involved us
in was the making of judgments about what constituted quality,
how we might measure it, and what factors affected it, and
-unless we became thus clearer about the importance which we
attached to providihg quality there was a dahger that the ,

quality control which would inevitably take place-would be
determined simply by the supply of money. While in his-daily
work he,was concerned with the expenditure of authorities,
Mr.Cunningham counselled the participants.not to try to judge
qtiality by whether we were spending more oless. Decisions
about now much should'be spent, or on what it should be spent,
had/always to be closely related to knowledge about how to
secure quality in return.

The history of quality control in,education was not a
happy one (from the days of payment by results to tales of
pre-test breakdowni and"post-examination suicides in Japanese
classrooms), but attempts would always be made to measure the
quality of the product, and the process was continued in the
present day by a host of agencies, from external examining

.bodies to thekteacher himself working in his classroom.

Mr.Cunningham suggested that there were threepropotitions,
which should be seriously considered by all: -

(a) -That evaluation or assessment'in education cannot be
the tame as quality control in"manufacturing. It
had to be more subtle and more sensitive, and it
had to take account of individual and community
needs and variations.



' (b) That it must be an open,understood and credible

7 process, so that it commanded general Public
acceptance and respect.

(c) That this meant that the spokesman for education
had to be prepared to define in discussion what
constituted quality, and to explain and justify
the part which different inputs played in
achieving this. A

The British system was founded proudly on the freedom
of the teacher in the. classroom, but it was as well to
remember that,this had never been a total freedom, for
teachers operated in a comFunity of colleagues,of parents,of '

employers and with a professional conscience. They had
themssylvdg been responsible for more quality contr.& in
their every day teaching than any number of outside agencies.

' If the pressures on the whole system were now however such II'
that previously informal systems required to be developed
in a more formal way,we, would do well, said Mr.Cunningham,
to ensure that any new struciure,was (a) understood by and
acceptable to the public outside the schools, and (b) based
on the involvement and professionalism of the teachers
themselves.

Mr.David Semple supported Mr.Cunningham in his des ire
for duality improvement in the provision of an education ,

service, but he found the phrase "quality control" less
acceptable, since for him it evoked images of custard creams,
mini-metros and men in white coats. To him quality conjrole
suggested a production involving inanimate objects,and while
education had its share of these,they were fortunately in the
minority. In education we dealt with people,and while control
certainly had to be exercised,it had to be achielled through
what be called "philosophy of the four s - care,concentration,
consultation and co-operation". Perhalls thbse id positions
of responsibility had to add to that a considerable dash Of
determination.

.In speaking of the education service we were facing a
very large canvas, and while the most important part of that
was concerned with work undertaken in classrooms,we could not
ignore the many other parts which made up the whole. In

some of these quality control was a very proper activity,
and much was being done (and more could be'done) to effect
qualitative improyements in such parts of the service as
catering,transport,property maintenance,careers and child-
guidance etc. Effectively taken steps in these areas could
perhapi release funds for parts of the service which were
less easily measured. The canvas was not blank either:
every inch was already painted in different ways in every
authority, id every school and in every classroom. We could
not merely talk in general terms about improvements, there
had to he some order of priority in tickling the situation.

To Mr.Semple's mind there was one matter howsver which

0
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a

rose above all others and which held the basic key to
qualitative Imprgvement across most and possibly all aspects
of the service He described this as the "people chain".
Whi'le it might have,as many links as were considered.retcessary-1
there were a number which were fundamental - initial training,
staff selection, promotion procedures, staff developments
service training, job satisfaction, and political involvement.
Most if not all of these linksoneeded to be strengthened in
foday:s circumstances, and Mr.Semple was pleased, that some
of the group papers which he had.read showed how this might
be achieved.

woe

Turning finally to the matter of finance, Mr.Semple said
that although he recognised that he was speaking in a time of
financial stringency he had to tress that he came from an
authority which, to put it mildly, was disinclined to accept
the Government's current view regarding the management of
public expenditure. They would resist making cuts if they
felt that quality would suffer. Yet Mr Semple recognised that
covplaints about cuts could be a means of avoid,ng difficult
problems. W s there not a dangeN he asked, that we in the
eductlfio s vice might be creatinga smoke screen which would
enable us o avoid tackling the question of qualitative Improve-
ment oP the excuse that the necessary funds were not available?

In the discussion that followed, Ray Bolam drew attention
to the possibility of changes in the contractual position of
teachers, and Mr Semple,commenting on his experience. in
Scotland where a "teachers' contract" had beeen negotiated
with the unions, warned that it could erode professional
attitudes, with some teachers doing the minimum they could as
a result Tom Bone referred to Etzionl's suggestion teat
remunerative control produces aAcalculative response. Mr.
Cmczningham felt, however,that if prpfessionals did not
manage to define what teachers' resPo ibilities were, this
would be done for themjby the ndustrial tribunals. Some
members wondered if the coming of a formal teachers contract
would retard the movement fr a role to a task orientation
in secondaly schdol managem t

Further discussion as initiated by Ron Glatter (on the
link between financial restraints,and quality, and b' Rob
Cuthbert about the handling of clear cases of incompetence,
but perhaps the most significant other contribution came from
Richard Bird of the DES, who said that discussion of controlling
quality in edaation sometimes appeared to leave Central
Government out of the equation The Education Acts invested
Secretaries of State with a general duty to promote the provision
of education, and that had to include a coPcer w th quality.
The ways in which Cqntral Government might contribute could
be a matei of dispute, as over the proper extent of its
involvement in the school curriculum, but they included over-
all resource levels, teacher supply and training, the provision
of some types of information,some inspectiontfrom the centre,
and the maintenance of a sound legislative framework

Oade.
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Tom Bone wound up the session by reminding members of
Bill Taylor's opening address,which had provided such an
extellept foundation for the whole conference, and used a
story he had been told by Bill to relate the ideals and
aspirations of Goverpments,ias well as those omen and
women, to the difficulties,Mreated by econDmic recession
and human weakness. s

1.
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QUALITY CONTROLS ANALYSIS AND COMMENT

- William Taylor
University Of London Institute of Education

1. Introduction

I have not been party to the discussions about the
organisation and themi of this ConferenCe,althougtr I under-
stand that its titlelwas originally Quality, in Education.
This was subsequently, tn the words of your Chairman,
'tightened up' to produce the present theme of Quality
Control in Edueation. The new title, I am'glad to see,has
been redeemed by a qusstion mark.

I have of late become much more conscious than I used
,

to be of how our perceptions of phenomena, and our judgments
about the personal and pojitical stances appropriate to them,
are affected by the sources and resogances of the metaphors
we employ to give them meanilpg. EspeciallY so when such
metaphors are associated with families of concepts that
have proved their usefulness in other contexts,and which
appear to offer internally consistent and coherent frame-
works for interpretation,eNplanation and even,action.

To accuse students of administration who find it
' useful to employ engineering metaphors for certain limited

aspeCts of educational practice of reducing the whole of
education to mechanism,is as unfair as to argue that
economists who use the concept of Gross National Product
are all materialists,and thatwbleir entire notion of what

.constitutes welfare is subsumakde,to this concept, 'w

Yet metaphors are sometimes more powerful than they
seem. Useful as they may be for partial and local
applications - of a kind exemplified in solve of the
discussion papers for. this conference - they have a tendency
to cast their thrall more widely, and to exert excessive
influences over the agenda of problems for research and
discussion.

It may be argued that a title like Quality Control is
merely a useful shorthand, It points to common elemeKts
in all thosq procesS'Fs that society. uses to ensure that
teacheis and schools and heads and lecturers and directors
are achieving appropriate standards, and by means of which
the administrator satisfies his pplitical masters at
latfonal and local level that alris well,or not well as
the cask may be. It may be suggested that its industrial
overtones are a prudent and harmless concession to employers
and those who plead for greater relevano and higher

, standards of attainment,and will help cOltwice them of the
seriousness of

r
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o Perhap ss o. I must not jump to conclusions at this
stage. Sufficient to earthat I have-taken the
interrogative mode of your title at its face value,and that '
it strongly colours all the rest of what I shall have to
say.

4 I have taken my'task to be a cpnceptual ,analysis of
the idea of quality control and an assessment of its uses
and limitations for certftin kinds of educational practice.

My paper has five sections. Following these
' introductory remarks I shall look at some'of the implfications
of using the words quality and quality control in educational
settings. I shall then draw upon the language and. ideas of
quility control'as it is practiced in industrial production,
in an attempt to see how it helps to plassipr and to give us
fresh insights into educational phenomena. In-my, fourth
section I shall try out such a classification, using'the
headings of recognition, assessment and intervention to
organise my remarks. Finally,'I shall return to my. anxieties
about choice of metaphors7and identify what I see as some of
vtheasosts and benefits of developing the idea of quality
control in educational administration

2. .What do we mean by Quality'? .

9 ,
My very earliest memory of the'word quality is of black

lettering on a white bakelite label, stuck into a proud but, \sw
one trusted: representative pear nestling in the artificial
grass of a greengrocen's.stand. W label was'unadorned
b'y an' .qualifier,such as the entrepreneurial 'high quality'
or the 'bureaucratic 'standard quality'. There it was -
quality. st _that A good thing,needing no further
justific on

Pears are on thing,but what about educatAon? It is
easy to believe that we know quality when we ee it. Some
of our political piasters sire so convinced that they speak
for the nation Its to.,assume their own preferences are
universally shared. But get a little Leath the surface,
go one stage beyond the popular or academic pieties -
'decept standsrds of reaciLng-and writing', 'the ability
to cope with and adjust t change. in a complex and
technologically advanced world' - and the disagreements
begin to emerge..

dir

education does not produce a uniform product for a
clientele with a homogeneous set of preferences. It is
important,then,to underline that quality pas no meaning
except in relation to some explicit and greed,or implied
but generally understood function. In the words of a
textbook of Factory and Production management.

"Quality is not a property which has an absolute
meaning, a high quality pair of beach shoes can

4
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(

well be a very low'qua(lity pair of walking shoes,
a low quaility billiard cue can be s very high '

quality pa-htick. The quality' of an article
has meani g only when - related to function ('that

14 which ma it work orsell' and the isolatilon pi
functio s rarely simple" (Lockyer 1974 w)

lleducation sebvIS many different functions for different
people. The use o the word quality-does nothing to resolve
long standing debates about Veat education should be for,
about how educationgl resou ces and benefits should be
distributed, whether the national' interest and the imperatives .

of civilization And of human potentiality ('ncmever defined)
are best served by common or 'diversified curricula.

Nor,if quality is to be'establisnen rn relatien to
fitness for some purpose.can such purposes ratiopally be.
defined independently of -the means available for their
achievement, it is not onlyllpolitics that is the art of the
possibles However idealised or mocaliged 'the form in which
a purpose first prespntstitself,by the time it has been
lsegislated for in public policy or become an administrative.
bbjective it has usually been greatly modified to take account.
of the materials and means presently or putatively/ to hand.
The relationship between purpose and pbssibility is never
uni-directional. The development of atomic weapons during
the Second World War prqvides a graphic example of the
pushes and pulls involved.

ensible judgments atiout quality cannot be taken with-
out reference to cost., Have we not;every one.of us,founA
ourselves at some time in confrontation with the:purveyor
of some God or service concerning a.railure of what we
have purchased to come up to explecitations? The paint is
flaking off the walls after onli six months. Or the door
sills are rusting.. Or the straps and buckles have come
adrift after a single encounter with the Heath ow carousel.
The drawere no longer fit,and so on and so forth. 10

But sir, but madam - if you wanted it to last ..you
shoull;oree had the triple undercoat and four top coat
treat t. Or bought a Rolla Royce. Or chosen the leather
valise with thp sol4d brass fittings. Or *opted for a
handcrafted or antique piece. And so on and so forth..
After aLl, what did you really expect at that price?

a
However closely la may base our cjioices on the i

valuable advice of the consumer organisations, however
much we may besprotecteolby officially determined and lAgAlly
enforceable standards,feil of us are in position to seek or
to identify onto afford superior goods services over
the whole rage of things we buy and do in the
-treedeer-%g A6ted to us by a capitalist arktfor
which it is seldom thagked) we aetermin n priorities.
In one'or two areas of life we will be satfs ied with nothingat

- 14 .
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. but the tiest. Wine,shirts,darts,hodiday hotels, beef,
dog fOod, photographic equipment, fishing rods,hi -fi'- in
a society such as our own the choices are almost infinite.

sFor the rest, we spend as little as we can consistent with -

reasonable reliability and-personM safety (although not -
always even those), an unremarkable appearance and the
(satisfaction of,bodily needs.

Individual choices aind preferences can be rapi ly
switched - although in practic they are remarkably table.
Societal choices and pre ores take longe1- to shi
especially whpn the go s concerned are non-marketable. It

the privilege and he task of individuals and pressure
g o4ps to convince us that-our current pattern of preferences,

flected in the quantity and quali f health cares
,education and municipal services thlt ,ie receive,is mistaken
or manipulated Currently we get what we are collectively
willing and able to pay for.° Willingness to pay has
probably been affected by high personal taxation and doubtg
ab ut the value of sbme of the things on offer. Ability
to ay has been affected ID lack of economic grOwth. It
woul bgriRtiose for me to trace out the multitude of
his rid17,political and social .considerations that determine
an verage expenditure per pupil of £460 in the financial
ye 1978/79, But we cannot avoid asking what we caR expect

hat Brice.

When, public pOlicy could reflect unarAlculatedor
tolerated distinctions in worth or.desert - gold,silver or
bronze, an IQ of 130 or one of 90., hard working or indolent -
it was possible to derive differences in function which
legitimated variations in quality of provision. With the ,

dissolution of such distinctions it has become increasingly
difficult to justify anything but 'the best'. Variations
in expenditurk,accypted (not always wisely) as proxies for
the level of service provided are readily subject to scrutiny
and criticism.

All this creates problems in trying to appreeality
control concepts to education. An educationalladministrator
with whom I was discussing the matter recently was emphatic
that (and I quote) 'quality is always expensive'. Now does
this mean that superior quality is costlier than ordinary
quality (however defined), or that in any particular Sphere,
a more demanding specification than tbiot which exists,with
finer tolerances and unaccompanied.by compensating reductions
in labour and matefial costs far the introduction of new and
more'efficient technologies,is likely to-cost more per unit
of output, or that securing concordance with an existing
specificition costs more than we are at present willing to
spend, or what'' To sort this out we need to look more
closely at what is involved in trying to secure quality
Cdntr 1.
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3. The process of_quality control

.00

The meaning of quality control in manufacturiag is ,

quite narrowly defined. It is 'a term usuallylusedlin the
UK to cover those techniques of inspection based upot.

policy,which requires manag t-continuously to
sampling methods'. Qualityepttol is part of aAquality

4*

usigAnd 4 4
"(a) identify,94e c a,needs,and

/
his

perception of his needs, 4
(b) assess the total abid. . ',the prgasezation
to produce the product ec

(c) ensure that the polie
levels

wiliretood at all

A.

(d) obtain feedback of informal/ion from the market

4

(e) monitor by the Manuflpturing unit"

"(Lockyer 1974, p51)

The key factor in any process orquality control is
the determination of a Specification_ Agnuming that.we
are able to determine the specificatio&appropriate to ;he
achievement of a particular purpose on purposes,how do Os
then go about the business of ensuringothat this specification
is -met?

O,

Determining the acceptable level of'-variability is an
essential element-in any specification: On& thouT-leser, or
more, 600 hours from one electric bulb and 11100 from another
in the same batch may or may not be accrble. (Huitson
and Keen 105) In kny process execufe .brdifferent people
using different machines and different pieces of material
there will be,despite every effort at standardisation,
residual variatiodb which those sespdhsibis for quality
control regard as inherent to that particular process. In
addition, there will be sources of vgkriation that arise
'from assignable causes - defeats in raw material, the mood
of the operator (the Friday afternoon care all dtead
,buying),the type of supervision exercised, and so on.- The
line between residual and assignable variations does not '

seem to me to be absolute,"and is likelfto be determined
by economic considerations.

Now-we are told that in education during recent years
the mood of the customers has changed. Putting the matter
in quality control terths,they are less wLkiing to accept that
variations in output are due to resIduallactors,and
like to tigbten the specification and to obtain a more
.accurate indentification of the assignable-causes of
variability.

The task of iden/ifying the assignable causes of
vsrialiiltty and doing something about theehas not been
left to the professionalf- not surprising when the customers
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, include every parent and tax payer,a0 the professional
proi,iders occupy what appears to some peopietobe a monopoly
position. The air had been 'thick with assertions about
inadequately trened teachers; weak heads,fragmentedourriCula
and the lack of proper super%/ision and inspection.

Ady hint that a large proportion of the variability
in.output can be assigned-to asingle factor Is eagerly
seized upon,especaakly when it chimes with a lopg standing
demonology. Hence the concern with the alleged influence
of Marxists', progressives and theorists. Within
educational circles, aparticular welcome has been given to
research findings which hol.dout the possibility of improving
outcomes through action- taken by the eduCational system
itself.

But the extent of present dissatisfaction with out-
comes must not be exaggerated,and there are signs that the
educatlohal empire has begun to strike back., Surveys suggest
that a high proportion of parents are reasonably well pleased
with the.education offered to their children (Lodge 1977.
F US data see Hodgkinson.1979). The Policy,Studies

cs itute and Lancaster University recently surveyed 300
rsonnel Officers and found that most were satisfied with

the quality bf the school leavers employed. Over one third 4

expressed no dissatisfaction of any kind with their recruits.
. .

.

There areboth practical and theoretical reasons why
. measures of need and satisfaction based upon evidence of -

this kind must be treated with caut
. Not all the survey

findings are in the same direction, always, a great deal
depends upon the way in whictiiquestion are worded and open -
eided responses interpreted. Further e,it pould be argued
that even if the quantity and quality of educatfonal services
fully satisfied private demand, thtre may be aspects of what
we can call the public gobd,and what an economist might call
`t.maernalities' which justify additional provision and the
,4411mulatton by subSidy and other means of a demand sufhicient
to ensure that such provision is fully taken up.. In the
wordl'of an OECD Report, (1976 p33) 'in talkidg about the
relation of such externalities and private demand sr are'
led to consider the justification for government to supply
more educational services than the private sector would

idual
basis.: Customer,satisfaction is not the sole cr erion
demand if It Were charged the full cost on an indici

of quality in educltional provision.

However spurious.tbe recent inflation of discontent,
educatiOn Is'not exeMpt fre0 the greatly heightened sense
of expectation that characterises open societies with high
standards of living and high-rateS of return from individual
investment in additional. years of schooling. The language
of quality control offers an analogy for recent changes,in
the distinctions made between hfgh,medium and low cases of
what is called.relative precisiaa. .4

-4'
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High relative precision exists when the specification
tolerance - the gap between tie lower and upper specification,
limit - is wider than the current natural tolerance. For
example, here the specification demands plus or minus five
thous, nd the adtual distribution of completed items is
fully contained within a distribution of plus or minus three
thous, then high relative precision dxists. Medium
relative precision relata to where the fit between
specification and,process tolerance is for one reason or
another much tighter. 'Low relative precision is when the
process tolerance is wider than the specification range.

4

Now in the high relative precision case,the
manufacturer is in thA happy 'position of being able to
satisfy his customers with very little effort'. Be dould
even allow process toleiances to drift up or down a bit
without running into trouble. There is opportunity to
modify materials,methods,levels of supervision and so on°
without incurring penalty. This is less so in the medium
precision case, emphatically not so when low precision is
the rule. Then,something has to be done. Customer satis-
faction might be maintained by a higher levelof pnal
reject,but this is both wasteful and inefficient., The
process might be improvAd so'that the residual.'variability
'diminishes. The customer might be persuaded to widen the
specification, especially if it can,be shown that the limits
of improvement using existing (r likely technologies have
.alreidy been reached (and provided that sotheone else is not
offering the existing or improved specification at a
comparable price).

Sticking with.the metpphorowe can ow say that during

e

the Past decade car em( the provision of many kings of
educational service,especially those offered during the
compulsory years of primary and secondary schooling,ha
moved from a position of high to one of low relative'toleranc.
'Until fairly recently the specification has been loosely
drawn. Eve1 where it has existed,customers were willing to
accept that failures were the result of irreducible residual
variability in the educational process,fo-r which the educators
4hemselves could not be expected to assume responiibility.
it the one level, popular'mythology!invoked silk purses and
sows ears'sft4 equine responses to confrontations with water,
whilst at anIthen, research findings on the distribution of
ability and the effects of different patterns of motivation
were quoted in defpnce.

fr. Not all tustumers,of course,had identical tastes.
Some wanted such esoteric product4 asegreater social equality.
Yet confronted with failure to deliver,even they went away
more or less peaceably when presented with an explanation
that suggested they were wrong to have wanted such a thing
in tie first'place,but if they stfll hankered after it,they

owould be wise to deal with a group of quite different firms.
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. Itis only, in respect of some-products that a potential.
customer provides a specification,invites.tenders,chooses
the most satisfactory,signS a contract and sits back to
await delivery. (Although the' short lived history of
'perlormance contracting' in the USA showed that some
people found even this ilodel attractive.) It le quite
customary,and not only when the number of potential
manufacturers is limited,for a specification,to emerge from

and detailed process of negotiation betweena lengtkir
customer and manufacturer,in thecouCtrof which the desirab e
and possible become reconciled at'a-price acceptable to both
parties. Quality= control then Vecomee a matter of ensuring
that the agreed specification is met,or that in tahe light of
productive experience it is modified by -means of further
negotiation.

. , Now this is clearly a more promising conc4tual frame-
,

work in terms of which to fit the discussion of quality
control in education than one which implies a marke
relationship in conditions of perfect competition.with
relationship between customer and manufacturer mediated
solely by price. In the real world tote education system is
also the consumer of many of its own products,and many of
the customers are.themselves involved in some aspect of the '

production procesS. Information exchange in the bourse of
negotiations between interlocking networks of national d

iClocal politicians,administratore, representatives of te e ers'
organisations,members of subject associations,interest g oups
'and so forth,not only in formal settings but ,through contacts
at comferences,in the columns of the educational press,at
drinks partiee,even'in t40 street,constitute a continuous
process by means of whic h. agreements and understandings
emerge as to what constitute reasonable and realistic \
expectations for the 'output' of particular parts of the
system. The specifications,in other words,are negotiated,
not simply put out to tender.

It will be clear from the preceding discussionthat in
my view an interpretation of quality control4drawn front
industrial practice ("those techniques of'insuction based -
upon sampling methods") is of only,verY limited application
to the dqermination of quklity in non-marketqd goods such
as educition. There are problems in defining quality. The
use of the word 'control' implies a pattern of relationships
that,bears little relation to the human realities of
institutional and system management. The production metaphor
suggedts a degree of precision in th0 process of inspection,
that we know from studies of,for exabple! inter ater iNk reliability cannot be achieved in educational se ings, For
all these reasons.it is important to widen the m fining of'
quality control to take in a greater whipty of oci%1
pfocesses, which in the folldeing sectiod-I sh 1 clfssify
as recognition,assessment and intetventiom. If in the course
of such usage,quality control ceases to have any meaning
that cannot better be conveyed by ojher terms - well,let us
again not jump to conclusions too soon.

4 .

.
.
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4. Modes of iquality Control in Education.

Recognition,assessment and interN?ention derive from
the neeeesity of intra-generational codinvof existing and
new knowledge and 'its inter - generational transmission. It

. is interesting,but perhaps merely fanciful,to identify such
coding and transmission with what Richard Dawkin (19781
calls 'menes', or cutturV genes.*

By recognition I mean the process whereby authority -

. to profess,partircular kinds of tiowledge and to certify
performances is conferred upon individuals and institutions.
Recognition thus embraces procgdures as apparently diverse as
the determi:nation or eligibility and access,credeatitlling
and acceditation and the' distribution of atrial and non-
material 14ewards,suth as praise,promotion and increased salafT.'

4

B? assessment_ I kefer to ttie processes, whereby tests
jmipe of the ways in which recognised individuals and institutions
are utilizing the authority that-recognition has conferred
upon them. These includa regular or occasional provision of
informition about current and completed activities (statistical
returns,monitoring gxercisea,school.self reports),many kinds
of external measurement and the exercise.of supervisory and
inspectorial functions.

By intervention I mean the processes whereby dew
technologies and forms of organisation are introduced to

* ' A great deal.of work remains to be done in exploring
the implications and relevance of the work sociobiologists.
to education in ways ;hat avoids the ideological conflict
that has marred Many ekrlier disCussions of this subject.
Sudh exploration needs to be undertaken in full awareness of,
the inevitable limitations of such work in educational
contexts - limitations sharply brought out in a'receut review
of Symons (1979) by Clifford Geertz (1980):

"This is a boot about the 'primary male-femall
differences in sexuality among humans', in whith
the following things-are not discussed. gent,
wonder,loss,self-rega&death; metaphor,justice,
purity,intentionality,cowardice,hope,judgment,
ideoloky,humour,obligation,despalr,trust,malics,
ritual,midness,forgiveness,siblimation,pity,
extasy,obsession,discourse and sentimentality.
It could only be one.thing,and it is. Sociobiology"

For an admirable example of how sociobioldgical ideas- a4,
be accommodated within social- democratic political andw'
phlloaophical asstImptiodasee Midgley GM). Balanced

. assessments of the'viluee of these ideas are to be4'found*in
Caplan (1978) ind,Young (1978).
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s'eliorate or remedy failure,and those individuals or
'Institutions who fail to satisfy criteria laid down in respect

contihued profession of-knowledge and certification of
performances are deprived of some orall their authority to
act. Such stigmatisation includes.the cancellation of
credentials[[ removal of'tbe right to offer courses or
programmes,lor the imposition of more or less strict conditions
for the continuation of such offerings, exclusion and
dismissal, denial of opportunities for promotion or enhanced
status, and individual and group disapproval

This categorisation links together a lot of things that
in other contexts are examined separately. It also divides
for purposes of anlysis processes that are not phenomen-
ologically distinct. Nr example,some assessment processes,
such as a conversation etween an adviser or inspettor and
auunior teacher can embody elements of both recognition and
intervention.

(i) Recognition

I will comment briefly on some of thk processes that a
p/Perkon wedded to the use Of the notion of quality control

might regard as falling within its ambit.
de

Fifst, within the broad heading of recognition there
are the inter-connected questions of access and accreditation,
which for present purposes I shall deal with separately.

Thgre has been a consistent tendency in public policy
to widen access, to minimise the effects of classifications,
such as non-resident, woman or working class, to break down
the boundaries that at one time made it impossible for
secondary modern schools to enter pupils for public examin-
ations,that confined colleges of education to professional
qualifications, that restricted non-polytechnic"institutio9s
to sub-degree work A,progressive weakening has taken place
in the sharpness of the criteria'by which the eligibilityof
an individual or an institution forlia particular kind of
accreditation is established.

There have always been 'side-doors' - the Headmaster's
discretion to admit thirteen Or fourteen year olds to a
selective Grammhr School without ttst,,the twelve per cent
of university entrants without the requisite 'A' levels,the
mature student candidate for shortened courses of teacher
education, the local Tech. with its only half acknowledged
riiticp of ATE, apd so on. But in an increasingly egalitarian'
and flights- conscious society, the ability of a minority to
obtain access by the side door has not been enough. A'closed
main entrance is an affront to the principles of open access,
and its'existence must be contested. A whole essay could be
written about the costs and benefits to the individual and to
society of what I have -'here called side door main entrance
principles At least until a new and firm position is
negotiated and agreed, the assault on the'main entrance' may
well,"have the effects of closing soMe oT the side doors.
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Eligibility for admission to most primary and secondary
schools is, on the basis of criteria such as place of residence
and age, that have only indirect connections with consider-
ations of quality. The few State schools that remain
selective in respect of ability, the more fastidious
independent, schools, eche schools offering speEtalised work
in, for example, music and dance, universities Wind many post-
secondary institutions offering advanced study and
professional training, still have the right to determine
their own criteria of eligibility, to pick and choose amongst
thalise who request access, to deny or to reject without giving
detailed reasons. Even these rights do not go unquestioned,
although those Whovabhor as elitist any form of selection on
the basis of general or special abilities and potential'd
not always make clear how. they'would cope with an exce of
demand over the number of places available. Ballots ave
been advocated and used in one or two instances, but ey
have not achieved any popularity.

Access to education is a study in.its own right, and my
only motive in mentioning it here is to emphasise that tae
ability to impose criteria of eligibility in order to contipl
admissions, cannot be ignored when issues of quality are at/'
stake. Me may,'of course, decide thart the moral and political
priority of open access, coupled Witp the low validity and
high personal and social costs of selection are such, at least
during the period °A compulsory education, as to rule out the
manipulation of eligibility and 'access in the interest of
quality control. Indeed, much of the debate about the structure
and organisation of education over the past twenty-five years
has been about just such issues,as well, of course, about
the definition of the 'quality' over which some kind of
control is sought.

., Access is clearly naked to accreditation. This can
relate to individuals, to courses-and programmes of study, 0

or to institutions. It is always an external process,
whereby an appropriately constituted body confers academic
or professional authority. At the individual level such
accreditation takes the form of credentialling - the award
of a diploma or degree that establisbid the eligibility, and
fitness of a person (a) to proceed to a further level of
education and training (b) to profess certain forms of-
knowledge and (c) to practice particular skills, or some
combination of these. I do not see how the question of
quality control can sensibly be discussed without reference
to such credentialling, which is surely the oldest and most
persistent way in which we seek to contain standards of
achievement and performance Not that everyone is-satisfied
with the results. For some, the CSE or '0' levels no longer
mean what they did, degrees are too cheaply obtained, .

professional qualifications soon lose their relevance in a
changing world and require regular updating and certification.
The continuous debate that takes place on these matters is,.
of.course, one of the mechanisms by means of which the
thresholds of knowledge and competence that establish
eligibility for a particular award are negotiated.

(
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It-is clearly limprapticable oh an occasiop of this kind
to.list and comment upon all the different features of
individual and institutional accreditation as it is practiced
in our iociet". It is important however V recognise that it
always. involves release from direct supervision; that it
confers freedom to act within a specified time frame without
subjection to the kind of moment to moment checking and ..
control that (nominally at least) is the lot of the apprentice
and certain assembly line workers. As the heads of

P' totalitatian regimes understandbvery well - and I have in
mind the experience of the Nazi backed regime in Norway during
World War 2 - gassrooms are in any case very difficult places.
in which to exercise any kind of systematic supervision of
what is going on.

(ii) Assessment

For the present purpose I will identify only three kinds
/of assessment, characterised)by rather difTerent methodolofies

.. and purposes, each of which could be an element in what might
be described as quality control.

First,assessment is undertaken to rank and certify
individual performance. Within this category come internal
andexternal examinations, such as those conducted by teachers
themselves, and state or nation-wide external examinations
such as the General Certificate of Education and the
Baccalaureate. In the process of ranking individuals for
the purpose of assigning relative achievement within a peer
group, or certifying-the possession of certain knowledge,
skills or understanding as pre requisitesequisites for further stages
of education or employment, ma different techniques can be
employed. These include the /amiliar three hour "unseen"
paper with its requirements for essay type answers, tests of
achievement standardised on smaller or larger populations,
and course work and projects. Recent years have also seen
a veritable explosipn, especially in the United States, in
the institutionalisation of what is know as 'minimum competency
testing". I shall have more to say about this ika moment,
but there seems no doubt that it comes within thelrst of
my three categories, even though the purposes it s rves are
so what broader.

t
,

The second category comprises assessment undertaken for
purposes of educational diagnosis and curriculum evaluation.
Here again, there are several levels. Conscientious
teachers have long addertaken regular testing of pupil progress,
sometimes using intruments specially designed for diagndstic
purposes. They have sought to identify those kinds of
knowledge, skills and understanding in which their classes
are proficient and deficient, to identify the strength and
weaknesses of particular pupils within these knowledge and
skilled domains, and to evaluateythe extent to which the
objectives of a particular course or programme of study are
being achieved. There arc, of course, many methods of
assessment which can be uled in the diagnostic and evaluative
mode. Wood (1977) has argued that the analysis of responses

23
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to questions in the familiar General Certificate of Education
cap beef much greater vale than simple aggregate scores on
specially designed tests, n that such analysis enables a
meaningful relationship to be established between objectives,
syllabus content, examination questions and levels of mastery.
The information we get from answers to a pirticularequestion,
especially if we can classify candidates by region, socio-
economic background, size of Instructional group, type of
teaching employed and other situational and instructional
variables,can tell us much about ,these pupils, their
teachers and their schools. It can also be informative of
the kinds of knowledge and skill that the questions attempt
to sample, and the relationship of these to the objectives
of the course overall. Analysis of this kind also plays

. a part in the third mode of assessment that I 'want to identify.

This A. the monitoring of school and_system performance.
Here the unit of comparison is not the individual student,
but a school, group of schools or school system. The testa
employed can be among those moused in the ranking/certifying
mode and/or the diagnostic/evaluative mode. There is a
long history of using GCE results in the United Kingdom
to make judgrients about the relative success of e.g, Grammar,
Direct Grant and' Comprehensive Schools, or to establish that
standards of attainment have risen or fallen over time.
Such attempts have had some political impact. But At has
not been difficult to show that most of the comparisons
made, both between institutions and over time; are spurious,
having been calculated on shifting base lines, inadequate
samples and over-simplified input/output models.

. Specific attempts to assess the performance of.whole
systemi,alt ough they had their Progenitors in the United
Kingdom in e "codes" and "standards" on which for a time
grahts for cational expenditure were based, are in their
modern form f very recent orign. Within this mode of
assessment are to be included e US National Assessment
of'Educational Progress (NAEP), the work of the UK
Assessment of Performance Unit (APU) and many of the state
and local accountability schemes that have been introduced
in the US and in England and Wales. All these arose in the
'sixties and early 'seventies, co-terminously with the rise
of doubts about the performance of schools and teachers.

The'oPtimi tic" expectations of the schools that
characteris e Sixties reflected both left and right
wing aspirati s. Greater equSlity could be defined in
terms of either outcome or opportunity. Better economic
performance offered higher rewards for all, including more.,
for distribution to the less well paid. An enhanced sense
of political responsibility could be seen by the left in
terms of more democratic participation, by the right in a
grekter sense of social,;responsibility and respect for
property.

t.

In just the same way, some of the expectations generated
by the testing movement attract support from both left

24
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and right. To make educational outcomes more v)Aible, to
cut through teachers' plaims of professional confidentiality
is according to one's point of view either to reduce the
chance of ideological takeover of the curriculum or to make
the governance and conduct of educhtion more open and less
secretive.

14'

Feelings expressed on these matters derive from two
vaguely felt "rights' - the "right to know" and the "right
OT privacy". But these are in some circumstances anti,-
thetical to each other (Shils 1974). One cannot have both.
If a system is to be tolerably efficient and reasonably
humane,some measure of Confidentiality is needed..

"The reasons for confidentiality,as well as the -

reasons for anonymity,are not matters of principle.
They are matters of practical advantage towards all
parties concerned v...a conscientious and devoted
teacher wild seek to guide his pupil around the
shoals of his defects without describing them
explicitly °Yet ib writing to a potential employer
or a grant awarding body or a professional school
a teacher would do less than his duty if he does
not write the truth as,he sees it. If he fails to
do so he will impose disadvantages upon the better
qualified studerit for the benefit of the less
qualified one" (Shils Ibid p144)

It s necessary here to recognise the problem created bywhat ShiFs (1974) and/Broqdy (1927) call the fiduciary
'element in education. The movement from staus to contract,
from gsmeinsetaft to gesellschaft, from community to society,
has diminshed opportunity for experience of a kind on which
relationships of trust can be built The post-Freudian,
.posd-Marxist and post-Dawinian world that we inhabit does
not make fbr the kind of simplicity of assumption on which
trust thrives. Yet there are many respects in which parents
must trust the teachers of their children, in which the
community must trust the administrators and staff of its
schools. Even if they so wished, it woutd be tally
impracticable to exercise moment to'moment surveillance.

It will be obvious that in the confines of this paper
Ccannot do justice to the part that the process I have
called assessment plays in maintaining quality control. I
have said nothing, for example, aliout the way in which a
body like the Council for National Academic Awards operates
once recognition has been given to a course or institution,
about the possible clashes that may arise, given the
distinction that we make in public sector higher education,
between academic and course approval,between academic control
and resource control. I have made no attempt to deal with
tie work of HMI and with local authority Inspectorates and
advisory services (Bolam et al 1979). And I have left out
a host of other matters tETFT can only hope will be dealt
with in the group and plenary discussions that follow.
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I have focuged on testing because the apparent
'hardness' of the,numbelli so produced' invest them with an
importance that may be denied to more refined non-numerical
judgments. If there is no simple way to prevent the misuse
and abuse of such figures bythot4e with a political axe to
grind, educators do have a duty to point out We limitations
and deficiencies of tAst data, particularly hen 1t comes
to ascribing cluses radvidentifying action that it is hoped
will bring about improved outcomes. SuCh caution is
essential if we are to benefit from the careful and systematic
analysis of data obtained from tests that' are appropriately
designed, and interpreted in relation to their purposes and
objectives. DevelopMents at the frontiers of statistical
theory, greater ease and accuracy of data collection and
computational methods and a better appreciation of what
patticular figures do and do not show can all help to avoid
excesses.

There is mucthat could be, for-example, said aboUt the
collection of statistics concerning local authority spensiQuic
on education, and the need for more research on the relation
of costs to 'outputs'. We know that there are significant
variations-in spending on educatio?r," ae do not know to what

-extent such differences arise from accounting practices or
, reflect real differences in resource allocation. We know

Aort to nothing about the way in which any real differences
expenditure relate to outcomes and performances. As long

as we recognise the limitations of data of this kind, there
is much to be- said for more work on 'intermediatqtoutputs',
to show how spending patterns relate to the leveflofsservice

and Hassani 1979, 1980). There is laso
food for hought in the suggestion that the costs of
effective quality control in industrial produciion processes
amount to between four and twelve per cent of total turnover
(Juran 1962, quoted Lock)er 1974). I must leave to others
the intriguing business Of making comparisons between figures
of this'magnitude and a breakdown of/he relevant cost
columns in the CIPFA statistics!

,iii) Intervention

Having conducted our testing progrartimes, analysed the
outcomes of our monitoring exercises, undertaken our
Whspections, what do we do with the results? Action in the
real world is seldom based on logical sequences (recognise -
assess - intervene - renew/modify recognition, etc.). Just
as the existence of a research project or programme on a '

'particular topic, long before the foimal publication of
'results': helps to modify the agenda of our concerns and
sensitises us to issues that mIght otherwise remain
unconsidered, so the exijitencer of testing, monitoring and
inspection processes modifies, teaching andhlearning.
(Taylor 1973, L980). To deal adequately with this theme
would require excusions into the vast literature of
educational innovation that are clearly out of the Westion
in the present context. I must restrict myself to three
points, chosen because I hope they will be taken up
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in subsequent discussion.

f.
First, I do not t nk that we are always sufficilmtly

careful in distingu ing between what might be called
organivtionala system improvementkand ose which might
follow from ch s in motivation, knov7ledg tion and
skill of indi dual teachers. ,Nonetheless, the las en
years have s -n some important if little remarked shift of
emphasis in ublic policy Knd professional practice.

16,

At one time the hope'of improvement was strongly invested
in the possibilities of technological change - new methods of
teaching, new forms of organisation, new apparatus and quip-
ment -.gap in what came to be called "Rational Curriculum
Planning', or RCP for short. Within the past decade such

-tope's have faded. The emphasis now on individual growth,
A the part that in-service education and further professional
training for teachers, heads and administrators might play in
securing improvements *Taylor 1978). Th1is is, of course,
consistent with the g9-eater stress on 'person - blame' rather
than 'system blanke'&explanations that has accompanied the 4

decline in faith in the possibilities and promise of planning
and the resurgence of interest in market and invisible-hand
explanations of change

Second, we should.not underestimate the extent to which
the simple provision of information derived from testing,
monitoring and inspection can lead to modifications of practice.
To take a single exampleAI should imagiqd 'that there are man',
people who have observed and drawn upoM the findings In the
Inspectorate SecondaryASurveyN( -D2S 1979) about excessive
concentration upon and the nEfrrownesS of some existing work
in the basics, (since confirmed in the Scottish HMI report on
Primary 4 and 7 (SED 1980)),when confronting thoswho continue
to assert that teachers have been unresponsive to the Priority
of literacy and numeracy. 1But the Value of such' information

-.assumes the existence pf 4n active professional concern-on the 4

part of teachers, heads and admtnistiatoTs that gets little
emphasis in Models of change based upon no/ions of 'quality
control'.

Third, such models and the movements within which they
have originated have brought a lot of incredibly
loose talk about a form of int tion that can usefully
be labelled stigma. 'Lay it on the line to them','make
them get it 'right', 'get rid of the Incompetents=, 'weed
out thee duds', 'clean out the Augean stables' and so on,
ad nauseum. Fortunately it io only occasionally tha,t
contemporary life imitates the art of the soap opera,in which
characters stare each other down with narrowed eyes,bellow at
each other across desks, deride, demote and dismiss without
compunction, and terminate conversations With such phrases
as 'I've better things to db than sit here talking to you'.
Disenchantment with the fruits of social sciepce has
encouraged kinds of robust sentiment and no-nonsense ,

populism that bring out the residual frontiersman in us all.
The reality of organisational life, especially in the context

"%k
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of recent legislation, is very different. To produce a
negatkve report on an individual or on a course, to stigmatise
teachers or institutions as inadequate, to modify or withdraw
an existing form of recognition on the basis of testing,
inspection or review is inevitably and properly a serious
business, demanding of time and attention and qualities of
leadership.

I wonder if I am alone in finding the literature of
supervision and assessment curiously bloodless, devoid of
information about whit it actually feels like to 'put the
boot in' as the respebted journal Education described the

recent action of Scottish HMIs on publication of their
Primary 4 and 7 report, to, confront an administrator or a
head orca teacher with the record of his or her own in-

' adequacies, to initiate action that will deny or modify an
existing form of recognition? Or even more importantly,
what it is like to be on the receiving end of theseiocesses?
The language of quality control is replete with refs noes, to
failureiand rejection. I do not think it is either un-
necessary or sentimental to remind ourselves that we deal
with a very different kind of raw material; our responsibility
as educators is to ensure that the vocabulary and metaphors we
employ are consistent, with° the values and commitments that we
profess. I anot sure that the, resonances of quality ,control
satsify this requirement.

5. Conclusion

I noted at the beginning of this paper that the title AO'
your conference was interrogative. I have indicated min
responding to the question thus posed, that I am less thIna-_,
happy with some of the implications and resonances of using
'quality control' to package that great variety of ,processes -
validating, accreditating, credentialling, testing,monitoring,
inspecting, advising - which might contribute to the quality
of education. Especially so when such processes depend not
upon the degree of control ticat one person or agency exercises
over other people or agencies, but on understanding,on
the negotiation of agreements, the prov n and exchange of
informal n, above all on the personal commitments that

lovindividtals make to the improv,emeats of their practice.

The economist Joan Robinson (1979) has recently had
this to say about the over elaboratiolkof models:

"Mathematical operOeiane are perfor:erftpon
entitities that cannot be defined;Irealtiii0ions
am made in terms of units that c t be measured,
acabiinting identities are mistaken for casual laws;
differences are identified with changes; and one

may movements in time are treated like movements
to and-fro in space. ' The complexity of models
is elaborated merely for display, far and away oe
beyond the possibility of application to reality'
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I fear that such over elaboration is,not restiicted7t q.
economics.

The images invoked b.. quality control invite unhelpful
comparisons with processes that have little to do'with
education,and lend a supericial technological glamour to
hureaucratic values. that all of us, administratbrs,especially,
would do best to avoid. The language that such images
encourages us to use erodes and discredits the human elements
of mutuality, trust, reciprocity sympathy, dependence,
scepticism, understanding, responsihility and commitment that
in various mixes characterise the complex relations of pal-Its,
teachers, heads, advisers, inspectors and education officer .

To end ona positivie note, could I suggest that there'
would be much be gained from concentrating our attention
on those processes of policy making and administration that
offer, not quality control, tiutprospects of educational
improvement9 The word isn't/very original, and has no very
impressive scientific or technical overtones. But it does
underline the very impo?tant fact that the only real, non-
arbitrary standards we possess kre based on what is happen-
ing mow, on the current achievements or the lack of them of
11 year olds, schobl leavers, qualified teachers, graduates
in engineering and so_on. It emphasises that a Netter
quality education is made up of minute particulars. The
headoof the Maths. Department in one Comprehensive discovers
through a lecture at an in-service course a new approach to
fourth year Maths., comes across a book on the same theme a
little later on, meets some friendly colleagues from other
schools and a sympathetic adviser who have tried it and
believe it works, and is supported by his head in trying it
out. The headmistress of another uses all her understanding
and tact and collegial respect to persuade militant Miss X
(without '4Fling her out' or 'laying it on the line') that
pr,..ring lessons and marking work in a reasonable time is
.ot some kind of cop-out to bourgeois values. Chief
Education Officer is happy to accept an idea f; hie
finance section that saves Heads and their secretaries half
an hour of form-filling each week and gives them a fraction
more discretion in the allocation of resources.

Improvement involves elements of chAnce, opportunism,
serendipity, even contradiction. It demands a positive
climate of public attitudes towards education, of a kind
that is more likely to be earned by achieving and maintain-
high standards of professional knowledge and skill and
commitment than by discovering and implementing so-called
systems, of quality control.

We should always be ready to learn from the theories,
concepts and language of other fields in the teaching and
practice of educational administration. But what look like
superficially attractive anaabgies can turn out to be dangerous"
metapbors,which work to redescribe the phenomena of education
in terms that aide not educational at all. In the spheres
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of produdtion to which it is relevant,tbe idea of quality
oontrol isoimportant and worthwhile. . But education is not

' such a sphere. The question Mark in your title is amply

Justified.
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THE INSPECTOIATE AND QUALITY CO

Pamela Young
University of London
Institute of Education.

Introduction - L

L IN EDUCATION

N-.Lay-Shuttleworth was quite sure that inspection was
"nof fistended'as i means of exercising control, but of
affording assiEtasce ... Het Majesty's Inspectors have ...
no authority to direct, and wili not by permitted ... to
advise unXass invited to do so",.(1) , This dictum still
applies, but then as now, Her Majebty's Inspectorate exercise
a measure of quAlity control in education by virtue of their
task of "sampling the system"(2), notably in the sector Of
further education. what is in doubt rOday, is the degree
to which the'nature and style of qualit control in education
has changedwih response to the changed needs of the Depart-
ment of Education and,Science. Recent publications (Primary
Education in England', 1978, Aspects of Secondary Education
1979.(3) suggest a shift in the balance between evaluating
the process and product of the maintained school sector,
towards the product side',' using an additional set of
,techniques.

OP

Quality Caustrol in Education Obscured
Ns

The question. of lity control as an element in afford- '
4pg/tssistance to ed ion has tended to be obscured in
recent years. In sixties and seventies, there was a
change (n the mode an yle of advising and inspecting away
from the formal insp ti with its written report for
individual fAnstituti ns to pne of a more generX1 kind.(4)
Miss She4la Browne, Senior Chief Inspector, said in her
evidenc

/

to the Select Committe in 1978(5),'"Our major-

.017 ware involved with the folloMng in.41978:- Schools Council
activities; APV; 'Consultants to the ManIxwer Services Commission;

joint work with DESS on- under - fives; survey effects of fatting rolls;
survey effects of expenditure Aterna by LEAs on schools; process

Circular 14/77 Ileturme; 181 exam.; Inner City programme, Priwary
and Secondary Surveys; work for the Warnock Report; national/
regional/local courses eg on Education in Schools Cmnd 8868; foam
up to,the'Bulthck Report; esmeins mixed ability teaching; survey

unite)Cor pulpits with behaviourhal problems; development of B.Ed

Source: DES (1079) Education Survey 1078. B.M.S.O.

4-RAITs and the FE Sector are not dealt with in this paper.
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surveys are more visible and more policy-metated, but tlAy-are only,a means to an end. We are constantlytrying tosample the system to see which way it is going and which wayit should go, but when we are fairly
clear something needsattention or is of interest in planning: or could be ofinterest to planning, then we would mount a major survey

A setodd reason for suggesting that Her Majesty'sInspectorate's task otquality control'in education has beenobscured in the sixties and seventies, was the "modus oper-andi" adopted by individuals (and LEA Inspector's) or teamsuntil very recently
This has taken the form of qualitativeand subjective assessments based on a more or less.clear ideaof "good practice"(6)

- a concept which includes
the-teacher:srelationships with his pupils, the adequacy viith which thecurriculum is taught, the evidence of good learning habit' in 7the pupil and SO on, of the kind to be foundin the PlowdenReport (1967). Such subjective assessments of "goodpractice" hate been much maligned as beftg,"too soft", "la4k-ing.clear criteria" and inapprppriate for effective qualitycontrol in education Indedd it may well have been thatsimilar comments bcith from within the Department of Educationand Science and from without (7) about this form of assess-ment by Her Majesty's

Inspectorate, prompted the adoption ofadditional auality m.-asUre's of tho process and product ofeducation

Lastly there was the shift in responsibilities from iH M Inspectors to the local education authorities' advisoryteam It was the Select
Committee (1968) typo noted that"the advisory activities of Her diulesty's Inspectorate over-lapped the work of the local inspectorate (8). Subsequently,there was a withdrawal by Her Ma,)estrlf""inspectorate

fromgivAng day-to-day advice in favour of, conveying_the national,viewpoint, national trends aid national standatila (9) -Itwould appear to the observer that quality control in educationat the local level 'fell
increasingly to the lot of the local,Inspector after this withdrawal

When these three factors of the sixties and seventiesare put together, it can be argued that Her Majesty'sInspectors task c4 quality control in-education may havediminished in volume but it has not disappeared.

The Changes

-The three factors mentioned above. have updergone changein the second half of the nineteen seventies.. Formalinspections have certainly
diminished in number except for"special reasons" like th* Sutton Centile at Sutton-Ashfield41978) investigations (10). There has also been theaddition of objective testing in the surveys of Her

,Inspectorate, and, very recently, in, any local educat onauthorities a marked increase
can be detected in inspectotialas opposed to the advisory task. The reasons for thesechanges are familiar to us all They are not dealt with
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here for they are well dbcumented elsewhere (11).

The responsibilities of H.M. Inspectorate have been
enlarged in respect of both their traditional roles as
gu diens of standards and advisers on the curriculum (12),
th now find themselves projected to the centre of the
e ation stage. In 1975, the Assessment 'Of Performance

it (APU) was set up and locatid in Schools Branch III of
the Department of Education and Science (the new section
concerned with curriculum and examinations) and staffed by,
three of Her Majesty's Ihspectors deconded to this particuldr
work. The APU has as its brief: "to promote the dwAlop-
ment of methods of assessing and monitoring the achievement
of children at school and to seek to,identify the incidence
of under-achievement." The quality control element in
education with the addition of a quantitative bias, is very
clearly presented in this statement of intent; and it is
also to be found in the InspeCtorate's "checklist" for the
secondaryosector of the sorts of skills' that are thought
desirable - aesthetics, creative, ethical, linguistic,
mathematical, scientific, social, politida.l and spiritual.
,Clearly, the APU and its objectives are likely to become
an increiteingly important factor in any future attempt to
institute quality control in education. For example, both
Lancashire and Avon are already planning accountability
schemes using-APU and NFER procedures.

At tcff.the same timeas the APU was established, the
primary nd Secondary surveys got under way. Both surveys
used a mixed approach the "old" careful, professional
judgements, alnd the "new" quantitative approach, In the
case of the primary survey, scores obtained by children in
objective tests administered by NFER, were analysed. For
the secondary survey,quantitatiye information was co4lected
and statistical tests were ipplidi to the data derived. On
the basis of the findings from t mixed approach,Her Majesty's,
Inspectors wrote their reports. It was the usage of the
quantitative material that raised doubts in the press and not
the content. Both reports received guarded praise as helpful
guides for local education authorities and schools in their
own quality control activities.

Shortly after the two surveys began, the series of
curriculum appraisals, known as "Matters for Discussion",
'were initiated and the findings published as a badis for
strategic planning by local authorities. As a guidance
procedure, the'series were a new ddParture for Her Majesty's
Inspectorate, -but very much in keeping with the Inspectorate's
work with improving the quality of education. These "Matters
for Discussion" and'the document circulated in February,1977
as a background to the "Great Debate", to CEO's, colleges of
education and professional associations contained criticisms
of a number of aspects of education.

Sandwicied between the activities of the Inspectorate
referred to above, came the publication of "Education in

.
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Schddls .A Consultative Document" (Cnind 6869), It con-
tained a statement about the aims of the schools that ver
much reflected Inspectorate thinking (para 1.19) and look
for a translation of these aims into practice' in the schp
"The conclusions reached by H'M. Inspactorate,must be
capable of being related nationally to the education system."

Batween the publication of "Primary Education in
England" (September 1978),:and "Aspetts of Secondary
Education in England" .(December 1979), fhe Department of.
Education and Science published "Local Authority Arrange-
ments for tht,Schkol Curriculum ", a report on Circular 14/77'
which required local ducation authorities to review their .

policies and practic ,in curricular-matters For a
Circular it was almo t-witepout preccdept in education in its
unusually searchin nquiry into "local arrangements for
co-ordination and development, curricular balince and
breadth, selected subject areas, transition between schools,
school'records, and preparation for working life.'

Apart from the detailetrilatvre of the questions asked,
the report on the Circular revie4 is of interest for a
differeyt reason It is the first time that a document
has been available which allows local education authorities
to discover in a comprehensive rather than a piecemeal
fashion, what other authorities are thinking and doing in
curricula; and allied matters The document could well
be used 'ffy the schools themselles when seeking knowledge
about how other than their own authorities proceed on this
front. (There is no dearth of Department information on a
wide variety of educational topics, but very little however
is useable'i any meaningful way by schools engaged in

441,,,s417-evalua S n).

In January 1980, "View of the School Curriculum" was
published by Her Majesty's Inspectorate It was the
culmination of the Inspectorate's activities of the last
%five years and contained a clear statement about what is
and what should be It is perhaps too,early to assess the
full significance of this document for 'affording assistance'
in education since it receivbd a mixed reception from the
education service'

Her Majesty's Inspectorate and the LEAs

By and large, the Inspectorate work closely with the
local authorities, there is frequent Consultation. ,Both
sides are verymuch aware of the other's thinking and
actlaities The sixties and seventies saw 0 heightening
of We complementary nature of the work of the two inspect-
orates

JP
(131 .By the mid seventies, for example, k timber

of local education 'authorities had developed very similar
procedures to those of the'full inspection carried out by
Her Majesty's Inspectorg. In more than ong authority, the
inspectors have worked *to produce some acceptable criteria ,
for both subjective and objective evaluations of their
schools, otheu have produced "Checklists" which have been
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eirculated to schools in order that teachers may be0able to
assess strengths and weaknesses. The onus here is very
much on the school..itself e%ercising quality control.

Much publicity was given in 1978 to Hillingdon's two
week long assessments by the advisory team, of every school,
as part of a'coalpfehensive scheme to unify, support and
monitor school work (14). Activities of this kind suggest
that there is an increase in quality control in education ,at
the local level that parallels attempts at the centre. One
indicator that quality control in education is growing -

, locally was provided by Miss Ann Burridge, the president of
the National Association of Inspectors and Schools Education-
al orginisers, when she suggested in her inaugural speech,
1979, that the term inspector"was politically more desirable
and more explicit than the term adviser. There is further
support for her comment to be found in the report on the
review initiated by Circular 14/77 referred to earlier. (15)

Conclusions

The Inspectorate is the oldest instrument for monitor-
ing our education service. From this derives a second
major function, that of improving the service-quality control
in. education. The wish of the Department of Education and
Science for more,detailed information to assist policy
formation has pushed Her Majesty's Inspectorite to the fore-
front and required them to produce more quantitative data
than formerly. There, is evidence that the local author-.
ities are not unhappy wit/ this development. What this
change in toethodolqgy has ended to do is,to highlight the
quality control aspect of the inspectorial task in educatioq,

401

to the probable detriment to the task of giving prof ssional
advice for the improvement of the education system at has
been well received by practitioners'and local auth ities
in "the past4 .

X
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SCHOOL GOVERNING BODIES AS AGENTS OF QUALITY CONTROLS

J.L.Davies h G. Lyons 4

Anglian Regional Management Centre
North East London Polytechnic.

1. Introduction

In pursuing the theme of quality control we are con-
cerned to identify and examine, through the use of a
simple theoretical framework, a set of key areas under
which effective performance of the school can be
scrutinised, and additionally, to ensure that this
very process of accounting to the public for the
effectiveness of the institution is itself properly
discharged. Examination of the key areas identified
,indicates the likelihood that effective performance
in these areas is necessary for institutional health.
however attribution of responsibility for this effect-

/ ive performance is to the educational sector and not
necessarily to governing bodies. However, if those

-.-responsible for the operation of governing bodies are
not clear on the answers to the questions posed, then
one must either question the relevance of ,their very
existence, or ascertain how their operation could
incorporate such a role. The paper explores these
issues.

2. Some Initial Contextual Assumptions

2.1 It is necessary initially to make some assumptions
about the future pattern of educational government and
management at school level, based upon pressures and
tensions which are presently and necessarily within
the system, in order to give a context to the argument
we wish to develop. Amongst these are:- pressures
for public accountability; a developing consumer
movement; pressures to see the school more fully in-
tegrated-within its community and to the hard facts of
economic life. This is likely to pe expressed not
only in constitutional terms but also in performance

is based upon evidence submitted to the Committee of
En u' into the Management and Government of Schools, January
1078, by J.L. Davies and G. Lyons, Anglian Regional Management
Centre, Danbury, and G.W. Rose, New York University.
Copies of the original submission stay be obtened from Anglian
Regional Management Centre, Danbury Park, Chelmsford, Essex,
CN3 4AT.
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terms, including cost effectiveness, social respons-
ibility, etc. - lt,is likely that governing bodies as
presently constituted may not be equipped to deal with
such pressure. There will also be continuing pressure
from teachers' unions, certainly over Conditions of work

/I

and service, and from within the school for continued
delegation of respons bility for purposes of efficient
work processing, and also on staff development grounds.

It seems self-evident that the points outlined above
contain inherent conflict between institutional
autonomy on the one hand and public accountability
on the other. LEA's have sought in the past to
resolve this conflict by the use of two intermediaries -

governing bodies consisting of representatives
of various interest groups which are intended
to secure fulfilment of LEA policy'in the
context of a particular school, and undertake
repr,esentations to LEA on behalf of the school,

LEA advisers/inspectors who are intended to
be both the 'eyes and ears of the LEA and
the 'guides philosophers and friends' of
schools. We have written elsewhere (1) of
the rite conflict implicit in this situation,
even t ough advisers are an important inform-
al lubricant in the system to prevent the
autonomy-accountability dichotomy reachin
formidable propoibtions.

It appears to us that these mediating processes, the
on' formal and legislative and the other inforoggl and
admfhistrative, are in danger of baking dowl,

2.2 Additionally, there aFe growing doubts about the
adequacy of existing methods of institutional planning
and resource allocation to schools which in many cases
has been unsystematic, and were evolved in a period of
constant rapid growth rather than the current situation
of zero growth or-contraction. Schools, like other
educational institutions, have not been notable for the
effectiveness of their planning, and governors have
rarely offered a significant contribution in this area.

2.3 It also seems evident to posit that there must be
continuing (even healthy} conflict within the local
authority between education and other agencies, e.g.

with central units such as personnel and
finance, and with other spending services,
such as social services, and recreation and
leisure, in areas of policy overlap,
coordination at the grassroots operational
level, and joint use of facilities.
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There are both-undesirable and desirable features of
corporate management, but the fact remains that school
government and management is likely to be Increasingly
affectdd as its use in local authorities is extended
and developed,"and by definitioh&this could pose a
challenge for governing bodies fir terms of e.g. staff
recruitment and selection, joint use of Achool
facilities; etc.

2.4 It becomes apparent that there is an increaping aware-
ness that schools have very different problems from
each other, e.g. in terms of growth, decline or a;
steady state, apd the environmentxin which they operate;
and the personalities invol ed. Thus, we would con-

*, tend the e past practice of se ching for legal/.
/structural solutions/recipes of a eneral nature which
may be enshriied in common article and instruments
may not be at all appropriate. I would seem, in
lookingxto the _future, that diverse situations will

# not be solved by uniform methods. the principle of
unequal treatment perhaps should predominate.

2.5 There is also an'incr.tasing amountof over-wor,
occurring in educationbffices, fron which it could
be concluded that, in the alpenge of additional staff,
the only solution is delegallon withiff broad guidelines
to institutions. But desirable though:this may be,
there are a series of iSstAs which may be too large for .

resolution at school level. Issues of this type
currently exercising the attention of schools are thoSe
concozsed vi14-b-ure..chtet-ion-cef-irchremr1 -poptristi-onT-tnr*,---
employment of teachers disturbed and disruptive pupilii.
and $o forth.

2.6 If the above are acceptible portents., it follows that
the role of governing bodies hasto be analysed with
these sorts of issues in mind as representing the
fundament issues in ent in the pursuit of quality
control. One cannot rent these processes in isol-
ation fro thi" parts of the system: This may result
in the co usion that other bodies alneady existing
are perfor ng traditional governing body roles more
effectivel If this is the case, it should be
recognised.as such, and no tears shed. tIf there -

is ac1;se ,still for governing bodies, the b prime
atIentIon shohld be devoted to

key tasks they should uniquely perform -
WHAT':

'the processes tffey'should use to carry out their
,tasker- the. 'HOC.;

the groups and people needed to carry SlOmthe
the 'WHO', .
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and it .is quite conceivable,t.hat the answers to these)
will differ widely from place to place.

Let us now turn to a simple theoretical framework to
provide further insight into these questions as a way
towards the identification of key processes An quality
control.

3. A systematic framework to'identify the need for, and
effectiveness of, Governing Bodies.

3.1 We wish to use a variant of an 'open systems approach'
in order to raise a number of pertikent questions -

relating to the effectiveness of the school, and by
implication, the role of various agencies in providing
satisfactory answers to these questions.(2)

Psikg the-open s oach referred to, it is
apparent that ere are a number of key organisational
processes w ch need to take place to secure the over-
allwealt and effectivenessof the institution which
somebody r other in the system must undertake.. It
is sug sted that the following are perhaps amongst
the mo t significant:

The explicit setting of goals; the development
and fulfilment of policies to meet these goals
- educational, social, cultural, etc; and their
evaluation.

4

The developmenteof curricular and other ,

activities relevant to the gals, and their
LW1CW&IAndUWAIlna ir the light ofchasging--

:circumstanced, internally and externally.

The acquisition of adequate resources to
fulfil the school's.pdrposes - physical,
human+ financial.

The effective utiliiation and deployment of
She resources available, particularly staff
an space, and

The maintenance-of a motivated and competent
staff.

Satisfied and cared for pupils.

The devel/OPment and maintenance of good
_ .

supportive relationships with the groups
1% in the external environment who have an

'interest in the school, and notably

The development and maintenanceof a, good
corporate reputation for the school, and
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The effective Integration of the contributions
of those with an interest in the life of the
school.

The evaluation of performance.

The health of the school in organisational terms may.
begin to be assessed overall, therefore, using this
fratework.

3.2 If the governing body of the institution is really to
be relevant and helpful to the functioning of the
institution, one may justifiably enquire as to which
of these key processes are its pertinent areas of
interest, and also how well governing bodies perform
in these areas. Insnediately it becomes apparent
that the governing body is not the only body with an
interest -Amy,one of them. There is considerable
ambiguity lap and confusion in the system: the
LEA (Offs, : livisers and members), PTA, headteacher,
school eta 1, HMI, and professional teacher associations
may be involved in the key processes quoted iabove.

Some of this ambiguity is welcome, Accepted and the
result of a recognisable partnership. Some, on the
other hand, is the ambiguity of conflict and uncertain-
ty, where the de facto location of initiatives does not
at all correspond with the de jure location of,legal
'responsibility Indeed, in regard to certain key
areas, ineffectual governing bodies may tfave been
supplanted by other bOdies, whose expertise and
credibility may 4t_peTceived to be far more potent-

------1171his case, to perpetuate a de jure system which has
been bypassed by events rday be quite futile,

3.3. Thus, instead of starting off' at the po,nt of looking
at tasks like-discipline, admissions, etc., we would
prefer to start by considering who is likely to be able
to contribute effectively to these key processes, and
what the especial` contribution of a governing body mall
be.

3.4 The systems framework would not imply an automatic
'°association between one.school and one governing body.
In--responding to the existing local situation, it may
well be that a convenient 'local' grouping of schools
would provide th atur and coherent unit. Where ,

circumstances all secondary school and its con-
tributory primary schools could provide such a grouping;
similsrly, groupings of first, middle snd high schools
could be profitably formed.

In other-authorities a grouping of nursery, infapt'and
junior schools, may more realistically represent
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community needs and'associations. permutations
are numerous. The systems model implies such flex-
ibility '1 does no04imOly a prescriptive, nationally
imposed cture forgoVerning bodies.

3.5 It is contended that the processes outlined above,
then, are critical ones to enable the governing body

to orientate its discussions to questions of quality.
Unless it consciously perceives itself as having a
specific role in these fields,'it can be strongly
argued that its influence on quality improvement and
maintenince in tke school will be severely limited.

4. Application of this framework

4.1 We must first ask ourselves the question, what ih the
distribution ofcontributiona of participants in terms
of the key organisational proCesses? Flgure 1
indicates examples of how this might emerge in relation
to a hypothetical school.-- Each of these key processes
can be broken down into

i. Who maintalips the prite*accountabil and
sees thaiSthe process is enacted?

ii. Where will initiatives in idea or policy
tz terms normally spring from?

iii. Who will primarily be concerned with day-to-
day operation of the,processl

iv. Who will be concerned wit evaluation ofthe
school's pertormance'at tile end of the day?

, *,

4.2 Let us turn our attention now:to a nuMber of points
emerging from this analysis.. ''''

1.. Despite the overall,statutory respoosibilit,
of the LEA, the governing b rwellA)e the
prime focal point oCaccoudtabil 7.- In short,
the governing Body'may be in ess to ensure
that *these processes are effe Vely vs#eTFREWE,
and in order to do this, has to be's. powerful
a6ocate outside iheschoal (e.g. visa vis,LEA) ,
and a sensitive mqp4Itor,within the sctlool
(e.g. via I vie he and staff)- .It may not
therefore necessailly101447 tree sae style.
in n-botb situations.' 11-, 4 '''1

ii. Initiatives in an openttem shabf%t:ectsd
to cope from several di ections. W ot
feet that they should.be at Ill restricted,.
The governors' main fuObtiolg h'ere may Very well
be toy encourage a multiplicity of contributions,

. ' ,
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without necessarily restricting any specialis-
ation on their own part, '

iii. Governors may be able to contribute a great'
deal to implementation, either collectively
or singly to the key processts listed-above.

iv. Governors, because they may be a prime focus
of responsibility, have clearly to be interest-
ed in systematic evaluation of the effect of
policiet ,and events. They may already be
engaged in the latter, (e.g. staffing, pupil
discipline); the former, the evaluation of
policy, we find almodt entirely lacking.
They will invariably' ne-e-rhelp witevaluation,
both in terms of the collection add interpret-
ation of information, and the head 1,f11 be
active in providing this help. the advisory
team may also function in a similar capacity.

Thus, the attempt to identify roles, responsibilities,
etc., should,'in our view, reflect these and other
prevailing concerns. The aim should perhaps there-
fore be to, generate a partnership between-Contributors
to the process, rather than attempt over-precise legal
definitions,whichwould founder in reality.

4.3 Pursuing our analysis, we can now take some examples
from our list of key processes, and examine them with
a view to establishing from our experience

11

.What problems are evident?

,Impt conclusions may be drawn regarding the
the 'future' role of the goteraing bodies?

With these questions in mind let us as an example
examine. two of the key processes indicated above.-
'the explicit setting of goals andthe development
of policies to meet these goals', and ,k 'the effect-
ive integration of the contributions of those with an
interest in the life of the school'. .

5. Examples of the application of the ftmework

5.1 The explicit setting of goals and the development
of policies to meet these goals

1'. A characteristic of the contemporary school
is the lack of explicit statements regarding
the direction in which the school is going,
and how it proposes to get there..- This may
be for various reasons - inability of participants
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to formulate objectives,and policies; a
feeling of insecurity/expqsure-generated
by being-specific; the ploys of pleads in

"keeping policy a matter of mystique or
personal prerogative- the often.predominant
role of,the LEA, etc.

ii. Governing bodifh are presently ill- equipped
to 'take-on' the head, or to formulate policy
themselves in isolation. This may be due
to lack of time, information, expeyfise, or
effective policy planning processes.

Most instruments iird articles do not contain
reference to the processes which the govern-
ing body may use to carry out its business.
There are usually a range of tasks, which
include substantive matters such as.

edUcitibnal aims

finance

appointmekts

internal orgLisation

discipline

admissions policy

communications with external bodies

In general, we would not dissent from any of
'these as being valid areas of concern of the

work in which to consider them as related
' aspects of school life.

iii. These conditions may be comae-erect. by the se of
.development plans at governing body leve This
is a device which has been to some extent helpful
in Polytechnics. It would consist of:

a statement of school's philosophy,
distinctive contribution to the community,
learning philosophy

particular objectives over a 3 year period,
expressed in terms of expected achievements in

innovations

efficiency/productivity

resource acquisition

external relations: parents, community, LEA,
other' institutions

public responsibility 4
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translation of the above into a
'continuing annual review add audit
with the recognition of alternative
strategies or options, a curriculum
review, bffe recognition of staff
development implications, role and
structural changes, technolojy
requirements, etc.

iv. The potential consequences of effective develop-
ment planning in this context would seem to be:

channelling of governing body energies
ipto consXructive systematic activities

engaging governing bodies in policy

if
decisions, and diverting them from
detail

assisting the school to justify/clarify
its purposes and activities

'identifying the areas where the school
needs particular assistance

commitment of particular meAbers of the
governing body to activities on the
school's behalf

enabling the governors to relate
individual decisions to their context,

------seekrirr-tbrrxinnptirstrm
appointment interviewing for key posts

helpi.ng the school assess its perform-
anc,e, by mutually acceptable indicators
.!'success, derived from the objectives.

v. Me are not here advocating the governing body
becoming the prime initiator in policy think-
ing, but it can be extremely valuable in
ensuring that the tbinking takes place -
within the school and within the LEA -;
comenting on its validity;. exerting
pressure in the appropriate quarters, and
reviewing performance. Development
planning moreover necessitates a partner-
ship between the people inside the system
(the school) and those active on the
Boundary.

.vi if policy'planning along these lines is
acceptable, it follows that a number of
conditions have to be in existence to make
this possible, and these conditions have
as their c9mmon feature, defined freedoms
in which fb exercise their creativity, e.g.
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Legal status

Th e is advantage in using the wording
of e Education (No.2) Act 1968, that
governing body should be constituted
"other than as a sub-committee of the
Education Committee". This would
facilitate the design of alternative
ways of proceeding according to the re-
quirement of the particular school and
ensure that the business of the governing
body is not automatically subject-to
review by the LEA, as is the work of a

'sub-committee. Flexibility is thus
possible- the important thing is to
ensure that it is utilised.

.

Financial aspects supportive to the
govrning body in this context include'

appropriate information supplied
by head, LEA and community groups

policy'guidelines and resourc
targets supplied by LEA

-% financial freedoms

Adequate clerk support, from whatever local
source seems most appropriate to a particular
governibg body and to be,determined by those Nr.

governors. 'They might choose as clerk a
school viligolitrar, administrative officer° ------

-----------1.Essk--esemti-etee-cierir-tronrtlfe-Ifer-edliCat icon
officer's staff, an adviser with spegific
general responsibilities for the school,
and so forth. . .

.
i

.
.

,

The existence of ?elevant skills and
knowledge within the governing body
itself - careful selection of members,

, and on-going training, particularly to
facilitate the posing of relevant questions
and eva ating of performance.

t
5.2 The effective integration of the contributions of

those with an interest in ti* life of the school

We have already referred to the fact that govern-
ing bodies are at the cross-roads of various
interest groups, and it seems to us' that govern-
ing,bodies are fulfilling the function described
by March (3) as a "dustbin", that is, the various
groups with an interest inschools use governing'
bodies for their own particular purposes, and
this use may bedifferent, or often contradictory.
Governing bodiep may seem to be at the inter-
section of a number of pblitical movements of
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which we'itemise four.

The drive for public accountability.
schools, it is said, must be account-
able to someone for expenditure of
money, for fulfilling appropriate
government policy (central and local)
both in terms of curriculum and mode of
operation. LEA elected members are
seen as the trlditio al custodians of
this accoantabflit

The academic freedom movement: ia certain
amount of alitonomy, it'is alleged, is
necessary to ensure the development c a
healthy atmosphere where thought is
uncontaminated by dubious political
interference and where academics ave
freedom to pursue their work without a great
apparatus of external controls. Robbids (4)
referred to this as "the self governing
academic community"; by no means to be
equated with the sovereignty of head
teachers.

The consumer movement those who receive
services should be able to comment force-
fully on the quality and quantity of such
services in relation to their own needs'
and expectancies. This comment could
embrace participation in decision-making
(at various levels). complaints in
relation to incidents, or-evaluation .

of the "performance" of the institution.
Consumers in the context of the school
could embrace pupils/students, parents
and guardians, employers and community
groups.

The effective administration movement:
those who see the need for the service to
be run efficiently, and periodically to
acquire legitimacy for activities, policy
and expenditure. LEA administrators,

.9-----

chief executives and some IfUlds may see
their activities in this tight.

The groups engaged in these movements thus have
differing expectancies from governing bodies,
and different ways of proceeding with decisions.
Consumers tend to favour swift and speedy action
with scant regard for formality. Academic
ecilgon-making in a group tends to be slower

emphasis more on consensus, (unless the
head teacher defines his role otherwise).
Elected members and administrators tend to follow
the norms of LEA comalittees and procedures.
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di. The dissatisfaction with governing bodies may
well derive from their inabilities to cope
with these different pressures, with a number

k of podliable consequences:

an inability of groups to work together, with
resulting conflict, and

groups unhappy with their ability to get what
they want from governing bodies will discover
or invent alternative channels, e.g.

consumer groups may use direct action

LEA members may impose control in
schools sub,- committee

heads may look to advisers/inspectors
as a more reliable advocate for the
school to the LEA

academics may build up their own internal-
'cohesion and strength and "baffle" the
governing body with theiaown-,expertise

parents may find PTA's much more' helpful

the role of the governing body becomes very
confused.

iii, What questions does this integration issue pose9

That the right people are represented.
It is inconceivable that when a systems
approach is,applied, staff or parents
could be excluded.

That a major cqntribution to overcoming
these divisive tendencies could be teamft
building exercises, aimed at producing
mutual understanding and collabbration.
It is suggested that as a means of
developing sound supportiye relationships
within the governing bddy, and a partner-.

. ship between the governing body and the
acddemit community, its usefulness hould
be seriously considered.(55"

That the governing body has an on-g ing
internal training programme design d to
enable, it to develop mays of proc ding
and conducting its business which'is
congenial to the group itself, rather
than continuing any standard administrative

,pkttern.

That attempts to cope with the lack of

so
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iA;egration will not succeed if based on
structural /legal ,considerations, but stand
more chance of succ'ess if based on be-
havioural and process considerations.

5.3 We have qnly considered as exemplars two of the key
organisational processes, but would contend. that it
ii already apparent that significant conclusions have
emerged from asking pertinent questions. Clearly
the answers would tend to be different in particular
situations, which justifies the use of such an approdth,

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. There aft growing prelsures on the school fOr its
accountability, and at the same time, for professionaj
autonomy, in its operation. These pressures may be
in conflict and between them seem to throw up the
question of the'present adequacy of mechanisms and
processes for, planning in schools. Influencing this
ptoblem further is the new fact of zero - growth, and/or
reduction of Many school populations, with assorted
consequent issues.

2. At the same time it is clear that schools are not all
the same, eith r in how these pressures and changes
-are impinging pn them or in how they are attempting
to respond t them. Although there are"some features
of the situation that schools tend to have in common,
there are also great. diversities amongst them.

3. It Is useful in analysing the situation to see the
school, and its governing body, as elements of a
system. They exist in relation to a complex Of forces
and structures which affect them, and which they affect..

4. It is argued here that if the governing body is to exist
at all it should have a unique and important function
in relation to its school (or group of organically re-
lated schools). The governing body exists at a, special
plac in the system, related to !Moth th school and the
auth ity, and as a separate and distin t entitydrom
them. It is, furthermore, in a speci 1 relatiolship
to the schools community., If by th s placement the
governing body can fill a gap in the system such that',
the whole can function better, then its existence is
Justified.
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5. A group of potential key processes, or process-tasks
in schcol decision-making, have been suggested as
appropfiate concerns of a governing body. But emphasis
is placed on its potential for contributing, within
appropriate guidelines, to the school's planning and
asseAsmett processes as the competing demands for'
accountability and autonomy are reconciled. Planning
and assessment are tasks to which schools must give inn..
creasing attention. Thqegoverning body can become a
valuable partner in this effort; it'can play a unique
role. Such a role should attract individuals who
plice great value on their school and who are committed
to its development.

0

By examining key processes derived from an open systems
examination of a school, specific areas of activity have
been identified and roles indicated. 'These might be use-
fully discharged by governing bodies. If this is the
case then the fovernieg body should operate within a
discernible contextual frimework. It should be borne
in mind however that any type of proposed reform will not
settle into an existing system without affecting anything
else. ' One of the key fetetures revealed by a systems
approach is the 4terlocking and interdependence of its
co onent

. operations of governing bodies will produce repercussions
for heads, education Opartments and committees, advisers,
personnel and financial procedures of the authority etc.
The governing body can have an important, even criticEil,
function to fulfil in the pursuit of effectiveness and of
quality in the educational institution. If the govereng
body cannot fulfil these functions, then its continuation

4 cannot be justified and Er0 tears should be shed.
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FIGURE 1

Distribution of Contributions of Participants in School

Decision-making : Sample analysis

ft

Key Process Location of Prime
Source of Initiatives

Responsibility Centres of Execution Focus of Evaluation
and Monitoring

1. Good external GB

relationships

2. Setting goals GB

and developing
policies

3 Developing and GB H
reviewing
curricula

4. Acquiring GB
c resources

S. Effectively GB H
deploying
resources

6.-Developing
motivated and
competent' staff

GB H

7: Satisfied & GB H
cared for
pupils

8. Good corporate GB
reputation 10

GB H PTA

LEA H GB S

GB H S LEA PTA

GB LEA PTA H

H

H

H S

GB H S PTA

9. Integration GB GB H
of contri-

butors

ID. The evaluation.LEA LEA HMI
of perfOrmance

It is accepted that this is within

overall LEA framework, but where GB
not a subcommittee

GB - Governing body; H - Head; IA - Local
S - School Stiff; PTA - Parents Teachersa

GB H PTA S

H S

k
H S

H -S

H

H

" GB H

GB

5 a LEA HMI

Prime role (P)

Support Tole (S)

Education Authority;
Association; HMI - H

PTA PG LEA GB H

S H LEA
HMI

HMI LEA

GB LEA

__..

GB LEA
H/41

S,p GB

GB LEA HMI

GB LEA

LEA HMI

institutionalised
Formal

'Informal

PG - Pressure Groups
.M. Inspectorate
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Lindsay C. Martin
Assistant SecretaIy -

East Anglian Regional,Adviso
Co ckl.for Further Education

may.

The aim af this paper is to explore the role which
iegidnal Advisory Counils play in the control of the pro-
vision of advanced further education courses in educational
establishments in thel6pl'iblic sector.

C;

, t
, .

1. Ortgins and development of RACs

a
1.1 The Regional Advisory Councils forZurther, Education

were established by Circular 87 of the Ministry of

r
Education publighed on 20 Feb ary 1946 entitled
"Regional Organisation of Fur er Education," under
the terms,o1 which the RACs w re established by volun-
tary co-operation between local education authorities
and are- wholly financed by them.

1.2 There are ten RACs ilik all, nine in England and one,
the Welsh Joint EduIrtion Committee, in Wales. , rDes-
rii a number of changes over the years, their areas'of

lilt
Ntlifj diction do not necessarily coincide with other

' r Pal :limits such as the `late Regional Economic Plan-
ning Coilacils or the Regional Divisiona'of the DES.
Furthermore they do not necessarily coincide with local

hority boundaries, and in some cases; the precise
biakindary between RACs is difficult to determine-:

1.3 In their early years, RACs were much Conc:tneorwith the
funh-ion ot,regional planning and the development of
advanced coIrses band on schemes submitted to the

. KinistrY of &,ducation by local education authorities.
The ministry of EQupation published Administrative
Memorandum 545 on 1 March 1957 entitled ':Approval of
Courses in Establishments of Further Education," which
defined advanted courses and laid down that the prior
sanction of the Ministry of Education was required for
their establishment, and that in this connectiqn Local
Authorities Deeded to seek the support of their RAC.

Note The views expressed in this paper are those of the
author and do not necessarily-reflect either the
views or policies of the Ea%t Anglian Regional
Advisory Council.
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1.4 The "Report of the Committee on Higher Education"
chaired by Lord Robbins, published in 1963 recognised
that "Regional kivitory Councils will have. an increas-
ingly responsible part to play" in theoco-ordination
and distribution of all forms of higher education in
the non-autonomous institdtiont,

1.5 In December 1972 the'Government published its White
Paper "Education A Framework for Expansion". In its
section on 43he Organisation of Higher Education" the
White Paper clearly identified a role for RACs in the
"Iimproved arrangements" which it felt 'were ileded fo*
the .c6-ordination and provision of higher education in
the non-university seabaLif the anticipated programme
of expansion was to be plafted to the best advantage."

,- 1.6 This ro ).e for RACs idenli ied above, was re- iterated
in D.E.S. Circulay 7/73 ed "Development of Higher
Education.in the,NOn-U.'' 4 y_Sector," where it was
envisaged that'Local Ad L would "wish to discuss
their proposals within 11 C:.' The procedures for deal-
ing with the Oproval of advanced courses flowing from
these proposOls were set out 1M DES Circular 6/74 en-
titled "Development of Higher Education in the Non-

. University Sector: Interim Arrangements for the Control
of Advanced Courses". This defined,advanced,courses
as those contained in the FurIher Education Regulations
1969. These procedures laid down that such courses,
other than those leading to a teaching qualification,
"will be controlled by the Department -after taking into

rAacjoudt the rec mme ation of RACs." This included
such advanced cours in what were the colleges of
education. ,These Interim Arrangements were codified
in the Further Education Regulations 1975.

1.7 The most important modification to. these Regulations
came in D.E.1L:Circular 10/76 entitled "Approval of
Advanced Furalar Education' Courses Modified Arrange-
ments." The aim of the Circular was to "simplify and
expeoite proceaures, ana to conger a greater measure of
responsibility for decision making upon RAC and their
constituent local authorities." To this end the
Secretary of State gave general approval to certain
types of advanced courses so that they could be mounted
simply with "the prior agreement othe appropriate

,

RAC it each case." The significant additional con-
ditions', however, were that

"in all cases provision shokld be made for li

securing at least the minielm viable number
of enrolments in accordknce"with established
practice, for keeping enrolments under review
1ff-consultation with the apprdpriate RAC; and
for following theiecommendations of the RAC

)on p e closure of courses."
.,-,

This is the current situation. .
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2.6 The context of RACs and their functions

2.1 The Terms of Reference of RACs, given some individual
variations are as follows

2.1.1 to keep generally under review the content and
organisation of facilities for further and high-
er education in the Region

2.1 2 to consider such proposals for the development
of further and higher education'in the Region
as may be referred to the Council

2.1.3 to maintain liaison between the constituent
local education authorities and their colleges
and industrial and commercial interests in all
matters affecting education and training

2.1.4 to make such recommendations and tender such
advice as the Council may desire to its con-

/ stituent bodiebon any matter relevant to the
promotion and maintenance of an economic and
integrated system of further and higher educ-
ation within the Region, including

2.1 4.1 suggested or proposed new developments
in further and higher education in the
Region

2.1.4 2 the location and distributio of
courses of further higher e ation
in the maintained sector

2.1 4.3 the securing of a co-ordinated basis
for financial arrangements among the
constituent local education authori-
ties in matters affecting further
and higher education

2 . 1 .4 the dieeemination of information
regarding facilities for further
and higher education.

2.2 Desplte a basic similarity, in their Terms of.Reference, .

in practice RACs differ quite widely in the emphasis
placed on different aspects of their work. This is
as much caused by the circumstances of an individual
RAC as by its predilections. For example, the London
and Home Counties RAC, because of the large area it
serves, the density of the population in its Region
and the consequently large number of colleges and
courses established to serve that population, spends
90% of its time dealing with the formal course approval
mechanism. On the other hand, the East Anglian RAC
with its low-density, dispersed, rural population and
the consequently small nuthber of advanced courses,
spends barely 10% of 'its time in this way. This
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difference in the distribution of work within an RAC
inevitably affects the mechanism by which'an advanced.
course proposal is processed.

2.3 Obviously RACs operate within the context of the whole
education system, "Any RAC being closely linked'on
the one hand wit& its constituent L,X.A.s, *hose members,
officers and college's staff serve on RAC committees,
and on the other hand witb the Regional Staff Insgector
of thD.E.S. who acts as a partner n the course
appraial system.

3. The.pechanics of the advanced course approval system

3'.1 *Differences in the distribution_of work within RACs
affect the mechanism by which advanced course propo-
sals are processed. To illustrate this I have chosen

examine two contrasting RACs, namely, London and
Home Counties apd st Anglia. Their committee
structures ate ver milar in havi a number of senior -
committees with func °nal resp ibilities and a range'
of subject area committees below them.

.3.2 The differ nce, however, lies in the ;mute by which an
advanced c urse proposal is channelle& through the com-
mittee str ures. In the case of .London and Home
'Counties an advanced course proposal is first consid-
ered by a Subject Advisory Committee which makes a
'recommendatiOn to a Senior Committee composed almost
,entlrof L.E.A. Officers for a decision. The
Sub Advisory 'Committees a're composed principally ,

of college staff -in the subject area concerned, with a
sprinkling of L.E.A.officers and representatives of
industry and commerce. The college staff in the
Subject Advisory Committees, however, do not represent
their own colleges. , They attend as nominated .repre-
sentatives of °theft organisations such aslfrades unions
and professional bodies The reason is-twofold, the
theoretical One is that this should enable them to
objective when considering course proposals rather than
representative 00 their own college's interests, and
the practical one,is thatthe Region is so large that
the Committees could not acc to erepresentative
from each college with work i t t subject 'Urea.

3.3 The Easj Anglian route is much simpler, allcourse
proposals go straight to the Approval of Courses Com-
mittee which makes a decision endorsed, subsequently,
by Standing Committee composed principally of L.E.A.,
Officers.

3.4 The reason for this difference' in procedure is a.°
straightforwardly practical one. Thd sheer volume,
of submissions in the London and Home Counties Region
would be to great for the L.E.A. officers to deal
with ab initio. In practice, therefore, the senior
commiT17W7Tid to 'rubber-stamp' the recommendations
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of the Subject Advisory Committees. To do otherwise
would be to lose the benefit of having the latter at all.

4. The criteria for judging advanced course proposals

4.1 What must not be forgotten is that RAC and the DES are
concerned sZlely with administrative course approval.
Further it must be remembered that the course approval
procedure was not devised by the RACs, and remains little
changed from that foimulated in 1957 to meet the demands
of an expansionist situation very different from today.

4.2 Looking first at the specific criteria which are theo-
retically applied to new advanced course proposals,
these could be listed in the form of a series of ques-
tions.

4.2.1 Is the, course relevant to the current work and
future plans of the institution?

4 2 2 Is the course relevant to local and/or regional
considerations, with such subsidiary questions as

4.2 2 1 Is the course consistent with the
development plans of the maintaining
Authority9

4.2 2.2 Does the course constitute new-Cr
additional regional provision'

4 2.2 3 Does the course overlap with other
proposals within the region?

4 2 2.4 Would the establishment of the course
adversely affect enrolments on existing

j
courses within the region9

4 2 3 Is there a discernable demand for the course from
students andier employers, with such subsidiary
questions as-

4 2 3 1 If a part-time vocational course, what
evidence is there of the willingness of
employers to releasetstudents?

4 2:3.2 What evidence Of support for the course
is discernable from enrolments on
"feeder" courses?

4.,2 3.3 What evidence is there of vacancies on
existing similar courses within reason-
able access to the proposed course?

4.2.4 'Does the course lead to employment in an area of
/ perceived manpower needs, and if relevant, does

the course lead to-recognition by an appropriate
prof4ssional body?
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4.3 I think it is possible to level criticisms at almost all
the above criteria, but first two general points.
Ther are, quite rightly, no academic criteria, and this
is were the distinction between Regions is important
in that it is virtually impossible for a committee
principally composed of academic staff not to apply
academic criteria to a course proposal. , Hence a
distinction emerges between the theoretical and actual
criteria applied to a course proposal. The possi-
bility of this distinction arising in East'Anglia is
avoided simply by not routing the proposal through a
subject committee.

4
4.4 The other general point to be made, is that it is ex-

ceptionally difficult for college members of staff
representing another body to be objective about course'
proposalt from their own college or About course pro-
posals which might be seen as in any way a threat to

' their own college This potential bias would to
some extent be cancelled out if all colleges were
represented An some way, but they are pot

4.5 For specific criticisms I shall consider the criteria- 4
in 4 2 above seriatim

4.5 1 The only information ail RAC can have on the
future plans,of an institution comes from that :

institution itself, there can therefore be little
independent evidence. Even given the dsefulness

RIAM

of the info tion supplied, it might be difficult
for a RAC to e luate it without making some
academic judgem ts.

4.6.1 The same problgip also App-Itegf6tge'develbpmenil'
plans of a maintaining Authority,. - Likewise -..---

An evaluation of whether or not two courses
oferlap in content might well call for an academic
judgement. As for 4.2.2 4 above, this is an
almost impossible question io answer without
information about the overall sie of the pool
of potential students for these courses, which

y.t
is very =likely' to be available

4.5 3 The main problem about questions concerning
potential demand for A new course is that of
the time-scale of the approval process whiq)
will be considered below

4 5.4 The whole question of successful manpower plan-
ning is one to which no satisfactory answer has
yet been formulated:

4.6 'there are, also a number of criticisms of the overall.
approval system which must be considered

4 6.1 A eriticism.usually levell,Pd at the system by
polytechnics but which applies to any course
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attracting a mandatory award is that it is
likely to attract national recruitment and is
therefore unfairly judged by Regional criteria.
A partial answer to this criticism, however, is
that all such courses are finally approved by
the Regional Staff Inspector who supplies the
national dimension. There is also evidence
that such courses recruit at least half their
students from the surrounding Region.

0
4.6.2 Another widespread criticism of the course

approval system is that it is administratively
cumbersome and imposes excessive delays on
colleges wishing to..mount courses in response
to perceived needs 4k For example, the time-
lag between the preParstion of s submission for

- a full-time course.tanditts earliest start date
is about two years. This makes it particu-
larly difficult for colleges to answer the
questions in 4.2.3. above, either because per-
ceived student demand at the planning stage has
evaporated by the start' Aate or because local
industry wants a particular course only if it
can be put on straigtit away.

4.6.3 A third criticism often voiced of the course
approval system is that RACs, being wholly
financed by their Constituent L.E.A s, inedit-
ably become a forum for inter-Authority compro-
mises. There is much use of such analogies
as horse-trading. I think that this criticism
fails to allow for the ability of an RAC sec-
retariatied members to steer an,independant
course the sheer Improbabllity of .

'arrangements' occuring ijn, for example, an RAC
with some 20-odd constituent L.E.A.s.

V.
4.6.4 A less fundamental criticism of the system is

that RACs,rely heavily on the voluntary services
of the chairmen and members of its committees,
as a result"of which course proposals are not
examined and considered in sufficient detail.
I submit that any other system would have to be
considerably more expensive, and-that this is
not the time to propose-increases in educational
spending!

4.6.5 A final criticism which is perhaps not so commonly,
discusped is that RACs are only able to consider
course proposals made to them by their constituent
L.E.A.s, a year at a time. This means that a
more suitable proposal can miss out by being a
year 'behind' a similar one elsewhere. This
might seen obvious and unavoidable, but some RACs
have requested colleges to produce, say, five-
year plans for development, and then considered
new course proposals in their context.
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QUALITY CONTROL IN EDUCATION

Dr. John Welton
University of London Institute of Education.

Plagiarism is sadly common in higher education. The
following extract might have been found in a student essay,
part of the final assessment for a76,Sloma in Educational
Administration at Polystute College o Higher Education.
A more alert tutor would have recognised the extract as
taken from Sheila Browne's analysis bf "The AcCountability
of am Inspectorate (England)", chapter 3 of Lello, J.,
Accountability in Education, Ward Lock, 1979. The extract
is reproduced here with the tutor's notes which are perhaps
more'detailed than usual owing to a recent career disappoin-
-ment ...

'Because of the range (1) of institutions
inspected by HMI, it is difficult to gen-
eralise about their work There has never
been a rigid definition of inspection, though
there have been and still -Are conventions,
instructions, and guidelines. (2) The basic
principle has always been close observation (3)
exercised with an open mind (4) by persons with
appropriate experience and a framework of
relevant principles, HMI's (5) first duty (6)
is to record what is and to seek to understand

1 why it is as it is. The second step is to
try to answer the.question-whether or not it is
gpodenough. To do so HMI uses as a first set
of measures (7) the school,is or other institution's
own aims, (8) and, as a second, those which derive
from practice across the country and from public
demand or aspiration (9) The two sets of
measures are unlikely (10) tcrbe in general
opposition but, the circumstances of any individual
institution or part of it may well'lead to different
emphases. (11) In his assessment, HMI must
strike a,balance b tween the common and the panic-
uldt requirements nd he must try to give a rounded
picture. Wheneve he'looks at part of
tution, he must rela it to the whole.",(1
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NOTES

, How representative is their sample? How chosen?

2, Can yoti be more specific? How did these 'conventions' develop?
How, do they change? Are they open to public scruts

3. What observation techniques are used, and how are the .observers
trained?

4. What do you mean? What do we knlQro about the_background and
professional socialisation of H. I?

5. VERY DIFFICULT TASK! How long do y take? How cope with the
phenomenology ...7

6. To whom accountable?

7. In what sense do you mean 'measures"

5. Are the 'AIMS' taken at face value? Some aims are not made
erpiscit,-This is a research problem.

9. Very interesting.' What sample of practice is used, hew is public
aspiration assessed'

10. Why?

11. Can you develop this? What range or diversity do H.M.I. 'conventions'
tolerate? A fewexampies please.

.12. GOOD - but how does he/she do it, what about the informal. structure.

GENERAL COMMENT
c

Useful summary but vaguely familiar? How can we get to know more About
Actual Process of Inspection? Without good independent research
discussion of H.M.I. 'Quality Control' function will be unsatisfactory.
Such research would benefit H.M.I. by feedback, and lessen suspicion
by enabling open discussion. Please contact me to discuss how to
develop this as your M. Phil research proposal.
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ASSESSING TEE EFFECTIVENESS OF ADVISORY TEAMS IN LEAS

J.L. Davies & G. Lyons
Anglian Regional Management Centre
North East London Polytechnic

PreamPle

The theme of this conference is Quality Control in
Education, and it is clear that one of the principal areas
for its examination exists at institutional level where
provision meets client However, at this interface of
institution and/client, there operate teams olis Local Edu-
cation Authority advisers (or inspectors) whose existence,
in large a t depends upon quality improvement, uponthe
mainte and monitoring of the work of the school or
colle It would hot, therefore, be inappropriate to
exams e the effectiveness with which the advisory team
itse f discharges its duties in attempting to gain insight
into the ramifications of quality control in education
To do this ,we shall need to focus principally upon the
managemept of the advisory team and its functions. (1)

It is apparent that, with few exceptions, advisers
and inspectors cannot undertake quality control, defined
in a strict sense, since they are not part of line manage-
ment, they are operating in a highly ambiguous context and
have few sanctions and coRtrol mechanisms. Advisory -

teams are much more Roncerftd with influencing groups with-
in the education service who are often more powerful than
themselves and who are often in control of their own des-
tinies Advisers attempt to undertake this 'influencing'
function by providing services for these groups' who are,
in reality, their clients, and these services are in large
part aimed at quality improVement.

The key question, then, is assessing the effectiveness
of advisory teams in the context of the current debate on
quality,- is what critical factors might be advanced to
determine the health of advisory teams aAproviders of
services?

We recognise, of course, that the effectiveness of
advisory teams is not solely to be considered in terms of
group activity, since advisers in large part operate as in
dividuals, a source of both strength and weakness The
question here is therefore whether teams are capable, by
group organisation, of facilitating bath group and indiv-
idual effectiveness in the pursuit of quality control knd
improvement

Factor 1 -Has the team a clear perception of who its
clients are, and the different (maybe con-
flicting) expectations of the team held by
these clients?
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(1) Officers and members as clients

Traditionally in a local authority the real power,
resides th elected members and full time officers. Row-
ever, it is u ested that in practice they lack, for ex-
ample, the to ay knowledge of modern curriculum processes
and could never be credible agents of curriculum Innovation
or renewal. They have incomplete knowledge of the'mOst
appropriate types or designs of equipment for a school,
they need a ready data bank of information upon which to
draw for day to day administration and (usually) they lack
'the physical mobility or opportunity actually to get
round schools. This latter capacity, allowing as it does
a knowledge of what is actually happening at the "coal face",
is of inestimable importance to an administrator. The
adviser, therefore, begins to become indispensable and the
advisory team thus begins to function as an essential com-
munication link between the authority and its schools or
colleges, and as an arm of LEA policy. Ultimately, the
advisory team may well become an organ of quality control
and "inspection" and this %I opposed to the "advisory stance"
becomes of signal importance Alifo'statemeggit above are
meant to be illustrative of observed trends imin reflect the
different policies and directions adopted by the varfous
Local Education Authorities

The heavy use of the adviser as an essential communi-
cation channel presents fundamental problems to him of what
he should and should not pass on, and this burden becomes
particularly acute when the "advise" or inspect" dilemma
is added

The increase in size of some authorities has hastened
and'consolidated the tendency towards the adviser accumula-
ting two additional functions These are the taking on
of a 'generalist curricular role' as opposed to a curricular
role in one specific subject, and, the adoption of a pastoral
role to a group of school

There are authorities which pursue the more tiaditional
perspective of the adviser as curriculum expert, others use
the team as a source of policy development, a further view
sees the team as a tool of quapty control and yet another
perspective sees the advisory team as an arm of administrative
'practice that extends into tpe school, ensuring a standard-
isation of policy The stance is important because on
the one hand it can be essentially proactive - the use of
th advisory team as an integral part of the authority's
own processes and development - and on the other hand, is
essentially reactive - those who use the advisory team to
plug the holes in existing practice, which can nonetheless
be an invaluable'function. An individual authority mhy
in fact be adopting a number of the 10bove Ostures and
the picture nationwide is one of considerable diversity,
and this presents attitudinal and operational dilemmas for
advisers ,
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Schools as clients (2)

To the school the advisory team is the provider of
functions, several of which can be extrapolated directly
from those outlined above in the case of the local authority..
To the school, of course, the emphasis of perspective will
be changed and for the individual school, particular needs
will be predominant. Amongst other things, the school
wants, the adviser to represent it at County Hall, to be a
cutter of red tape, to plead its ease or help it in making
a case. It wants to obtain the adviserg' extra resources
(assuming that the adviser is left with.any resources to
allocate). To the school the adviser represents an im-
portant outside objective source of help. He is in a
position to mediate upon internal problems particularly of

ofessional or personal nature i; called upon to do so,
and may help get the head off the hook. To the primary
head who lacks access to a wider audience of his professional
colleagues than his secondary counterpart at a day to day,
.level at least, the adviser can be an invaluable link,
resource and source of support. The adviser clearly.hap
more traditional functions to fulfil'"in the areas of in-
service training and staff development,. in inducti'
probationers and in the capacity to balance such' rovisi n
upoh an authority wide basis. The pressures on the
individual adviser and upon the team t deliver effective
this disparate range of functions is iherefore mmense,

In practice we have found that a considerab
crepancy exists between what schools say they want, what

Thisactually get and what the adviser thinks they get,
This is really a very fundamental point, since if the
consumer of the service is frustrated by what le is or is
not receiving the credibility of advisers (or lack of it)
seriously affects' advisers' efforts in other directions.
In the eyes of some secondary comprehensive heads, the
adviser presents skills which may be judged as superflunts
luxuries and he day appear to lack arl-rognd credibility4
To the primary head advisers may however present a welcome
link to the LEA for the primary head prests a more iso-
lated fugure than does the secondary head

ep
tho may have his

management seam as a source of professional advice and
expertise< It is also likely that the primary adviser
has been a successful primary head, and, in these circtte-
stances% credibility is more likely to be readily forth-

'coming.

Both, however, may be inherently suspicious of the
adviser's potential power, in resource allocation, they may
be reluctant to share responsibilities over staff' recruit-
ment, and may be deeply suspicious over any extension'of
the adviser's power fearing it may mean an erosion of theirs,
which it probably/does. The insecurity, of course, is
enhanced when the adviser acts as inspector.

We have seen from the above that the adviser's func-
tions appear to be evolving from that of a relatively
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uncomplicated curriculum/pedaagic stance to an extremely
sophisticated function which, across the country, shows -

considerable diversity and complexity.

Clearly, the functions advisers are being required to
perform are those which various groups see as being desir-
able. The adviser is likely to continue to have problems
with his role and functions based upon an evolving pers-
pective of this sort because the basic problems are likely
to bq resolved only when a different debate is settled
that is, the clarification of the nature of their influence(
and authority.

Factor 2 How effective s the team in identifying, inter-
preting and responding to pressures from clientl?

For an organisation existing solely for the purpose of
providing services for clients, an outward looking and res-
ponsive advisory team would seem essential. Here, we
would have to coilsider such questions as

How well does the team identify and interpret
the needs and demands of the clients, as out-
lined above?

How well does it recogiise changing aspects
of its'environment - political, social, govern-
mental, financial, technological, educational -
and how good is the team and individual advisers
in adjusting their stance, thinking; and activi-
ties in response tq the changes?

Has the team the right relationships with its
client groups and those who support it with
funds? Is it credible, nas it access to the
relevant power sources, and is it a visible
presence where its best interests need protection?

FOW adequate is the information flowing in and
out of the team in relation to its key priorit-
ies, and how efficient are its methods of col-
lecting, storing and retrieving this information
(particularly im relation to qualityl.review,
control and improvemedt)?

What sort of debate does it have with the re-
spective clientgroups and do they mutually
own their respective goals and problems?

There are undothtedly a number of problems which can
be identified for most teams when this factor is applied.
These include -

(a) With schools

Credibility probleme based on lack of co-
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ordiaation of advisory response; the out of
date nature of some advice; and inconsistent
image presented.

A lack of correlation between what schools think
they get from advisers, and what advisers think
they give to schools.

The phenomenon of advisers drifting in and out
of schools.

Inadequate perception of the consultant role
(see Factor 5).

Schools often perceiving a lack of common policies
and stance between advisers and other officers of
the authority.

Differing views on what the role of.ba general
adviser is,"or ought to be, and

Imbalances between the inspectoral, pastoral and
inservice training functions, or a ,1.ack of ap-
parent interdependence between these functions.

With officers

Not all 'advisers hem to have a clear conception
of the ideas and responsibilities of adminis-
trators end of'departmental policies and, proced-
ures'. (The'briefing of advisers may be quite
inadequate).

Advisers often feel that many officers are un-.!
aware of what advisers do and what their potential
contributions to decision-making and policy formu-
lation may be.

The result is that officers may have a low opin-
ion of advisers.

There. is a feeling that most contact is purely
on procedural matters, and at too high a level
in the department. This implies a case for
/07)more adviser involvement, formally and informally,
n cases such as building design, policy studies,
e.g. oh issues relating to declining enrolments).

Advisers undoubtedly feel the lack of access to
sign,ficant power centres within the administration,
which adds up to a feeling of frustration a not 'A
being used or valued properly.

The significance of these perceptions is clear". If
there .p3 a gulf of respect and knowledge between adviders
and other parties, the reputation of the team will be ad-
versely affected. This, in turn, will create its own
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problems of attracting funds for adviser activities and ad-
viser morale; the extent to which the team may be able to
disgorge its iey flhactions, the extent.to which it may be
on the defensive, and ultimately, its ability to attract
high calibre staff. ir

Factor 3. Does the team possess operational goals ant?'
objectives stated, as a phased development plan
with defined priorities?

The function of goals in any organisation malobe des-
cribedas proing guidelines for subsequent activity and
detailed analysis, and securing the commitment of member'd
of that organisation,ond its clients to thbse goals by the
'process of open discussion and argument. fi Goals may40.1so

Oprovide a basis for the determination of iorities of
work, the allocation of tasks to members, and by implication,
for the rejedtion or postponing of demands.

a4The'tradition and proftssional ethi.g of advisoyytoper-
g has', in many cases, mitigated against the adoption of

a formalijed'or systematic planning process for its own
operations. There is historic #11y a strong emphasis on
individualism in teams. They ikre often prone to accept

,--tmetamtly demands for action' from committees, officers and
schools, posSibly in order to demonstrate thpir idtispens-
ibility to clients, and some may in fact justify this fire-
fighting role as being their principal function. Such'
factors as these all contribute to the dLffuse nature of.
team goals and plans, and whilst they may have positive
aspects, they may also produce difficulties for the oper-
ation of-the team

the instant response to demands for its services
may well create intolerable loads on even the most
competent adviser,

many innovations which have Len-started may not be
successfully completed, since othb-r- tasks-inteti re.

it is easy for advisers to become "e ucational butter-
flies", with a poor record of achieve ent.

such,goals as may be in existence,are based on what
advisers want. to do rather than what clients mayoneed
and may be so general and $hilosophic that they do ,

not, function as guidelines.

individual advisers pursuing the fulfilment of their
own curriculum interests- may.do so without regard
either to a concerted examination of the overall
needs of the school, or the and may do so'with-

f_ out the necessary resources to make adequate contri-
butions.

I
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onic policy problems e very often subject to an
Qng period of vacilla n, conflictiz1 action,
ill or neglect 1n" the a sence of a concerted view

. team, e.g. on inservice tAlinidg, and curriculum Illi

°fill/4.

cies relating to declining enrolments.
,

.

dOFactors such as these may well place undue pressures
individuals, and where individual performance suffers,

this inevitably reflects on the team. The managerof
the team would therefore seem to have a responsibility to
alleviate these problems s

Any advisers' goals and plans are only valid if they

.). Irrilep4e:Incri

from the problems clients. This

and problems than is cur'rently thought ,neceg'sary,
helpiig schools develop their own institutional plAis
or methods of set evaluation, an art as yet in its
infancy.

Participation and commitment of all the members of
the team in goal formulation.

d

Goals and plans should be sufficiently precise to be
feasible (capable of achievement), phased into a
programme or timetable (when possible), capable of
adjustment (rolling plans), and capable of evaluation.

Team goals are of no particular use other than at a'
cal-emetic level, unless some4subgroup or person takes
aboard'a target as his/her personal property,40d
organises his/her time to work towards it, via specific
and updated job descriptions. '

e

The design of such a goal setting process'may well
be facilitated by the use of an external agent.

Factor 4 Has the team the will and ability ty evaluate
continually its own performance par-ticularly.in
terms of satisfying schools' needs?

an open system8 approach were to be applied to the
advisory function then a necessary corollary of setting
goals and formulating plans will be the existence of forms
of evaluation to ascertain the extent to which those goals
and plans are being fulfilled, (and if not, why thi is so).
Evaluation is, of course, a highly emotive process, Tnd is
often.perceived as threatening and disturbing, and thus
needs o be embark4d upon with considerable care. The

4 evaluation of the performance of an advisortteam is some-
thing which is always taking place, in a highly informal
Winner, both by the advisers themselves and by their clients.
Howhver, pith reference to the performance df the team the
question perhaps shedld be. how.good are 'advisers' teams
at.10entifying the signirls, distinguishing between the

ti
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symptods and causes of problems, and how willing or capable
are they to act on the basis of their conclusion?

Nowhere is this more evident than in the thorny
question of the relevance of the team's activities to the
needs of clients.

A number of implications emerge given the significance
of evaluation within the education sector generally:-,

is the team' in fact ready and prepared to evaluate
itself? Has it the necessary evaluative skill?

h6w far is it'prepared to undertake surgery_to close
down certain activities, and redeploy/I-en-MEI its
advisers in fewer, more apprippriate directions, and
has t sufficientsredihilit'y, influence or autonomy

. to do this?

how far is it prepared to redefine roles, e.g. between
specialist and generalist advisers?

how far can it undertake this evaluation on its own?
Does it not require continuing dialogue and information
from clients, and possibly the help of a dispassionate
(esen ..ump.o.unatv) thlid p city.

what role does internal staff development of advisers //
play in this possible re-direction of activity?

There is an added piquancy `to the whdledof this
argument for in the current economic cliMate consider-
able pressures have emerged which desire to examine
the effectiveness (cost effectiveness perhaps) of the
whole of the educational sector. If the educational
administrators are unwilling to undertake systematic

' self-examination there is a very good chance that
othmis (non-educationalists) will do this instead.
It would be idle to pretend that the advisory feAm

elf would be spared microscopic scrutiny.

Has the team developed an appropriate repertoire
of roles to build fruitful, helping relation-
shiPs.with clients?

It is apparent from the above that advisers ha* and
will continue to havaG a wide variety of functions to per-

AP form. curriculum development, staff appraisal and develop-
meht, evaluation of school performance, information provision
for officers and members, advice on building design _and
educational technology, etc. It follows frOm thi's that
advisers could exercise these functions through, a variety .

of different roles, and relationships. As ,far as schools
are concerned, for example, the relationship could be one
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a.

of mutual support an interdependence, or of school depen-
dence on the indIvi 1 advisei engaged on a particular
project, or one where e adviser is trying to make the
school independent of himself/herself, and able to stand'
on its own, relying on its internal expertise.

It must therefore be asked, "what type of relationship
is the team/adviser trying to create, and is it apptopriate
for the particular sitdation?" It is compatible from our
previous analysis that the answer.should be in the best'
interests of the client not the adviser. It is not help-
ful for the advisers to create a feeling of dependence on
them by schools, and then be personally unable to deliver.

One may take the argument a stage further by asking
"do advisers jointly or singly possess a repertoire of roles .

from which to select one appropriate to the situation, and
do they possess the skills necessary to fulfil these roles?"
In our experience, these questions are not often put, and
not systematically answered Let us take an example.
When helping schools cope with innovation, there are a
number of quite different roles which may be adopted, for
example (3)e,

a research role, to help evaluate the existing situation
identify weakness, and evaluate the effect of situations.

a catalyst role, to stimulate interest, and demonstrate
the necessity for innovation or change

40
a Yesourlf role in which be /she makes available know-
ledge of the problem, technical expertise etc.

a counselling role, in which he/she listens to problems
from all'sources, encourages the person(s) to analyse
problems for themselves, in a non-directive manner:

a full change agent role, in which he/she is an active
participant lb problem identification, analysis,
resolution and implementation and will contribute
extensively to discussions, staff development, producing ,

information eJc.

Supplementary questions now become apparent, for
example who is best equipped within the team to perform
particular toles at particular times in particular situations?
How should advisers acquire the bkills underlying these roles?

Many ql the problemsiMperienced in the school-adviser
relationshireese directly attributable ..to a failure of the
adviser to recognise which role is needed, or his/her.lack
of competence in a given role.

Factor 6 The integration of adviser effort into an
effective team, and the creation of a favourable
diganObtional climate in the team.
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It is conventional to use the term "team" as a collective
noun for advisers. This implies -

a well organised and concerted effort where each member
is working on behalf of his colleague, and for the
group's goal's as a whole, and where harmony may be
expected in terms of group behaviour, the individual's
sense of affiliation, the interrelation of necessary
tasks, and the co-operation of subgroups relating to
particular issues. These are a formidable set of
expectations and usually considerable progress can be
made in this dfilsection. Problems which can be identi-
fied here include the following

many advisers, espetially subject specialists
have tended to operate as 'missionaries or
`loners'

working groups have variable success 6in develop-
ing effective working procedures, targets of
achiel,ements, and social cohesion, and may in
any case have little obvious point of contact
with many other groups.

traditional groupings of advisdrs may be inapprbp-
rp.te for new problems and authorities may have
been slow to evolve new groupings, e.g. area teams,
project teams and so forth

conflicting or uncoordinated advice,may be passed
to schools by advisers acting individually!

those concerned with curriculum development may
not ac in concord with those whose interests
may be more in staff development or resources.

frequent goal displaicement (often externally
induced) within the team regretfully Adermines
painfully and hard-won consensus agreements
amongst advisers

Thus, there are inbuilt tendencies towards fragmentation.

There are also the behavioural dimensions of telgork,
since unless the organisational climate of a team is right,
its capacity to recognise external needs, tC plan and
evaluate, and to organise itself properly, will be greatly
limited, as will sits ability to face up to and resolve its
difficulties.

A supportive internal climate is thus a pre-condition
of ,doing other things well, There are a number of signs
Whilch un be looked for to detect the health of the climate,
of which some examples are. (4)

are objectives felt to be widely shared amongst '

members or are goals purely personal/
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are mistakes and problems hidden or brought out into
the open for resolution?

is problem solving confined to those with status, or is
everyone encouraged to be pragmatic?

is thoire to, close attention to the personal needs and
difficulties of individual advisers by senior advisers')

is collaboration freely entered into across subject,
area and locality boundaries?

are conflicts covered and managed by office politics or
regarded as creative and necessary, to the education of
the team as a whole?

are advisers "locked" idto their jobs, or do they derive
social and intellectual satisfaction from fresh
challenges working with other people')

We could proceed' further with such questions. Suffice
it to say that we have found indications within most teams
that negative rssponses to these questions are not uncommon.
The issue now is "what can be done to resolve a negative
situ%tion?"

open leadership and a sharing of difficulties and
policy issues.

team building exercises both for the whole group and
various subgroups.

sensitive counselling of adv4rs by their senior
colleagues.

-regular seminars for problem analysis, information
exchange, and training.

the creation of task groups to offer a sharper attack
to problems than May be offered by traditional
structures, with clearly defined terms of reference.

the out ins of an action plan for the team whichc r articulates the directions for development
through the anticipation of future needS, and training
adv4ser9 for future taskp.

Whilst we have pointed to a need for greaten cohe ion,
we fully realise the problems iind difficulties of team
operation which has 4 high degree of centralisation -

rejection of minority views, prepsures to conform, the
subjugating of individuil flair,.and also the day-to-day
reality that the good adviser must have a degree of freedom
and entrepreneurial autonomy to actually do the job. The

4 'size of team is also likely to have a profound effect on the
)degree of cohesion that is a practical possibility.
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tractor 7 Are support services adequate'

One of the easiest problems to diagnose in any team is
the adequacy or otherwise of support staffs, mainly clerical
and administrative. It would probably be universally true
that the work of the team has expanded faster than their
support services. Whilst it is self evident to assert
how the effectiveness of a team or an individual adviser
can be crippled through lack of effective support services,
a solution to the problem would not automatically be found
in increasing the clerical complement, One would also
have to consider questions such as the conscious design of
an adequate information base, (library, files on institutions,
their problems, etc.),the skips of advisers in report
writing and communications generally, and the use of
alternative methods (dictating machines).- In the current
economic climate this situation is only likely to worsen.

Factor 8 Does the team continually invest in its own
growth potential, through a comprehensive
framework of staff (and technique) development?

Whilst advisory teams are becoming increasingly more
competent at identifying the training and development needs
of school staff, there is evidence that they are not so
good at their on internal staff development, which is not
nearly as systematic as it might be. Comparatively few
teams have evolved a continuing and updated plan for
themselves, either in term4of the 'needs of

the individual members of the team.

the group as a whole, or of sub - groups of the team.

Thus, whilst we have fairly regular conferences aimed
at passing information and developing social cohesion,
other fundamental staff development problems are neglected,
e.g.

conversion of sub1ject specialists into generalists,
(Factor 4) to incorporate pastoral skills for groups
of schools, the ability to look at curriculum processes
for the whole school, eo look at organisational
prwesses for the whole school.

training in research and evaluative skills (Factor 4).

training in consultancy skills (Factor 5).

training in group leadership skills (Factor 6).

other new emerging needs, e.g. a public relations role
for the LEA, policy formation, (Factor 2).
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This is not intended to imply that subj ct development
is unimportant - merely'to demonstrate areas of current
neglect.

A framewOrk for the development and training of advisers
thus seems to be needed, since if those who are giving
advice are themselves becoming progressively. outdated, their
entire credibility is at stake. Staff development of .

advisers may thus be viewed as investment expenditure, and
the seed corn of the future.

Conclusion

This paper does not pretend to offer a highly sophis-
ticated, quantitative based research study of advisory teams
What it does purport to do is to provide an analytical
device which advisory teams may use on themselves (preferably
with other colleagues in attendance), to identify issues of
concern, and to map out areas of improvement.

Although its use has identified considerable difficult-
ies and shortcomings, it 'should be emphasised that many of
these are because of the inherent dilemmas which surround
the role and which have been prescribed by extra-advisor
agencies, and not only because of internal factors. P
Whilst one can poitt to desired unprovements in team
managemeat, it should not be forgotten that political
acumen is likely to prove quite as important a factor as
professional expertise, if advisory teams are to survive and
prosper.

mo

(1) Some of the ideas developed in this paper were first'
4 identified in The Advisory Function" NAIEA Journal,

Summer 1976, Davies, J L and Lyons, G. and
"AnalySing the Effectiveness of the Advigory Team"
NAIEA.Journal, Spring 1977, Davies J L and Lyons, G.

{2) For the sake of simplicity th' argument is restricted
to schools and does not include colleges, although
many of the points made will be equally applicable.

(3) See E, Hoyle, Reseatch in Education "PlannedThange
in Education". ,

(.0 See Fordyce and Weill'
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT IN COILFGES OF FURTHBR ELATION

SOME ORGANISATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

P. Harding & G. Scott.
Bolton College of%Education (Technical),

The importance of staff development as an aspect of
Quality Control 3n Further Education can hardly be over-
staed Manpower, in'the form of academic, administrative
and ancillary staffing provides the s for with its most
costly resource To undertine the oint, the percentage
costs of manpower in the average col ge budget is more than
801 of its expenditure, exclusive of debt charges. Such
costly manpower obviously requires careful managpment if
cost effectiveness is to be achieved, and as yet little
attention has been paid to staff development within the F.E
sector 4

There has not, of course, been a total neglect a

number of formal developments are discussed below A

major push was provided for the development of staff develop-
ment schemes 'in July 1976 at the DES Short Course Staff
Development/Inservice Training for HFE at Oxford One of
the major outcomes was the settingup of Regional Staff Dev-
elopment Study Groups and the work of the North-West Region

/ Group is considered later More significant perhaps, at
the start of this discussion, is the working definition of
staff development that developed fromLthe distillation of
the ideas worked out in the Conference study groups, namely
that

"Staff development as seen as an on-going process
designed to maximise human resources in order to
achieve the objectives of an organisation. Its
emphasis wss upon raising- effectiveness* and its
concern for tile professional and personal develop-
ment of staff' including those ipvolved in teaching,
administration, clerical work and ancillary duties
It was important', however, to see staff development
as one contributor to the development of the total
organisation the development of students, curric-
ulum, other resources, etc. were of equal concern."(1)

Staff development, we would argue starts at the stage,
of interview and selecti#. Obviously'new members of
staff being recruited into a college will have a variety of
experiences - including in many instances teacher training
and teaching experience Thus SD needs will vary with
the membersof staff concerned An ideal model can be
developed to represent-the process
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MODEL

Individual Organisation

Induction

Development

'Experience

Environment

> Role Modification

it
As is indicated 4n model the process is an ongoing

one, the implication bei that it applies to all levels of
staf/ Aacluding those in "Top Management" positions. Man-
agerial and organizational development is thus,facilitated
through the provision of staff development strategies.

i

To state that SD is a continuing process is to adopt
the position taken in the James Committee Report (2) which
argued the case for a recognition of training needs on the
basis of a cytlical process. In a sense, such an approach
is particularly appropriate in F.E. where the developmental
needs of giaff are more continuous than in the school sectors,
the process being more dynamic because of the changing needs
of courses and their development. Witness developments in
TEC and BEC, the demands of CHAA, and in addition the variety
of organizational change required as a result of-amalgamations
between colleges.

Turning now to the context of the further education
college as an organization. It is apparent to us that
the provision of SD - at whatever level within the institu-
tion - ip sporadic, often unco-ordinated and for some mem-
berA non-existent.

Little consideration has been given to intrinsic SD -

of the kind suggested by the Oxford Conference - precisely
because of the limited interpretation of it and therefore
value attached to it. Many senior staff members within
colleges - as well as the employing authority - are indif-
ferent about SD, and fail to appreciate the positive con-
tribution it can make to the college as an organisation, e.g.
raising effectiveness and individual commitment. We argue
too that SD had much to offer and so should occupy a more
central position within the ongoing provision of activities
in colleges.

If this is to be more than mere rhetoric, the provi,p ion
should be made for SD to take place within the orga ibnal
structure of the college. However, most colleges ar
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typically blireaucratic, the chain of Command starting with
the Principal, who in turn delegates a degree of authority
to his Heads of Department. Colleges are characterised
by tendency. .towards central control, delegation often
grudgingly passed to subordinates.

Concern here for the formal hierarchical structure is
important for SD ( for it underlines he need for its
application to all4members of the college organization,
and not just, as it is typically regarded, for the lower
participants (4). For it is not difficult to imagine a
situation where the occupants of power roles lose touch
with their subordinates causing,for them, alienation and

171

dissatisfaction. As this occurs, thetn it becomes apparent
that the goals of the college, how ver ill defined, may be
subverted - or more extremely, sa taged (5).

40.6...,

The hierarchical! vertical segmentation of individuals
from each other, whilst necessary, is not necessarily
dest'ructiva. The fact that most colleges (admittedly ap-
plying Burnham) utilise the departmental structure is evidence
enough of its appropriateness. The danger is that depart-
ments can quickly become independent compartments each striv-
ing to.achieve not the college's aims/goals/objectives, but
those of their own (6) s

Lateral communication - as well as v tical - can often
suffer, and the horizontal frapework of th college organiz-
ational structure - which perhaps ought to erride depart-
mental boundaries - can display the same kinds- of inadequacies
as the'hierarchical vertical structure. Communication be-
comes' a key work for both up, down and across the college's
structure. Effectple college organization - in terms of
staff morale,and quality of output depends', to some extent
on adequate communication, which in turn depends on the
quality of the relationship between colleagues (7). The
pecking order of status between departments obviously affects
the esjeem of staff members especially at the extreme.
High gtatus departments will display an increasing number of
high grade staff and courses,whilst the opposite will be
the case for low status departments This contrast could
be extended to include disparities in accommodation, level
of departmental budget, access to resources and so on.
Another way of looking at it is to see, some departMents as
essential and central to the raison d'etre whilst others
can be seen as peripheral No the main task of the organiz-
ation - however this is defined. SDrather than being
AA additive, should be utilized to combat these inherent
weaknesses in the organizational structure of colleges of
further education (8). More people - other than and in
addition to the Principal and Vipe-Principal - ought to be
concerned with the college lk a whole. ,

In Alany instances colleges in the N.W. region have
established staff development'committees either as a sub-
committee of their Acadgmic Boards or as a distinct task.
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,There are also a number o instances where separate appoint-
ments of Staff evelopm t Officer have taken place where
they operate wi hin taff Development Unit. In colleges
where such appoi ents have not been made the role is per-
formed by either Principal or Vice-Principal Indeed it
is usually the jatter,who is given the responsibility for
what Owen has termed the 'Personnel Function' in further
education (9) Activities at college level will otiOlously
vary However, at the Regional level the experiences of
staff involved in promoting SD are shared in the context of
the N W Region Staff Development Study Group

We have attempted to outline some of the major issues
in SD The emphasis has been placed upon SD programmes
as they affect individuals in the organisation The process,
as we have attempted to show, is a two way affair - develop-
ment Is of individuals but not Just for their sake, behind
each aspect of development is the corporate need(s) of the
organisation The process is not confined to the provision
of more effective producers - teachers, administrators,
ancillary staff but includes the development of the organ-
isation in a functional sense through improved communications,
staff morale and what M B Miles (10) defines as organisational
Health
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SUBORDINATES' STRATEGIES OF INTERACTION

IN THE MANAGEMENT OF SCHOOLS

Simon Pratt
University of Bristol School of Education

Throughout the nineteen seventies we have been interested
at Bristol in thinking about the vario strategies which
might be available to a "manager of cha " in education.
Writings of Miles (1965), Jones (1969) an of Beane and Chin
(1970 and 1976) have been absorbed by our students and we
have made much of Hoyle's observation that the sets of three

, principal strategies for bringing about change in human
systems identified by those writers bear a peculiar resem-
blance to one another (Hoyle, 1970). We have zjnvited our
students to examine the potential of these strategies -
power - coercive, empirical-rational and normative-re-educa-
tive - in the context of Havelock's 'RD and D', 'social
interaction', 'problem solver' and 'linkage' models of
innovation processes (Havelock, 1971) and we have stressed
that these processes can be helpfully seen as interactions
'between three systems, those of the chEinge agent, of the
innovation itself and of the client or host system (Bolam,
1975), the change process over time At see as one of mutual
adapt ,.tion between these three interacting systems, and we

Imonave explained 'failures', following the case study of
Gross, Giacquinta and Bernstein (1971), rn terms of lack of
understanding not only of the nature of changes proposed
but also of the settings in which they were to, have been
implemented and institutionalised and of the change agent
systems responsible for their'introduction. We have
written about these things for other students as well as
our own (Bolam 'and Pratt, 1976).

In a world eager for educational reform with the
necessary resources relatively easy to find we might have
left it at that, regarding 'innovation' and 'change' as
synonyms, interchangeable in our writing in pursuit of
literary style. But then came the holocust - the oil
crisis and strikes of 1973/74, rising underemployment of
school and college graduates, local government reorganisation,
the Tyndale affair, the threat of falling rolls in the
secondary schools, college closures, cash limits, teaching
career prospects sharply curtailed, Callaghan's "Ruskin
speech" and increasing militancy among the teachers....the
convenient assumption that 'planned change' was synonymous
with 'desirable innovation' was no longer tenable. Senior
management in schools now began to find collaboration, as
distinct from compliance, less easy to come by from their
junior colleagues who grew understandably less ready to
risk their vita] interests in the cause of change which took
the form of contraction of their service. We had advised
heads to lean as far as they could,,while retaining the
confidence of those (supesordinates) to whom they are
themseMes accountable, towards the adoption of a par cipative
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managerial style, employing influence rather than control
strategies and inviting Collaboration rather than compliance
froln their subordinatkes (Bp lasi and Pratt, 1976) -. There
are schools (and hopefully there always will be whe,re this
advice we offered in the mid-seventies to heads still holds
goacis But there are other schools '(far too many of them)
whey g this -aNclosmust now be called into question Todaythe interests enior management (or of those to whom
senior management is responsible) are often apparently
directly opposed to those,of assistant teachers., Change
strategies which are iqtendedly influence-based rather than
reltlitit upon sanctions are,increasingly suspect. More
subordinates respond to managerial initiatives not so much
with offers of collaboration as with compliance,. resistance.or even, by ignoring the superorditate 'move. (In three Avon secondary schools earlier this year,

. faced with mid-year cuts in' snaffing which could no,t be
implemented withoutd significant rtyrision of school time-ta es, members oP"the National Uaipn of Teachers took

strial action in proVst: Although this was at- irstsight unsurprising, her were a number of featuresbf
particular interest about the strategies which the teachers
employed, First, it was evident that they (did not necessarily
reard themselves as having withdrawn from participation in

4 t e work of them schools - they made themselves available-,
i school to teach classes on the 'old' timetable and, in
It.., east one case known to the writer, an active NUT Member
EllaImagreed to prepare the revised timetable but without
commitment to participation in teaching it, t y regardedtheir action as being in support of the cas rgued with
the LEA tfy their. heads among others, that da ga inflictedby the ploposed cuts upon their pupilsr e u }ion would
far outweigh 4ny savings achieved They herefore rpfused
to participate in the LEA's planned change add, instead, set'out to get it renegotiated. .In pursuance ,of this objeotive
the teachers iq the three schools initialgly concerned adopted

.tics which could be interptetedas 'regrouping' - or, in
p tical science terms, the formation of TX17/ coalitions
one* theiparly protetts had brought no result. Action wasorganiseglIFn a rota system, involving many more schools withaims which included (platen ce of a high level of protest

.while minimizing the 'impact` upon individual children.
Teachers from one school we e shown on, television or nising
alternative educational activities outside the'sohool prethises.
appeals were being made to the public not only over the'fieads
of the heads, but also over the heads of the LEA. ;Wm d
eventual witcome? This still looks different from differentoints. In negdtiation the LEA gave little, if any, ,ound in terms Alf restarafien of teaching posts during the
urren't academiNyear but no -ode can ever khow to what extent

the strength of the protest and its surrounding pupldcity
*ill hitafg conditioned the future handling of teacting, staf,t
deploymeht. ,_Many will believe, and act on the tierie thtt
employer-employee relations will neapr be spite the %
again and that, should the. issue ever 'come .up 'again, what
wam once regarded asa purely managerial issue could now be

IVY view
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seen as a proper subjectd/or delicate "political" negotiations.
In this context it is interesting to observe the possible

-..:
development of a managerial technique, in which the staffin. WV
ratio for_each school wou'Ld be derived from curriculum
conSiderations rather than Aecurriculum from the pupil-
teacher ratio. Whether this will be enough toilltablIsh
new legitimated routines and so to take the iss back out

Wi of politics into the managerial sphere, or whether political '

negotiations overgstaffing ratios will be transformed into
political negotiations over the otganisation of the curriculum
- and wheter such negotiations, if theycome to pass, will '
be contained within the schools or extended ti, the LEA or
beyondlr'only time will'tell

the key issues no longer surr&ind the question as t
whether .teachers can be helped to, respond, in their own
,self - interest, to the initiatives of enlightened benevole t
heads. Today(we need to understand the interactions b,etween
superordinates defending the interests of the pr*viders of
the education service, and subordinates defending theit
opposing interests. Common interests remain, or so it is
claimed on all sides, although they seem to have slipped
down the agenda of priority matters for attention.' Such
interactions are indeed 'negotiations' in the sense f the
AlgA-vidopted in the recent monograph "Negotiating thee
Curriculum" (Weston, 1979) which develops the idea in
xplaini,u pupil/teacher transactions in the classroom, thus'Assk

"Negotiation implies that there are
interests to be reconciled. But it also i lies
some element' of commOn interes) on. which the, .'
parties can agr

.i 1 (ibid. p 41)

One response to recent trends, and it is looter, the response
of some teachers, is to turn'to their unionhAr the first
sign of difficulty. Another is to eschew the use of
strike action in particup.t,, even in tile last resort, and
to seek 'professional' recognition through taking this
stand. Apt most teachers, I suspect, fall somewhere
between erse positions ;in their feelings and in their
behaviour'".- Can we identify a range of 'response' or
'intqract on' strategies, complementary to4 the change
strate s available to management, which we would expect
trese achers to choose from'? Can we even move towards

sting a te4cher's track record, inlOhe perceptisft of
those to whom he is responsible, with a concept of,i4managel-ia4r.
style' which we proposed five years ago?

F.... ."but in choosing his administrative strategy
(i e his intended combination of control and
Julinfluence strategies) for deeding with such a
problem, the head is nota free agent, he is
contrained not only by the nature of the particular
task in hand and by his own personal inclinations,
but also by the social and professional context
in which the change is.to take place and by his
staff's perception o%his oyn past record as a
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manager ... In the short term he is a captive of
his own managerial style, the head who suddenly
adopts an uncharacteristiC administrative strategy
invites scepticism`- indeed hp courts di%belief
and distrust".

(,Bolan a ratt, 1976, p.19)

Since the concept of manage/ial sqle was,b'd-ilt up from
ssubordinate perceptions of0superordinate strategic' choices,

this may be the best point from which to develop these
ideas.

0 .

We may perhaps assume that, in one kinAof ideal world,
superordinates only use 'pure-influence' strategies, that
these are perceived by subordinates as intended and that
collaboration duly follows,.whether a sup1rordinate initiative
is accepted r rejected appears to be of secondary importance

ofto the spit _of the interaction which, if advice offered
15 seen As jectable without penalty, is one in which trust
is built up and in which theprospects for sub4quent
collaboration are enhanced We can also envisage another
ideal or polar type of situation in which all superordinale
strategies are intended as, and are perceived as, acts of
control, inl.iting compliance as the response - bilt being
met b} active countermoves or by what may be best
G alle ssive resistance.

Here are the first elements of a range of 'confront-
comply' _strategies which might be adopted in-response to
superordinate control strategies But before analysing
these any further we should perhapia turn our attention
away from ideal types to the real 7orld in which 'compounds'
of confront - comply and collaborative strategies are to be
found Thee compounds (of whic11 that adopted by the time-
tables 14 Avon citied above appears to be a good example),
can tnen'laP"regarted_gs4subordisate negotiating strategies,
complementary to the earlier concept,of administrative
strategies as used by *Hoyle (1970) and discussed by Bolam
{19/51 in suggesting that the use of incentives rather than
sanctfkons can be seen as a siggificant variant on the power
coercive strategy We can for the sake of consistency,
now relabel both 'managerial' and 'administrative' strategies
simply as superordinate (negotiating) strategies Similarly,
f'ollefing Weston (ibid p 42) who sees negotiation

'"lying on a continuum somewhisre between confrontation
at one end,_and at the other committed co- operation ",

tra ,

we n envisage subordinate negotiating strategies which are
coca/Funds of co-operating ith confront/comply, So it is

INadi
the -propensity of a subor mate to attach weight to consider -

' at ions of coMmon purp (i.e. to collaborate :Cher than
' merely to comply)which is seen by superordinates as deter-

mining th t subordinate's negotiating style.
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'7.5

INFLUENCE ST EGIES AND COLLABORATIVE RESPONSE

Two main ypes of influence ptrategy have already been

rely primar o
didentified, by and Chin among others, i.e. tOse which

mutually recognisable expertise, irrespective
of its source, to\resolve essentially technical problems and
those whi h rely the acceptance by both change agent and
clierkt that effect ve innovation requires a change of
attitudes, relation hips, values and skills on the part of
any or all concerne The response, in either case, may
be made.by an indivi al or'a group and may or may not rely
on resources which are contained within the span of control ,

of the superordinate in question. Thus, from a superordinate
perspective, we can recognise four main possibilities

4
- collaborative/individual/contained - e g. the

response of a trusted confidential adviser

-.collaborative/group/contained - e g when trie
response to the bead conies from a group of staff
within the school

- collaborative /individual /extended e g the
trusted achiqer with out-of-school resources

- collaborative/group/extended e g . this
is the characteristic response of the 'problem
solving group' with external linkage which
'progressive teachers' of educational administration
have advocated, indeed eulogised, in the 1970s
(see:for example, Baker, 1980)

CONTROL STRATEGIES THE RANGE OF RESPONSES

Although'the vXriety of control strategies appeas o
be less-than that of influence strategies, most of the
argument centring on the question of whether the recognition
pf scAme classes of sanctions is to be regarded as 'rational'
or as 'compliant' behaviour, the range of, i,ksponse appears
to 6e wider As in the case of influence strategies it
seemsnmportant to recognise that the response may come
from individual, or from groups and that respondent(s) may
or may not call upon resoirces out-41de the span orcontrol
of the supefordinate The addedrcomplexity comes from the
recognition of three modes of response to a perceived control
strajegy, rather than one , These appear to be made by
corriplying, by' passively resistingothe superordinate
or by actively confronting it The tvirlvefold typology '
generated is exemplified below

RESPONS1 ,STRATEGY

Mode' scope leel

comply/ idua 1/ cont a ined

comprouplextended

LXAMPLE

(as perceived by superordinate)

The response of a 'yes man'

A-group, 'such as a subject
department inAa school might
use significafit external
resources (e.g. contact with
an adviser) in choosing to comply.

6
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pOsively resist/individual/ The response of an individual
extended , who has sought advice from his

union, but been advised
that his case is 'unwinnable'.

confront/individual/extended Adviser or union invoked by
individual teacher (who may be
bluffing) resisting what he
claims is an instruction to
behave 'unprofessionally' (The

0 invokang of the head or a deputy
in a dispute between an indiv-
idual teacher and his head of
dept. would also fall within
this category.)

confront/group/extended 'Official' action in which
outsiders are involved, leaving
the superordinate unable to
settle the issue by negotiation
without prior reference-to
others to whom he is accountable
(e.g. CEO., LEA. *Chairman of
Governors, or if superordinate
is, say the CEO., the possi-
bilities multiply agaidl- DES.,
ACC., Chief of Executive of
LEA., etc.)

So what9 For.the present there is little to add, except
to note the possibilitx of further variants such as apparent
collusion between superordinate-and subordinate who may
'forge anti 'ignore' an instruction respectively in the
share ut unstated recognition that 'hassle' is.bardly
condy Oe to creative teaching. Nor do effective managers
look f Pyrrhic victories, as many canny teachers know -
but few Ise teachers risk calling the bluff of a supEtordt to
who doesd't seem to know what it would cost him td win.
is, of course, the last two strategies which are of particul .

interest Why do particular teachers in partiCular
circumstances respond im these ways? Do we know? Is it
researchable'? Could the results of such research be used
to clarify, and therefore improve, Telationships within school
hierarchies even where interests are conflicted4 These
are for the moment open questions, well worthy of our J
attention.

A final point concerns the vexed conceptual relationships
between 'management' and 'politics' and between 'participation'
and 'negotiation'. Is it the case that in 'managerial'
thought not only the fact of hieWtrchy is treated as a given,
but also many facets of its form? Is 'participation'
thapoegranted as a 'concession bk those with access to legitimated
control strategies to those without sychlgaccess? Is it
the case, by contrast, thia in 'po tical' thought the form
of hierarchies, if not the fact of ierarcby, is regarded
as problematia, as pote ally rene 0Eb e at any time on
place? Can 'counter.1 taitgies dfid rstood as a

1
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4
rejection not only of compliance, but also of the managerial'
notion of participation, in favour of neeotiation between
parties neither of which is capable of completely controlling
the actions of the other?

Seen in this light the behaviour of subordinates who
seek to idle coalitions (a political activity if ever there
was one) to negotiate with their members' (managerial)
superordinates cannot be regarded as perverse, it is only
to be expected. But so top, should superordingtes who
are threatened with outflanking be expected by sabordinates
to seek to join strong coalitions. Whether such escalation
improves the quality of decisions negotiated, or whether it
merely serves to make less satisfactory compromises stick
a little longer, id a moot point which can probably only be
answered instance by instance. But perhaps all parties
to dispute;s, could usefully think through issues prior to
their escalktipn?

If they do so, it seems that questions'of 'autonomy'
will come quickly to the fore - autonomy of teachers in
schools, orschools in LEA education systitis, of education
committees in local government, of local government in the
national' context and, increasingly I suspect, of pupils
and their parents in relation to the,whole gamut. Those
institutions which survive with th r autonomy more or
less intact seem likely to be thos which. can develop
internal political systems, using 1 cally available knowledge,
expertise and political clout to re lve problems wilich are
incapable of 'managerial' resolution ithout escalation.
Is it schools not school systems, and eacher-learner
relationships not organised classes, wb ch ought to be the
focus for. development? Would the adoption of such an
approach necessarily entail an unacceptable (i.e. non-
legitimate) forfeiture of control by the higher echelons of
government? If, as the growing insistence on accountability
seems to Indicate, this does-seen to be ther-dase in practice,
what can be done'

Surely the problem will not gb away? The crystal ball
is but'dimly lit,' but perhaps real progress might be made
by developing frameworks withinlhich everyone, even the
child, counts as a potential negotiator. It is in this
sense that I believe politics, with a small should be
a central activity in education - but perhaps it already
ism although many of us in.our managerial roles find this

'hard t/o recognise or to accept. It is more comfortable to
think of oneself selectively granting rights of participation
to others than it is to'come to terms with our partial
dependence npon'them, especially where these 'others' are
people we regard as-less expert than outselves. But if we
are to be truly accountable for 'the things we do in their
interest, then I believe we have to be willing to nqgotiate
with them, thus simultanebusly recognising their laitimate
interests and expressing our accountability. The problem
of accountability will not go away, but it'can be worked
through.

88 k
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A VIEW OF PARTICIPATIVE MANAGEMENT AND ITS

IMPACT ON THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION IN. SCHOOLS

Ron Stenning
Anglian Regional Management Centre

As the title of this paper implies there are a wide
variety of perceptions, about 'partftipative management'.
The central concern here is with collective bargaining and
its sovereignty over most other forms of participation in
the conduct of institutional affailp.

In support of this contention, reference will be made
both to the British experience of school governing bodies
and an American model of 'shared governance', which will
serve a number of purppses. Firstly, a comparative review
of tstepsibly distinctive systems of school governance will
enrich the debate -. Secondly, the comparative approach will
provide insights into a number of concepts of participative
management. Thirdly, A cross-cultural review of school
governance illustrates parallel concerns about the quality
of educatio and the impact of participati've management.
Fourthly, on ple basis of the UK and American experience of
school governance, judgments can be made as to the adequacy
of the participative structures chosen and their future
relevance in the questlSo enhance the quality of education.

It clearly byvond the scope of a short paper to
attempt n examinatIon of the bewildering array of partici-.
pative management scheMes. However, since the American
model of school governance embraces a'number of notions of
participative management-it is perhaps useful to begin with
a case history of the system of 'shared governance' adopted
in, Salt Lake City, Utah, USA. S'

1973 the Boardof Education of Salt Lake City School
District was faced with a crisis as a consequence of a steep
decline in school rolls and the attendant reduction of State"
funds. The Board's problems were compounded by rising
tensions between teachers and administrators and the vocal
criticisms of parents pond the 'w'der community about the
quality of education provision. It was made clear to the
Board that the established pattern of unilateral decision-
making was no longer acceptable, and teachers, ancillary
sekffs, parents Ind administrators, demanded the right to
participate in the decisions that hitherto had been the
exclusive province of the buard of Education.

In response to mounting criticisms about the management
of the School District, the Board of Education consulted willP
representatives of the teachers' association and4other groups
concerned an% five main problem areas were identified:

9u.
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the legal responsibility of the Board
- declining school enrolments
- maintenance of fiscal integrity
- low morale among teachers. and administrators
- lose of public confidence in the schools

The Board's initial, and'overriding, concern was t
establish an acceptable institutional mechanism whiCtt w ld

enable represen'tatives of the interest groups concerned to
partidipate in the decision making process for the district
which would not be in violation of the Board's legal duties.

The'solution to the Board's dilemma proceeded through a
number of stages. In the first instance, representatives
from the teachers, administrators, nd ancillary staffs were
invited to participate in the Distr t Superintendent's staff
meetings with full voting rights

The apparent success of this venture led to the notion
of ;shared governance' at the level of the school, and sub-

sequently an institutional arrangement was devised-comprising
a School Improvement Council and a School Community Council.
The former 'was established in each school from its faculty

and administration. _Under the terms of its constitution
this Council was authorised 'to establish and implement
procedures and programmes for the individual school consis-
tent with the policies of the Board of Education and subject
to ratification by the faculty of the school and approved by

the Superi5lendent' (1). The School Community Council,
with membe ship drawn from parents and the wider community,

is also b sed at each school and under its terms of reference

may make ecommencrations on school policies and programmes.

The School Councils are ostensibly separate entities
but in r lity this only applies to their compositionV In

all other respects their spheres of interest are essentially

the same This is exemplified in their cammon.duty to en-
hance t e quality of educatibiiiI prpvi-S1-667ind to raise

educa onal standards at the school. The precise functions

of t. School Councils are not delineated in their respective
' con- itutions, and it ant be inferred from the absence of

h provisions that theSs agencies enjoy considerable aut-
onomy is their decision-making In practice they have very
fine discretiOnary powers andipeir decisions-are largely

confined to relatively mundane matters of school'administra-
tion.

Critics of the Salt Lake City system of school governance
arkue that school councils merely serve to legitimise the
Board of Education's policy decisions and at a superficial
level of analysis there is'some validity in such claims. Thus,

the Board of,Education may.persuade the school councils of the
desirability of reviewing a particular aspect of education and
to recommend a course of action, which, because of tee terms
of reference given, may replicate the Board's undeclared plans.

The Board of Education's authority is also underpinned by
the constitutions of the school councils which require then

to act in accordSheerwith the Board's strictures on the

0
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following major areas of professional and administrative
concern -

- education policy
- education finance
- ethics
- Federal and State laws.

However, there is another dimension to the processes
of shared governance in Salt rake Oity which effectively
inhibits unilateral action by'tito4Board of Education and
therefore merits attention. Collective negotiations are
an integral part of the system of shared governance. Thus
all matters peftaining to the terms and conditions of
teachers are allbject to negotiation between the Board of

It Education and the teachbrs' union. The outcome of such
negotiations is a comprfthensive collective agreement which
is legally binding on both parties HigAificantly, the
collective agreement reflects wider societal pressures and
concerns about the quality of education provision and schol-
astic attainment Provision is made in the agreement.dor
teachers to be evaluated against a' detailed list of criteria

relevantand the elevant clauses are inc-luded below since they are
an important feature of this analysis.

Procedures for Evaluation and Remediation

Article 9 of the collective agreement states that -

- each teacher in the district shall develop his/
her own Educational Accountability Plan in con-
sultation *ith the principal and related to the
district objectivesa

- the plan shall be 4Mpleted no later than October
ofteach school year

- the principal shall have an individfal conference
with each teacher prior to the implementation''of
the Accountability Plan,

- subsequent conferences shall be held with the
teacher as needed At such time, if the objec-
tives are not being met or teaching performance
is unsatisfactory the principal may suggest
revision of the objectives or assistance with the
teaching performance ..

when a principal requests remediation of a teacher,
e the teacher shall be informed of hlrher'right to

be represented by an Association member. After
such information has been given to the teacher,
the form "Referral for Remediation', should be
completed and sent to the central office;

- the Remediation-Assistance Team shall consist of
the school principal, Assodiation co-ordinitors,"
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I

grade/subject assisting teachers,

- two school months after the remediation plan has
been put into effect an evaluation meeting of the
teacher and members of the Remediation Assistance
Team will take place. If remedition is success=
.ful, the remediation process will be terminated
and the records destroyed, Should remediation
be unsuccessful at the conclusion of the first
two months, there shall be an additional three
months of remediation,

- when termination is netessaradpecause of an in-
dividual's f lure to meet r mediation standards
notice shall e given at least.P° days prior to
the proposed #te of termination ...

The criteria for evaluating teachers' proficiency are
appropriately referred to in the collbct/ve agreement a#,.
"Teaching Expectandies" tnd they are included in full as
follows -

1. Determines standardsof expected student performance

(a) Pre-assessment (diagnosis)

(b) Competencies expected at a given level

(c) Determine individual needs

(d14' Expected goals for student achievement

(e) Evaluation otigoals

2. Provides ledtning environment

(a) Availability of resources personnel

(b)ailability.of variety, of resource materials

(c) Physical organisation and learning process

(d) Positive attitude toward student

(e) All students can learn

(f) Teacher shows enthusiasm and commitment for the
subject taught

(g) Student behaviour demonstrates acceptance of
0 learning experience

3. propriate student tontrol

(a) Evide ce that student knows what to do

(b) Evidence that student is working at task
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(-c) Evidence of positive responses from students be-
cause of adults' demonstration of fairness, accep-
tance, xespece, flexibility, etc.

(d) Appropriate control in crisis situation

(e) Anticipate and avoid crisis situations

4. Demonstrates appropriate strategies for teaching

(a) Demonstrates techniques,that are appropriate to
different levels of learning

(b) Adjusts techniques to different learning styles

(c) Uses variety of techniques to teach specific skill
or concept

(d) Gives directions that are clear, concise and
appropriate to the student learning level

(e) Establishes two-way communication with students
and utilises feedback to determine teaching strat-
egies

(f) Demonstrates that a purpose has been determined
for the instruction_(2).

It is not our primary coficernehere to enter into a
discussion on the merits or otherwise of the criteria used
to evaluate teachers' performance. In the specific context
of participation in decisions on Matters directed at improving
the quality of education, such collectively-determined pro-
visions serve to highlight the preeminence of the collective
bargaining forum within the institutional framework of school
goverAnce. It was indicated above that the spheres of

1 influence and powers of decision of the School Councils are
circumscribed by the Board of Education's policies. Action
stemming from such policies s largely determined by the
negotiations between the teat re.' union and t

'.146.ci
he Board in

the first instance and only sup uently do they become a
matter of direct concern to school councils which maintain
a monitoring role on educaional standards. However, even
here fhe council's role is effectively neutralised. Theo-
retically, teachers set their goals in conjunction with the
Head in the light of the evalTation criteria, b t in practice
teachers tend to set their goals in isolation d inform the
Head of their level of attainment a theme end o the school
year Suffice it to say that the utcome of this process
is the general elevat}on of the teacher's competence Thus,
while the School Councils undoubtedly perform an advisory
function they also serve to distance parents and the wider
community from where'the important decisions are made, which
is the collective bai-gaining arena.

Now, the phisse 'insti'tutional participation' implies a
r
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form of 'suffrage' usually associated with the political
processes in wider society. Thus on a strict interpre-
tation the term suggest that participants may change the
management of the institution by some form of electoral
system or sto determine directly organisational decisions.
However, in practice, and this is sharply illustrated by the
Salt Lake City scheme, institutional participation is fre-
quently associated with much narrower concepts including
joint consultation with employees and representatives of
other groups concerned, collective bargaining, and partici-
pative styles of supervision. The School Councils are
essentially consultative organs, collective bargaining is
exclusive to employers and unions and preserves the Status
quo, and teacher evaluation is an exercise in participative
supervision On empirical grounds, therefore, the Salt
Lake system of 'shared governance' is hardly the unique
venture that first impressions would seen to suggest

The pragmatic concerns of the senior education adminis-
trators continue to be the dominant force in the Salt Lake
City District of Education exemplified in the Collective
Agreement which incorporates the procedures and processes, of
'school governance'. Head teachers and Senior Administrators
are enthusiastically committed to shared governance, but this
stance is in sharp contrast to many parents and representa-
tives from the wider community who view with scepticism the
participation processes,and their contribution to decisions
on education issues *

The latter view is a familiar one in the UK. Indeed,
the Report of the Taylor Committee (3) is indicative of the
level of public Chncern alio, education standards generally
and the role of school governing bodies in particular.,
Taylor ,reminds us that under the 1944 Education Act, '. the

sfunctions of secondary school governing bodies must be et
out by the local education authority in articles pf govern-
ment whichhave to be approved by the Secretary of State.
The responsibilities allocated to governors cover all or ,

some aspects of the appointment and dismissal of teacher \.

and other staff, the admission of pupils, internal organis--'
ation and curriculum, finance, the care and upkeep of the
premises, and the fixing of certain school holidays' (4).
Such an impressivewlist of responsibilities seemed to offer
a charter for parents and the wider community to participate

the management of schools

// However, in common with the school councils in Salt Lake
City, the actual decisitm-making powers of school-governors
were effectively limited by centralised financial controls
and executive management structures that remained outside
the scope of the 1944 Education Act 'The consequence was
that any functions assigned to governing bodi'es were shared
by other and more powerful partners, themselves increasingly
limited in their freedom by national policies and agreements'
(5) In response to growing public pressure local education
authorities have attempted to reform the structures of school
governing todies mainly by widening ttleir representative base
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to include teachers and a higher proportion of parents than
was the general practice. Such changes are reflected in
the 1980 Education Act, where the provision relating to
school governors seems to be based largely on existing.prac-
tice.

While the 1g80 Act may have given legislative expression
to the existence of a broad consensus about the organisation
and composition of school governing bodies,ithere remain con-
siderable differences of opinion as to what/the guidelines
in respect to-the functions of school governors should contain.
In this connection, Davies and Lyons (6) offer a way to pro-
ceed when they identify a number of key processes involved in
school management and allocate responsibilities for such
activities among governing bodies, teachers, LEA staffs and
so on. However, a significant 'Omission from the model
advanced by Davies and Lyons is the function of teache;s'
unions, but they are perforce involved in decisions-that
affect their members. Thus, included in the key processes
suggested by Davies and Lyons are goal setting and performance
evaluation, and in so far as such activities imply a change
in the terms and conditions of teachers' emplCyment, then
their unions will demand that the matter be resolved through
the collective bargaining mechanism. In such cases, school'
governors' responsibilities can only be determined by reference

, to negotiated agreements between employers and unions.

(1\ The force of this observation may be judged by reference
v -to current negotiAions between employers and teachers' unions

throughout the country about such issues as deployment of
Silkteachinestaffs, extra curricula activities,' teacher reNn-
dancy aEd so on. Teachers' terms an conditions of employ-
ment are ineluctably bound up with the quality of education
provision and in the light of wider societal pressures for
an imp'ovement in education standards it is e?ctremely likely
that teachers' competence will increasingly:be a major focus
of attention. Rut if teacher evaluation is introduced, its
form and oversight will almost certainly be determined in the
collective bargaining 4prum,where school governors are excluded.

,

This dimension of school management underlines the dilemma
confronting the architects of the guidelines for school gover-
ning bodies. While the preference may be for guidelines
which are sufficiently flexible to accommodate the richatss
and diversity of 'will traditions and modus operandi of schools,
there are powerful pressures for uniformity. The desire by
successive governments to exercise central control over educ-
ation budgets, and the strength of the collective bargaining

*- tradition, effectively relegate the decision-making powers
of school governing bodies to a very subordinate position*
in the conduct of educational affairs. .While it is conceded
that collective bargaining represents a narrow view of 'partic-
ipative management' there seems no other viable alternative

' given the political philosophy which has dominated Societal,
affairs in the 20th century.
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9UALITY CONTROL TN HIGHER EDUCATION

TWO IDEOLOGIES AND THEIR CORRELATES

Rob ,Cuthbert tf.

Further Education Staff College,
Coombe Lodge.

14 I take as self-evident that it is pOSsitole to assess
auality in higher education. Every day, people make judge-
ments about the quality of a student's work; of a teacher's
performance, of a degree course, of a depastment,-of an
institution, and even of the higher education system as'a
whole. This is not to,'say that these .jadgements are neces-
sarfly consistent, systematic or objective. If is merely
to argue that people find it possible, indeed unavoidable,-
to assess quality, as a normal part of eveviday Agfivity in
higher education. The nature of that assessment varies
with the context, the purpose and the values of the assessor.
In this paper I shall explore some of the questions of value
which condition judgements about quality.

Quality Control is a concept borrowed from manufacturing
industry, where it' denotes a routine part of the production
process. What are the 'products' of higher education?
From some pdrspectives HE dogs have a definable 'prod t',
such as the trained graduate, or the research report. From
other perspectiiies HE ida process, such.as personald velop-
ment or the pursuit of krtolledge, which is its own just fi-
cation. Either perspective may-bevalid, depending onthe
context. In an expansionist era the argument that HE is
a process, good in itself, is often sufficient to increase
the flow of resources to the system. In more troubled
times the focus switches to the products of HE and to ariu-
ments about value for money. To sustain expenditure on ,

HE we must point to the value of our products in social and,
economic terms, and emphasise the dangerg of a decline in
quality. Debated about/cost and quality are often conducted
in confused and ambiguous language. For example, the
ref;ex reaction of some academics to a cut in resources is
a cry of ',declining standards,'. We need a better explan-
ation of quality than this, and to get there we must refine
the terms of the deba/e.. .

,What are the terms most often Used in judgements of
qu'ality in HE? Some assessments merely involve a thresh-
old of acceptability, as in pass /f it grades for student

e7
assignments, or in CNAA valfdatio of a proposed course.
Other assessments involve finer incrimination, as in the
classification of strident degrees, or the selection of staff
for promotion. The assessment of quality is often cloaked
by an academic mystique. The purpose of this mystique is

0 , 0
°
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an attempt to reserve judgements about quality in 'higher
education to academics, and, an unfailing indicator of the
ttempt is a reference to 'academic standards'.

' What is an 'academic standerd.), Various respectable
definitions might be advanced, clearing with such qualities
as balance in the treatment of subject matter, rigour in
method, logic and compretinsivenes§.in approach, openness
to challenge, capaoity to promote understanding, and so4M.

-My dictionary defines 'academic' as meaning ' ofAto ptactieal .

importance... Certainly there fs'a tension between praCti-
gslity and validkty, as Broaily (1978) pointed out in an
Ifrticle entitled 'Down *ith Acadellic Standards''. Broady
suggested that einqlleqtual criteria would be more help-,- .

ul than 'academic 4tandards' in assessing quality because ,
his

'makes it easier'to recognise that. academis,-
.a. the bureaucrats4f HE - are not doing something

totally differedt from the practical man, but that
we are all engaged In intellectual (p 6)

.
A

Indeed, to refer to 'intellectual criterda' ,would make Aph
the academic mystique harder ;o sustain! As Broady argues;

e it would force quality control to be explicated in terms of
rigour, balance, understanding or whatever Academics '
talking about academic standards rarely descend to-such'
vulgar specj,fics. The explanation Is much simpler
Academic sfUndards are what academics agree to be stand-
ards.

e-

This 'deft Lion' need not he-as, vacuou as it appears. + '

At the least It tells us that academic qua control is
achieved by,academics. , And furthermor gests that
we shoulsi 4n;/estigate which academies ed in control,
and how they come to agree.' The remal this, paper
develops two altellbatie answers to thes s . Those

.reflect ditierentwvalue 'preferencee.
es, which -alternatives Eire polar opposites, perha

To discovkr these differences'we mus return to
the definition of 'Academic' The orth x view is expres-
sed by Moodie and Eus$ace (1974, p.58)-

'(There is)' a wide range of questions which may
be labelled academic These include questions
like who shall be admitted as'a student. awarded
a degree, appointed to tge staff, or'promotod,
and according to what standards of judgement")
What courses will be provided, in what subjects,
by whom, for whom, And leading to what qualifivItion"-
and, what research projects will be undertaken, by\
whom, and subject to whit proyisol0 Decisions on
thehe questions are, of course, subjett to over-
riling constraints imposed, above All, by the avail,-
ability of ftnaece.'

V9
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, 'Vile view of the meaning of 'academio' has particular
implications forthe way in which quality is and should be
assessed. ,Moodie and Eust'ace, in their treatment of
power and authority in British universities, discerned
various models of decision making - oligarchic, democratic
and republican Of these they argue that the republican
model dominates, and rightly so in their view This
dominant model rests on two propositions thardecisions
on any issue should be taken by those who know most about
ix, and that those who know most will vary according to the
issue. This leads to the proposition '.,. that some uni-
versity decisions, but not all, should properly be taken by
(or be represeptatives of) a particular group of competent
professional scholars (Moodie and Eustace, (1974, p.231)

This amounts to a claim for a special kind of academic
freedom Minogue (1973) distinguishes three types of
academic freedom The first arises solely through the

, 'inadvertence of a despot', being thus fortuitous and fleeting
The &econd type exists 'where it is clearlt mcognised that
academic inquiry requires certain specific immunities from
the nr6anar, law' (p 49), And the third type is found in a

_liberal.state whore 'Academic freedom ceases to be wider
than PreedoM of speech (p 50) These last two types.
correspond to the 'special' and 'generaltheories okaadelatic
freedom whose origins are traced by Searle (1972, p4169-10)

- The 'special' theory of academic freedom is essentially.
rooted in a concept of individual, personal academic authority
This' individualised conception of academic Authority is con-
gruent with a philosophical view of higher education as a
process which is its own justification - the pursuit of km:iv/-
ledge for its own sake, or the pursuit of eduFation for per-
Sonal development

I have already contrasted this process vieV with the
`product' view suggested by the term 'quality control'
suggest that the distinction is mirrored in different concepts
,qf academic authority and academic freedom, depending ulti-
mately on different, definitions of 'academic' Our first
was a limited notion, holding that some, but notall, issues
arising in a higher education institution are properly
'academic' Against this some, such as Arblaster (1974),
suggest that in one sense all issues arising in an academic
institution are ,academic. This extended notion of the
'academic' leads to a democratic model of academic decision
making, in' all institutional constituencies are rep-
resented all issues. This model is more congruent
with the 'general' theory of academic freedom, and with an
essentially collective view of academic quthority. This
'democratic' model is consonant with the view of higher
educetion'as production line. 4

In brief, I contend that there are two sets of ideas
kbout the meaning of academic, the proper nature of academic
government, academic freedom, atademic authority, and Ahe
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purposes of higher education,. These amount to alternative
ideologies. The first which I will call the ideology of
superior academic competence, embraces a restrictive defin-
ition of 'academic', the special theory of academic freedom,
the republican model of academic government, an individual-
ised concept of academic authority, and a view. of higher
education as a self-justifying process. The second, demo-
cratic ideology, rests on the extended definition ofasciTgErc,
the general theory of academic freedom, and a dembctitic
plural et model of academic government which is based on the
idea of a collective academic, authority, congruent with a
view of higher education as a produber of graduates, or of
knowledge, for external purposes.

,

The:two ideologies have different implications for
quality control. For example, superior academsuggests

that senates or academic boards should rise
mainly the senior or most accomplished academics.4 Such
boards should in any case beware interfering too much in
the preserves of individual academics and departments. In

contrast the democratic ideology sees academic boards as
the institutional parliament in a pluraliat democracy,
representing-senior and junior academics, students and non"-

V teaching Staff alike. Such boards might extend their
control of academic quality to lengths undreamt of i the
ideology of superior academic competence. I have uggested
that quality control is often discussed by referenc o
academic standards. This portmanteau term may conceal
very different ideologies. If academic standard8 are
what academics agree to be the standards, then we need to
explore which' academics are involved, and how they come to
agree. Pure'research and pursuit of knowledge and under-
standing for their own sage are processes whose quality is
most likely to be assessed according to the ideology of
superior academic competence. This means quality in such
processes is controlled by a limited number of senior
academics who make'their own rules about quality. On the
other hand, the conduct of applied research, and the pro-
ductiOn of undergraduates to supply needs for skilled man-
power, is more likely to be assessed in the context of a
democrikt.kc ideoltgy. This allows that many other inter-
ested arties, within and outside the institutions, may
validly influence judgements of the quality of such products.
My main purposeis to demonstrate that quality control in
hillper education is an essentially political process, It

may matter little thit the criteria for the assessmedt of
quality ale difficult, even impossible, to explicate. How-
ever it is vitally important to recognise that valid pers-
pectimes on higher education coexist. In higher education
there are different kinds of academic quality. Different
qualities must be 4ssessed by different people in different
ways. Me cannot sustain the quality of higher education
while we confuse these differences by ambiguous.references
to academic standards.
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/
AMALGAMATJON OF' SCHOOLS - EFFECTS ON_QUALITY OF WORK

Dr. John Isaac
$ Oxford.Polytechnic

'

Introduction

Most education organisatiohs are facing a reduction in
size and amalgamation one with another, carried out in a .

variety of forms-and at different levels. The nearraige-
ments rarely provide the promotions which the growth of
comprehensive schools offered to motivate teachers to meet
the challenge of change. Sev
'and Biault (1980) have cowmen ed on the ways in which falling

ral others such as Fiske:(1980)

rolls may influence the structure and patterns of work ithin
schools. Here I am concerned with amalgamation and th
teachers whose lives are affected.

The importance of the somewhat intangible, albeit
.,scorable, feature sqMetimes termed 'climate' is referrqd to
by documents such as "Ten Goad Schools" and research studies
like that of Rutter (1979). idIndustrial and commercial
stu4ies indicate that the effectiveness, shown, for example,
in the speed of.recovery from operations in hospitals"(Revans
1964), and the quality of life as felt by those involved,
Is reloted.to feelings of people at least as muoll as to the
structure or fipancial support available.) The research
commented on here takes some steps towards stating factors
felt to be important by teachers and lecturers involved in

, amalgamations and suggeAts that aspects of these often
debilitating feelings cart be managed in order to reduce

.their negative influence on the quality of life in schools.

the purpose here is to concentrate on the factors and
their management with the intention of helping teachers to
avoid the worst extremes of reaction which have, included a
number of cases of mental ill-health and great personal"
sacrifice.

The Factors

Four major factors were supported by the teachers at
most of the feedback meetings and all had support in the
literature although this varied in quality and depth. The
factors were:

ly Self Esteem
,2) Anxiety
411-11-613

4) Territory

These will be developed and.managerial aspects considered
but it seems important to make it -clear that, an understanding
of the relationships in, these factors in amalgamations done
not so much give the administrator a lever which he can use

'4, to press amalgamation forward but rather gibs a map of
actors- through which the amalgamation must travel.
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Self Esteem

'There is a wealth of support in the literature for this
particular factor and it is spread from Mead (1934) to writers
like Maslow (1954) and Strauss (1959). Possibly the most
relevan't contribution is that of Argyris (1973) when he puts
forward the viey, that over-staffed organisations tend towards
the infant aspects while the,under-staffed lead to a more
adultapproach. The views bf these writers were reflected .

time and again in the schools as the individuals moved towards
a definition of themselves in their new organisations.

There seems tofrbe a variety of situations which caused
a loss of self-esteem with resulting defences.,

1. A direct visible loss of status aswhen someone who had
been a Head of Department was one no 4qnger.

2. A loss of esteem in relation to others as when one was
promoted and another was not

.3 A feeling of loss of mastery over the situation as when
skills people had were not fully used byt other skills
were demanded.

4 A loss oerewarding contact vi4th significant otpers due
often to changes in 'rooms oroiganisatibnal structure.

5. A loss of self - actualisation, when people felt that they
were being restricted in contributing to thtir full
potential.

The more obvious of these cases are noted by Head
Teachers or Heads of Departments and efforts made to help
by giving people jobs leading Working Parties or conducting
assemblies. The organisational difficulties arise from less
obvious examples where teachers may to demotivated and
lower their level of aspiratibn

_Defence against loss of mastery'may be to refuse as
far as possible tp take on new tasks and to.make the new
positidn,the same as the old. The danger is then that, the
most flexible or the least resistant may have to absorb all
the change.

The lowering of self-esteem can rarely be )elpful In
developing quality of respodse to the demands in the new
situation as even if an individual has to be retained for
a new function he is likely to be more successful if he ,

approaches the work with some confidence. The importance
of the merger managers 111 reorganising the existence of
each member of the staff is' perhaps under-estimated. A
practical difficulty tends to arise as Head Teacherei become
more irfVolwed with the, Education office just at the time in
anamafgamation when some staff need reassurance to support
their self-esteem,

Attacks on self-esteem are also related to the next
factor of anxiety.

Se-
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Adttieti-'

This is a subjective state which may result in objective
responses. If the teacher construes the,position as -anxiety
provoking he will react iri certain ways, but it is,impossible
to define the anxiety situation as it varies from, one teacher
to the ne*t.

As Kahn (1964) points out, at one stage it is the emOtiol
itself Which is the problem. Anxiety is not one state but a J
range of condition§ with a commonelement that there isrfelt
to be a chaotic and uncontrollable aspect in.the,organiaational
condition. The way in'wkich the individual copes with the
anxiety is varied. Sweating fits at night, headaches,, irregular
heart beats, and, tranquillisers were examples of symptoms and
a way of coping. ,'There is a range of literature about this
aspect, some of it resulting from studies Of extreme situations
as in concentration camps, which has proved interesting to
teachers involved in amalgamations. (May 1950, Tischler 1969,
Btttleheim 1958).

Anxiety seems to be related Ao the following categories.

1. Anxiety and sell-esteem.
2. Anxiety about spreading responsibility.
3. Career implications.
4. Anxiety related to close supervision and increased visability.
5. Stress and the-general atmosphere of change.

Fear that the self-concept of the individual was not
recognised in the new organisation led to some of the anxiety.
A degree of competition is inherent in argalgamations linked
with contraction and a history of compeetive advancement
through-Burnham scales h'a8 become egtablished in the field
of educatdon. This aspect is.connectea with the career "

element as anxiety is aroused by the seemingly random - out
of coWol - individual career movement at times -of amalgamation.
Career is often dramatically influenced by where the teacher
happens to be. Visibilit1 tends to be needed for career
kdvancement but for many teiphers working alongside strangers
is in itself anxiety provoking. The general influence of an,
increased rate of change has been well, described by Toffler 0
in. 'Future Shock',

The main managerial point which is derived from the
anxiety factor is that over anxious people find it difficult
or impossible Ao learn new things. The anxious teacher is
in a state where the fact that he needs to learn new skills
makes him anxious bill that then inhibits his ability to learn. /

The Head' Teacher can help by dealing at an early stage
with the issue of the policy of the new school towards punish-
ment and the control of pupils. Millower (1989) had indicated
the importance of pupil control to teachers and this research
would support his views. The U.S. war studies (Tischler 1969)
'showed that.one.common reaction was to find a leader close to
you who knew a bit more about the scene and follow him or,
busy oneself with routine work. Both of these reactions were
common in the schools.
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Role

Teachers talked a great deal about their role in the
new organisation. The question which arose frequently was,
"What will I be doing in the new school?" For all the
staff amalgamations involve changes in role as even those
who carry on in what seems to be the same job do so with
new colleague6. Managerially this aspect tends to be thought
of as solved when appointments have been fixed in the new
structure. While the appointments are important the issues
related to roles are not solved at that point. Categories
concerned with the role included:

11. Acquiring new roles.
2. Leaving old roles.
3. Influences of personality.
4. Formal and informal role.
5. The influence of the ,group.
O. Roles in settings which are changing.

Tile acquisition of a' new role is complicated in &taiga-i
mations as schoOis are coming together usually bectuse they
are not viable as separate units. Thus, you have the oppor-
tunity either to establish 'offices' to ill the teachers,
that you have in post in thektwo schools, or draw up a
structure with the roles and then audition for the parts.

Even with identical job descriptions people take up
roles by a system of negotiation and the end result iR
different. Linked with the taking of new role$ is the
losing of oldand in amalgamations there are examples of
groups from each of the units clustering round, a senior
memben from one of the schools. In these cases the adapta-
bility and personality attributes of the individuals is of
great practical importance. Informal aspects can also be
important and as there is often a-tendency for the two units
to keep apartin the stagft leading up to the joining together
- usuallytseen as a takeov one and an amalgamation by
the other - inaccurate in ormat is often all that is
available. The lastcat gory making for difficulty with.
roles is that a further rop in numbers may mean that any
role actluired is now o y temporary as posts disappear due
to ftrther shrinkage.

From the admi istration or managerial view an early
essential is for all staff to have as much infordation as
possible based on actually meeting people. Then roles, that
can be viewed as adaptable on an annual review basis, need
to be established as soon as possible and be made clear to
all. A difficulty to be avoided is that caused by robber
baron'role-holders who in the unsettled times extend their
empires at the expense of others who are q en too deeply
concerned-with the pupils to guard their les. The other
issue is the person who fails to be accorded the type of role
that lie aspires to and has to be 'cooled out' as described
by Goffman (1952). -

11
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Territory

0

The issues about role lead into tht last major fadtor
of territory. There is evidence of two types, that which '

Is based on courses taught and that which is physical. The
social science literature basis for this factor is less

t abundant and more suspect. TerritOriality in animals is
well tesearched but there are few studies in educational
settings and the whole concept is one of some'debate. Re-
search in.the six sites shiawed that the concept is certainly
a useful o'e for merger manager to consider. The second
question asked in amalgamations is "Where will I be teaching?"
Territorialfty is the basis which enables science and craft
teachers to establish themselves so quickly in these
situations.. Their territory has to be established at an
Imilarty stage'and once established is relatively unchallenged.
ther teachers are more vulnerable. What studies we have
indicate that illness orhigh anxiety increases the defence/
2)f territory in disturbed children (Paluck add Esser 1971)/
and this behaviour is also seen in amalgamations. Aspects
of territory include

1. Physical territory.
2. Social distance.
3. Quality of. space.
4. Psychological territory'

One of the interesting aspects is the way in which the
actual spaces are valued differently by those,inv9lved.
Often when classrooms are exchanged both'those cohcerned
feel they have the worst of the deal. In any amalgamation- 4
which is centred on a building in use the strangers to that -

site are immediately at ailgreat disadvantkge. Simply
knowing your way around a building as well as the children'
does allay some of the feelings of insecurity. Those who
are able to stay in the same rooms or buildings gain
immensely in the early stages and it may be an advantage fo'
insist that everyone moves. This a 'lso may help with the
relationship between social groupings and territory.
Distance between people In a new organisation influences
communication, 4Isibility and importance. The telephone
links give another aspect to territory.- The operation of
this factor its staff rooms is usually obvious but still has
implicationg f r the newAprganisktion (Smetherham 1979).
,Psychologic r curricurum territory is also an item of '

importance in the new units. Integrated courses result in
a very different allocation of this form of :area' which
gas managerial implications. j

As with role the efrective amalgamation will guard'
against those wbo add to their territory at the expense of
others or of the effectiveness of the total school.. However,
having some territory gives most teachers confidence and
they/need to feel it is theirs by right rather than by
conquestAf energy is to be put into teaching.

1 0 '7
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Conclusion

The quality of work in an amalgamated school will reflect
the degree of morale and motivation present in stTff a-nd
students. This relationship seems to be established (Rutter
1979). The four factors considered here have been found to
be major concerns of teachers during amalgamations and the
successful managing of these is highly likely to contribute
to the raising, of duality at a time when such can go down
wit'h'the seeming destruction of some schools. 'The degree
of change and movemdnt offers oppOrtuNities for certain
characters to gain at the expense of others and this often
seems to be those wHo are the least creative and professionally
oriented. It is critical at these times that the managerial
team ensure that those who are busy working with the"Vupils
do not lose; in the adjustments' to others who may place the
acquisition of A place for themselves in front of the demands
made by pupils on these occasions In the six sites studied
it was clear that attention paid fo the four factors helped
in the rapid development of a new organisation.

Os.
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THE COSTS OF. AN LEA'S "CONTROL" OF QUALITY

f. m. Hinds .

Senior Education Officir,Berkshire

141., The lowing textshouldlbe seen as jottings from the
, tab talk of a .Chief Adviser and a Senlor Education

Offic , seeds of,thought that may..be worth raising
Ao. furt or. Statistics come into the discussion as

star ing points, as factors that shape questions (not-
with tending the detailed arfalysis laieally necessary to
ensure that statistical like is matched with like).

4 ,, These particular stitistils areldrawn from the columns
of the CIPFA Education Es imates 1979-11S0. The LEA's '

quoted are, of course, only sempl0 for purposes of
illustration.

2.- -The Advisers, Inspectors, Organiders of an LEA relate'
tb staff and to institutions, who in turn are composed
otpupils and studegts.. The ratio of pupils (column
48).to one member, of the Advisers, Inspectors, Organ-
Isere (col 151) raises et least one question:

Berkshire ' 3716.1 -,- English Counties 3555:1
Buckingbamshir 41082" London 2319
Oxfordshire -41074- Met Districts ,2834
Surrey - dibtW i -

What is the difference to, the stafft and the institutions?

'-'3. The coSts,of an Education Department and the recharges
to it from other servicing departments add-up to an
Indirect kost.that is additional to the n-school direct
cost of a pupil's schooling: ' . -

.

7 ..

Berkshire E29.0'per English Counties £24,1 per
Suckinghamehire

£' 4 pupil London £54.7 pupil
Oxfordshire '',4 c 4,11: Met Districts £50.6
Surrey E42..2

a'l
10 .

(columns 372 + 380 t48)

\41fhat particular,quatity of service, comesin Surrey and
. in London?

. . ,

'How 1,41; this related to 06 quality of schooling?
.

., t
4

4. What is, he time andtOoSt faotor involved in a full .

,visitation Of a school by the adyiSory staff? , 12
speciilist advisers for half day each kn a secondary
school of a thovsand.pupils? ,- a a furthe0 12 single"'

£ a day (C10,800 A 200 days? inadequately?
r days at

o

day of various adviders' time?

(' T nadequately" because such 4 le omits the
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the prior discussion, the negotiations with the school,
so that school and adVisers know where they are going
and what help they' are trying together to draF from the
exercise). Half as much time again to do the exer-
cise reasonably? ' £1,500 in total? How small this dm,
is in comparison with the capital investment, and how
small in comparison with tbe annual revenue costs -'
less than the unit Costs of three pu ils -, and yet,'
which advisory staff is-strong enoug in number and
developed enough in the skill's of con ltancf,,to give
help in these terms to the several hund schools of
medium7sized shire county LEA?

What is the time-and-cost factor in strengthiningtqe
qualities in a probationer-teacher, or 16 a teacher who - k

feels -11-14esel.L.t.o_be having difficulty despite exper-
ience, and asks for adviCeaidsltrpprrrt-2.----_-_Th.V does
the 'good' probationer receilPILquite apart frbm ---- --
would be beneficial')9 half a clay over a year? £25
of the cost of an adviser or advisory teacher? What
does the probationer receive who needs much support9
'three days over the year9 £1509 and what is that in
the context of three or fbtr years training at £2,500
a 'year and an average teacher-cost of £6,0 a year?

6. The school-leaV4ng examinations, themselves are regarded
as one-symptom of the health of the servi , yet we
may not seriously assess their cost in time and money,
relative to-the information and lessons gained. (Even
those leSsons we do gain are limited by the abstnce of
data on the pupils when younger, from' which to assess
the-degree of growth in knowledge, skills and under-
standing Three quarters of the age group? each
involved in-5 examinations9- with the final term of the
yeat spent in examinations and post,examihation drift?
with the whole previous term, or its equivalent, spent
in thgptechniques of "clearing the hurdle"? with one
teacher's to me dedicated to 20 pupils in preparation?...

800,00 15 year-olds x jn
examinatiqn, x 5 entries
each at £10

2
each + 40,000

teachws x of teachew.-
cost For thg-year9

E30,000,000

+ £160,000,000

every year?

By contrast, what do we give to the articulating and
recording of a verba41 assessment of the person leaving
the educktion service after 11 years as a benyficiary
of it9 5 minutes by each of 10 teachers on each
pupil? 50 minutes? and what about the assessment of

. that person's fulfilment since 6nteriAg the school at
age 11?
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8. From the teaching staff of a secondary school with,60-
70 teachers, may we suppose that therelaight be 2
teachers whose hearts were no longer in tie service,
who were counting the years (?) and Ireading the
minutes in the classroom, and without whom the schod1'.
would be no worse ff.(PTR's excluded) and might in-
deed be better of And the same'prOPortiqn, 3%,
among primary sch ,Iteachers?

0'4

Buckinghamshire 5,
6,roghtified English Counties 265,241Berkshire.

athera,'London, 67,042
Oxfordshire 4,564 Districts 121,631
Surrey 8,390

(column 88)

3% Of the total'LEA grou itrigsthe
is 13,617 teachers (at £8,5
£115,/44,500.

annual

47

And may there be the same 3% (or 764 persons) among
the Advisers, Inspectors, Organisers, Education Welfare
Officers, Administration andksupport staff of the -

'Education Departments (columns 151-153).

right of the table
cost each?) or

Berkshire 239 English Counties 12,986
Buckinghamshire 279 Loodotp: 5,188
Oxfordshire 203 Met:Dflitricts ., 7,301
Surrey 423

What is is the cost di generous redunilan4? :What is
Xhe time to effect the moves without fear VIA blood-
shed?

What incalculable value lies An the morale of those
surviving as the enthusiasticamd the fit?

(This would appear get to be, an annual oliporttnity
nor annual cost!)

9. - The responsibility4of develbpinrstaff may mean in a'
few cases reaching the conclusion that they should
leave, with what dignity and security as is reasonable
More usually, development means shaping opportunities
for staff and allowing staff to shape development for
themselves: Seconded teachers on approved training,
-with'other inservice training of'teachers, may be seen
in relation to the number'of teachers:

per - teacher E'S per teacher

Berkshire 60 Engl.ish Counties 86
Buckinghamshire, 101 London - 151
Oxfordshire 94 Net Districts 77
Surrey 32

(C I P 37+ + 375 = 86
P.
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What does this say about LEA'S confidence in the
quality of recruitment, and about the vitality of the
teachers after (for example) 10 years.'

10. And finally, What abbut those "t0 whom the Headteacher
.,is.respOnsible for Ahe conduct and curriculum of the
school", or "in ohndultation with whom namely,
the Governord.' The lay - governors are entitled to
\time off work, without pay, for their duties, but the
Headteacher, the teacher - governor, and the Clerk.(be
he 'clerivi.lhofficer or education officer) are there
professionally,Jhat value does the Local Education
Authority. attaerto'this form of "control" if no more
than 3 staff spend no more than 2 hours on no more than
3 occasions a year.inits exercise. 18 x £5 ,an hour?
£90 for a secondary school of 1;000 pupils and an

f annual expenditure at £600,000? and what does it
represent in cost-terms if we Anclude all fourteen
governors 84 at £5 an hour? £420.

11, If we wantquality-control we must be prepared to pay
fOr it. ,

I
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COST-EFFECTIVENESS,ANALYSIS AS A METHOD OF '

MONITORING A-LEVEL PERFORMANCKS WITHIN I4STITUTIONS

H.R. Thomas
Department of Social.* Administrative

Studies in Education
University of Birmingham

"Quality control" in education must, in part, be related
to the objectives of improving or maintaining the quality
of performance of educ#tional institutions. Such objectives
must, however, face the continuing problemof scarce resources.
Yet, whilst resources in education are scarce, it is doubt-
ful whether these resources-are always dbployed with maximum
efficlency (optimally) and it follows that, so long as
resource allocation is sub-optimal, opportunities are being
lost for improving quality with existing resources. '

This paper outlines the use of cost-effectiveness
analysis as a procedure for monitoring efficiency of perform-
ance in a selected area of the educationar aystem. The
technique is proposed because it can be applled to circum-
stances where the inputs into a process, such as the cost
of a teacher's time, can be priced but where the nature of
the outputs, such as educational attainment measures,
cannot be convincingly e/iluated by prices fixed in the
Wnrket.

The institutions from which the data was drawn are as
follows.
School A is a mixed comprehensive of 1100 pupils, with 158
in the sixth farm and Colleges B an4 C areisixth form
colleges wit& - expanding rolls, recorded as 515 and 454
respectively in January 1976.

Calculating the cost-effectiveness of the group perform-
ance ot the four sets'of stqdents in the three institutions
repqrted requires Loth the specification of inputs into the
learning process and of the outputs from that process. The
input measures are grouped in two categories. first, those
resources tp which money values may be assigned and, second,
a meisura to differentiate the-quality of the candidates.
The output mbasure employed is the A-level performance t-
candidates.

The measurement devices

The measurement devices proposed tly the author are
outlined below.

Al) a t b + c + d S is the ratio of inputs with money
s values to the A-level output. It

will be described as a Coat-Perform-
ance Ratio.

and
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(2) e L is a ratio of weighted '0' level
'-s scores of candidates to the weighted

A-level output. It will be described
as an Academic Performance Ratio.

where

a = Institutional Support Costs;
b= Expenditure on materials from capitation,
c = Teachers' salaries and related costs,
d = Students' earnings forgone,.
s = Number ot students in a group,
e = 'weighted' 0-level.scores ak-eandidates,
f = 'weighted' A-level output.

4 Each group of input and output measured will be indexed
to facilitate comparison as between institutions and, over
time, comparison within institutions. The fdlilowing two
sub-sections discuss the input'and output components of the
measuring devices.

hpputs with money values
i.

Factors a, b and c have money values assigned to then
in the market'and normally form the basis of unit cost
calculatio9s of educational provision. Table One summarises,
these costs and also inclu'des students' earnings forgone (d)
which is normally excluded from unit cost studies.

Institutional support costs ('a') is the product of
total institutional support costs and economics as a per-
centage of the timetable (See Table One). /t includes those
items which cannot be attributed directly to 'a particular
teaching programme. They ate

Salaries and wages of non-teaching staff, salaries and
wages of caretakers and cleaners, labour charges incurred
providing school meals, repair, alterations and
maintenance of buildings and grounds; fuel, sight,
cleaning materials and water; furniture and fittings;
rent and rates, school transport.

The items lin:lied include thors4 listed by 'Math (1970)
and Cumming (1971) but omit teachers "salaries and expenditure
on educational supplies which are presented separately.
These Institutional Support Costs were allocated to teaching
programmes on the basis of a timetable analysis on the
assumption that a school or college exists becLUse of its
teaching/learning function and that the timetable embodied
this function.
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74.76
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74-76
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941 10 1
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II

1

§ote(1) All Priqes In £

(2) The financial data for 1975-76 has been deflated.to
1974-75 prices. The index used was the DOE U.K.
General Index of Retail Prices.

Expenditure on materia ls from capitation ('b') was either
analysed by looking at records of expenditure or by a pro rata
division according to pumbers of subjects and teaching groups
in a department. The marl size of this element in the total
resources committed to A-level education is noteworthy and
can be seen on line 2 of Table One.

.

Tea chers' salaries ('c') were calculated from data
obtained of the experience, qualifications and status of the
staff involved: Any responsibility allowance for work newt
connected with Economics was deducted from th4 salary and
the remainder assumed to be paid for the teaching undertaken. -

The proportion of Salary attributed 0 Ecomonick was the
contact time with the.group studied as a proportion of tilt
teacher's total class contact time. There is an assumption
that out -of -class preparation is in direct proportion to the
time allocation on the. tidetable. I

The calculation of earnings forgone (td') was accomplished
using Midland Barak salary data for 16+ and 0+ entrknts and
the data is used as an approximation for output forgone.'
The choice of a bank was guided by.the similarity between the
entry qualifications they require and the average number of
0-levels obtained by the students in the study, whkch were:
5.5 subjects per student in School A, 7.1'subjects in 'both

I
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sets, in College B and 5.1 subjects in College C. Allocation
of the earningsvol each student was based upon Economics as
a proportion of an individual's totdl class contact time.

Educational Attainment Measure

The following paragraphs consider, first, the use of
0-level results as a measure of the input quality of
candidates and, second; A-level results as ,the sole output
measure. [Allowance must be made for difference in the
quality of candidates in the different institutions and
0-level results were used for this purpose.(' At the time
of this study 0-level performances were published on a' -

scale ranging from 1 to 9; these results have been weighted
in reverse order, where a grade 9 - 1 point to grade I =
points. C.§.E. grade 1 was scored equivalent to the baret
0-level. pass grade and given 4 points. The data records

the weighted scores of only the 0-level passes of ,the
candidateh in the four ,instltutionE. Rows two and three
of Table Two shoe the weighted 0-level input scores of the
candidates and these are also indexed fo, comparison.

TABLE 1V0 THE EDUCATIONAL ATTArair I4EASURES

.

Schodl
A

College B

Group 1 Group 2

diege
C

No. of Economics

Candidates in June, 976 11 12 t, 9 15
,

Average 0-1pve1 input score

31.8

100

45,4

,

143

for1 41.4

I

I

130

.29.2

92
I.

candidate (factor 'e')

0-level input scores
indexed for comparison

Average 'weighted' A-level
output (factor 'f')

rklevel output scores
indexed for caparison

3.6

lb°

r

-

. 2.7

75

I ;

I w 2.8
.i

1

I V78

2.5

' 69

filke legitimacy of using A -level performance ah\the sole
output criterion might be contested. Yet, the sit teachers'

'ifiv9Aved.in this caudY took the view that their overriding
objective was to assist candidates to achieve their befit
possible' grade. No other primacy objective was offered.

11
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The validity of'this grade orientated measure of output would
be further enhanced if 'best possible grade' reflected also
the objectives of the learners, as it would if some form of
higher or further education was their aim.. A record of the
post WA-level placement of the forty-seven candiddtes shows
that thirty went on to further or higher education and,only
five of thy remaining seventeen had grades which could
probabiy have obtained for them some formof further education.
Given the argument thAt the highest possible grade is the
objective, it is necessary to have wome measure of weighting
Per the A-level grades. The meqod adopted is the same as
that used by Christie-and Griffin (p. 63, Hoyle, 1970),
ranging from '0' grade = 1 to A 6'. The weighted A-level
output measures are also shown in Table Two.

The performance Ratios

The data. required for the components of the measuring
oev4ce having, been presented-,.it is now possible to re-prepent
the data in the form of the ratios described above 41 Table
Three enables comparisons to be made using the Cost
Ratio criterion which relates inputs with money values to
the A-level output. The final column is calculatedeby
standardising the ratio to an output index.of 100.W ?his
final column allows us to make comparisons` and to produce
an ordinal ranking with A performing best and B1 poorest.

1-

TABLE THREE* COST PER?ORMANCE RATIO

Institution

.

.

Average input
vcost per ,

candidate (f)
.4*

Index of
average
input cost

A-level
output per
candidate

3.8
I

Index of
A-level
output

100

Input-
Output
Ratios

oer

100.100A

B.

t
777 lie'

Group 1 767
L

99 s 2.7 75 132 100

B Group,2 763 98 2.8
i.

78 128 100

C 627 81
a

2 di . 1' 117 100

Table Four shows the performance on the Academic
'Performance Ratio which relates the weighted 0-level scqres.

- of candidates to the weighted A-level outpu.t. The rati) in
the final column again allows us to make an unequivocal
ranking of performances.
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TABU POUR: ACADIMIC marmaxim RATIO

Insti tion
1ft

0-104e1
input per

candidstm

1 Indes of

0-1evp1
input

s

A-level
output per
candidate

Index of,

A-1'641
outOut.

ig
Input-
Output

Ratio

A
.

31.8 100 3.6 '

',.

100 100:100

B: Aroup 1
04

45.4 143 -1.7 75

o.
191:100

.

B: Group 2 41.4 130 2.8 va 167:100

6 f 29.2
4

92 2.5
L

69 133:100

.

411(

'Table Five 4s included, not only to present the final
ratios together, but to emphasise that any decision to.

a single measure of performance
is contingent upon a po y decision on the relative weight-
combine the ratios US pcyce

.ing-of the ratio,. Thus, if they were given equal weight '

the ratios could be added to produce a singly measure of ,

cost-effectiveneSs. By not offering pre-determined weighting
in the measuring device the policy maker has the opportunity
tq.determine his own weighting, cpntingent upon the relative
importance he wishes to attach to the two ratios.

PERFOSMANCI SCH[DULZ

Coit

Performance
Ratio

Institution Bducation
Performance

Ratio ,

100:100 1

A 16100:10
r

132'100 ' B: Group 1 191:100
-1..

128:100 B: Group 2 167:100

117:100 C 133:100

Discussion of results

One of the most important features of this study which
Should be discussed is not the'results as such but the
measuring deviceS'being proposed. The Cost PerfOrmance Ratio
is proposed as an acceptable measure in an educational context
because it relates costs to aS objective agreed by teachers
and, indeed, by learners. The second measure uses 0-levels
as the vasuTe of input; these may often be maligned by
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schools but are,'in fact, often used.by them as a me sure
of peeformance schools are nofmally happy to be judged by
the. when the results are good and they tend to be despised
only when results arm poor. Certainly, the measures are not
perfect. is ackebwledged,that 0-level is effectively a
proxy for a measure of general ability (for which there is
no wholly convincing direct measure). It may also be
oMjected that the best grade,at A-Level is not the only
objpctive of A-level teachers. However, to await, perfection
say be to wait for ever and in the meantime do we continue
to use the existing and wholly inadequate measal.e of
performance?

Whilst this study compares groups in different instit-
utions in w single year it is also possible to'use the
procedure to. monitor performance over time within institutions.
Thus, in School A performance in subsequent years could be
related to the measures established in the base year.W The
ratios could act as a management aid, indicating areas of
Pg'rAistent poor performance so that remedies may be sought,
or conversely, re/arding areas of performance which are
consistently good. Head teachers and principals do monitor
performance within 'their institutions this procedure
quantifies certain areas of performance so as to aid judge-
ment. The Academic Performance Ratio: for exmmple, would
be useful in focusing attention on those classrooms where
learning appears to'be progressing successfully. Case
studies of successful Classrooms (and unsuccessful class-
rooms) might then be instructf/ve on hove( success is obtainel....

An unusual -feature of the input ,costs is the inclusion
of students' earnings forgone. T,pey ate a substantial
proportion of total costs ranging from 58% (College B) to
69'(School A). Their. inclusion in an analysis of educational
costs .should be a Tatter oft priority since, it would act as
a recurrent reminder of the importance of using learner
time to the maximum. It might also lead to a more rigorous
investigation before allowing an individual to begin a
courseLsuclihas A-level. An extra class memberis not simply
a comparatgiely small increase to a tevher's work load, but
a very large commitment of resources in terms of forgdne
output by the individual and society. A mofe rigorous entry
procedure would involve some attemptAto assess the nature
of the returns to that individual (and to society) of two
years of A-level study. This approach may make entry into 1

A-level and post-16 years study more difficult, but it may also
prevent the gross mis-allocation of resources which could
occur if ill-advised 16 year olds spend two years studying
A-level, only to fail. The foregoing should not be taken,
to suggest that A-level courses should be open dimly to
candidates who are likely to do well. The suggestiod is
that there should be sounder advice, but an individual may
still wish to enter an A-level course despite advice to the
contrary. There is a consumption element in education and
it is the individual who decides the consumption/investment
content of a course an economics course may be undertaken
forgloure consumption purfoses by some individuals but for
predominantly Investment motives by others. Thus, the
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attraction of A -level studies for some may be the consumption
benefits of the process rather than the investment potential
of a marketable output. /

f
A problem exists in relation to the data needed for

this kind of assessment procedure, The.problem is not that
the data does not exist.or is eNien very inaccessible it is
that data tends to belong to different sub-systems. Exam-
ination results, staff timetables and the records of courses
being followed by students are held in schools and colleges.
The.financial data, on the other hand, is held by education
offices and there is a further problem of confidentiality
over the salaries of individual teachers. This data would 7'

best be combined at the level of theinstitutiola enabling
schools and colleges to monitor their own performance, as
well as making the results available to the LEA A conse-
quence of institutions collating this data maybe a-demand
for virement over the allocation of resources faced with
information showing the existing distribution of financ
between resources such as teachers and capitition is it,
possible that heads may question the likelihood of ,ever
achieving optimal output with the e,isting mix of inputs?

.References

;

1. Chlristie and Griffin (1969-70)'used 0-level results
a means of comfoaring the -later performances of cand:
at A-level.

2. The choice of the group in Institution A for the b
14 index is arbitrary the ranking order of the resul
' would be the same if any other group had been used

a base
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input cost (99) and the index of 40Plevel output
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SUMMARIES OF ADDITIONAL PAPERS READ AY-THE CONFERENCE

Towards a Policy of Staff Development and Staff hpraisal

Harry.Ashmall,
Morii0lon's Acagemy, Crieff.

HIng made a case for "development" the speaker outlined
a numbe of programmes which had been used in different-Achool
settings and referred to-the theoretics work done by A.J.Light.
He emphasised that fortal programmes could only be a-part of
a wider process which involved other echoo activitib's and
other institutional inputs.

The main emphasis of the paper and the subseqdent con-
ference discussion was on the need for staff development to
be a way of professional life nailer than a mere programme.

*Stat./ development cannot be seen iks a gimmick to improve an
organisation whichAds not in good health; staff development
will better take pace in an institutiob where participation
and dialogue are real elements in the school's operation. .

Staff appraisal (and a number of methods were discussed)
will be more readily handled when a policy of staff develop-
ment is an important feature in the organisation's life.

,

V

Evaluating Examination Results

A.S. Cross,
Caludon Castle School.'

The results of Public.eiaminations are being evaluated
bath within school4Lsnd by parents and others on the outside'.
If the evaluation is. to be worthwhile it must 'read to remedial
action by the teachers and satisfy the following three crite'riA

(a) It must be systematic. Account must be taken oforesults
rather than just passes. .

(b) Recognition must be giver to the fact that examination
results reflect decisions about entry made by'teadhers
based on their assessments of pupils' abilities and
potential.

(c) It must primarily be with decisions and
assessments rather than, pupils' performance.

Examination entries are.a decisional dilemma. Telychers.
use three main criteria:

r) The course the pupil is,f011owing. Hence a pupil on,gi
GCE course is generally more likely to be entered for
GCE than-a pupil of similar ability on a CSE course.

ii) The pupil's chance of 'passing' in the examination.

iii) The pupil's attitude:

3
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Staff Appraisal and Staff Development in a

Centralized School System: Issues and Prospects

A.M. Ejiogu

Unlike theBritish system of education, education most
of the third world countries is basically centralized a its
schools essentially run*as bureaucratic institutions. **TO

teachers rightly or wrongly see themselves as professionals
and this,perceptIon points to a potential conflict between
the professional and the'bureaucratic authority. Staff welfare
in such school systems is looked after by the bureaucratic
officials who in most.cases are not themsleves teaching pro-
feabiodaIs. The teachers themselves could be grouped into the
'ascriptive professionals' and the 'achievement professionals'.-
Whereas the ascriptive professionals may welcome staff develop-
ment programmes especislly ff participation in such programmes
enhances their promotfo4, the achievement profeM4101nals,
already well trained 'before joining the school system often
Consider such 'orders' as unacceptable or at best on the border-
line of acceptability. This paper examples more closely such
intra-group strains aild conflicts and en offers some
*suggestions.

Self-Eipluation Procedures in Primary Schools

Lyn Gray,
Anglian Regional Managempnt Centre.

Self- evaluation is one form of quality cont n educ-
ation which can help participants in the assessment o heir
own organisation's effectiveness, and can assist them in
responding to external evaluation procedures.

L.The paper examines the processes whereby the head teachers
Of the forty largest primary schools in one large rural loca
education authority in England established a framework for
eseluating the effectiveness of thrA.toWm schools, and considers
some of the problems encountered i veloping, implementin
takevaluating the use of such a framework.

Alternative modes of self - evaluation are considered,
including the 'check-list', the usp f 'critical success
factors', and'the comprehensive go -based participatory
instrument. Issues arising from e development and use of
Such procedures indOude the ide ification of responsibility
,for their implementation, and for action arising from their
use, which in turn raises libe issues of the leadership role
°tithe head teacher and aspirations for more participatory
modes of management by the staff.
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School Quality Control gn Practice
Contrasting Approaches to Evaluation and Staff Deverment .`

M.Hewlett, Heart of England School e...9d
K.Lambert, Great Barr Scp6oI.

Approach 1 Affective, personal needs emphasis through staff
development

Argument' A precondition of an effective school
(i.e. one which achieves its basic 'strategical'
goals) is an effective teaching forolk, to obtain
this attention must be given to teachers' peidtknal
and professional beeds,(e.g. job satisfaction,
confidence, morale).

Approach 2 IA$rumental, goal orientated emphasis through
product evaluation and systematic staff appraisal

Argument: Rigorous evaluation involving precise
monitoring of edltAtional product (etg. examination
results) and systematic staff performance appraisal
will lead more directly to achieving basic strateg-
ical goals and at the same time improve teacher's
job satisfaction., confidence and moraleoby improving
professional competence and enhancing persona} self
image.

Synthesis Determining the best approach

The two approaches may be seen as lying at opposite
ends of a spectrum shggesting that a combination of
approaches is likely to be adopted. A school manage-
ment audit indicating organizational health and
specific weaknesses, will suggest which combination
of approaches is most appropriate.

al. it Control in Education The Span of Control Controversy -
Some Practical Considprations

Glyn Rawlins, Lings School
Rob Sindal, Robert Smyth Upptr School.

In 1938 Urwick enunciated the principle that 'no superior
can supervise directly the work of more than five or, at the
most, six subordinates" and thus initiated the concept of the
span Of control,

Using examples frOm secondary schools the arguments in
favour of broad spans and itarrow spans were examined. The
factors affecting the indi 'dual Headmaster's or Head of

*Department's span of control included aims and objectives
of the school, the training requir d and possessed by sub-
ordinates, the communication syste the personal contfct
required, the similarity and,geogra hical relation of functions,
the co-ordination and plannift requ red of the supervisor and
the organizational assistance recei ed.
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The "span",, the authors believe, is not a single general-
isable number, but must be calculated for each individual in
a particular post in an editcational institution.

Survey of Testing Activities of Local Authorities

in England and Wales

Robert Wood and Caroline Gipps,
University Of London Institute of Educ

The aim of the SSRC funded, Project is to evaluate the
impact of testling programmes on school practice and
edutational policies.

Eighty-nine LEAs have supplied information on their
testing programmes via a questionnaire. Over 80% of all

P LEAs have testing schemes, 14 testing atop age only and
i the remaining 63 at two or more ages. .The majority c9ver
F reading, almost half math& (an increasing trend), whilst
31 LEAs stip use verbal and non-verbal reasoning tests,
usually at 11+. Most testing takes place at primary level.

Since 1975 there has been an increase in LEA testing
programmes but they seem more concerned with screening
exercises and concern for'individual aobievement rather than
looking at overall school standards. Only 9 LEAs are overtly
concerned with monitoring by light sampling.

Part of our brief is looking at 'the APU and work is
progressing on an account.of the Unit.

,
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